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ABSTRACT 

Continuous systems are often emulated by discrete 

systems. This thesis analyses such emulations by substituting 

ans-domain Pade approximant for the time delay operator. 

The result is a "quasi-continuous" model of the discrete 

system which is effectively a distorted case of the continuous 

system being emulated. Thus the size of the distortions is 

a measure of emulation accuracy. The best quasi-continuous 

models have a one to one correspondence with the continuous 

system. 

SISO transfer functions have been studied using low 

order approximants leading to simple expressions for distortion, 

and simple methods of compensating the discrete system by 

pre-warping its parameters. Higher order approximants result 

in complex models which are simplified by Pade reduction 

techniques giving a more accurate distortion measure. 

In addition MIMO matrix formulations have been developed 

for cases when the system structure is both constrained and 

unconstrained. The constrained case leads to more difficult 

formulations. 

Overall the method gives useful results for comparing 

and improving discrete systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The advent of low cost digital components has led to their 

use in applications which previously were the domain of analogue 

components and techniques (Rhyne 1973, Gilbert 1963). A 

number of problems arise in the substitution of digital 

for analogue components. Hence, the purpose of this 

thesis is to present a new analysis and design technique 

which allows digital systems to be seen as distorted 

analogue systems (Gibson and Hamilton-Jenkins, 1982). 

The technique has been named "Quasi-Continuous analysis 

and design". 

Digitalcomponents have been used in preference to their 

analogue equivalents for a number of good reasons: 

(i) Stability and repeatability - it is well known that 

age and environmental conditions cause changes in 

analogue circuit parameters (~or e~ample see 

Millman and Halkias 1972). Digital components 

do not vary in this fasion so simulation experiments 

are more easily repeatable and devices built in 

the laboratory can be expected to perform in harsh 

environments, etc. 

(ii) Physical size - parameter values of analogue 

components are often related to size whereas for 

digital components this is not the case. Beyond 

some threshold the digital system will be smaller 

and lighter than its analogue counterpart. These 
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factors are vital in the military and aerospace 

industries etc. 

(ii;i..) Practical component values - there are physical 

limits to the achievement of extreme values of 

analogue components. For instance inductors always 

have an associated resistance which will be a 

limitation in, say, high Q filters. The digital 

equivalents do not have these limitations. 

(iv) Accuracy - the accuracy of an analgoue system is 

ultimately limited by such effects as thermal noise 

and manufacturing tolerances. In contrast, digital 

systems are limited solely by the word length used 

to represent data, thus the accuracy constraints 

have no final limit. 

(v) Flexibility - digital computer programs can easily 

be modified and can use more sophisticated algorithms 

than are practical with purely analogue devices. 

(vi1 Speed of implementation - as a result of digital 

flexibility the set up time for simulations on a digital 

machine is less than on an analogue machine. 

(vii) Storage - Digital values can easily be permanent\y 

without degredation of accuracy. 

(viii). Cost - As a result of mass produced programmable 

digital devices and the seven points above; many 

control, filtering and simulation systems can be 

implemented more cheaply in digital hardware. 

stored 

These advantages are partially offset by a number of problem 

areas. First, there are practical problems such as 

aliasing, coefficient word length, speed etc. Second, 
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there are conceptual problems. 

These conceptual problems arise because: 

(i) The world as we perceive it is essentially analogue/ 

continuous; the familiar design and analysis tools 

are continuous, the signals and processes to be 

simulated or controlled are continuous. Consequently 

the engineer has a better grasp in terms of continuous 

systems. 

(ii) The translation of continuous systems into a digital 

form cannot be done exactly due to a lack of appropriate 

operators. Table 1.1 shows the operations that can 

be carried out in continuous and discrete domains. 

Neither integration nor·differentiation have counter

parts in the discrete domain. This leads to the need 

to approximate these differential operators by using 

summation, constant multiplication, and time delay. 

Any discretised dynamic system will contain errors 

due to this approximation. These errors can generally 

be reduced by fast sampling but can only be eliminated 

for special cases. 

Discrete systems have three main areas of use. Specifically; 

simulation, filtering and control compensation .. 

(_i). In simulation the objective is to build a discrete 

system which will faithfully model a pre-determined 

continuous system. Given known inputs the system 

output can be studied. 

(_ii). In filtering, the characteristics of the input and 

output are known and the objective is to build a 



Operation 
Domain 

Continuous time 

Complex 
frequency 

Discrete time 

Multiplication 
by a 

constant 

Ax(t) 

Ax (s) 

Ax(nT) 

Summation 

x(t)+y(t) 

x (s) +y ( s) 

x(nT)+y(nT) 

Table 1.1: Practical operations in different domains 

Integration 

Jx{t)dt 

X (S} 
s 

Differentiation 

clx(t) 
~ 

sx (s) 

Time 
Delay 

n+n+l 

Ul 
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system which imposes the correct characteristics on 

the output. This can be done either by designing a 

continuous filter which is then simulated, or by 

translating the input/output requirements into a discret~ 

form and designing in a discrete domain. 

(iii) In control compensation the problem is similar to 

filtering except for two added restrictions. First, 

since the coropensator is part of a closed loop system 

its phase response is critical for the stability of 

the system as a whole, and second, since the controlled 

device is real the compensator must operate in real 

time. 

A method of design and analysis which functions in the 

continuous frequency or time domains would be useful. The 

approach in this thesis is to use Pade approximants to the 

Laplace transform of the pure time delay i.e. 

z-l = e-sT - f(s)/g(s) (1.1) 

whi.ch provides a link between the two domains. This results 

in a low frequency approximation to the discrete system 

which can then be compared with the continuous design 

criteria. Thus the effects of sampling can be evaluated 

and augmentation, which will improve the system can be 

designed. 

The thesis is organised into six major chapters and 

a summary chapter as follows: 
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Chapter 2 briefly considers the range of techniques that 

is avilable for the design of discrete systems, along with a 

few points of analysis. It is by no means exhuastive but 

considers representative cases with a special emphasis on 

design by emulation of continuous systems. 

Chapter 3 develops the elements of the Quasi-continuous 

method and its area of application. In particular the Pade 

approximant to the pure time delay is introduced along 

with a method of using it to describe discrete systems as 

distorted continuous systems. In conjunction with this, 

some concepts and definitions are covered. 

Chapter 4 extends the use of low order Quasi-continuous 

analysis to transfer functions and matrix state variable 

formulations. A way of compensating systems for the distortion 

caused by discretisation is also introduced and demonstrated. 

Chapter 5 is an aside in preparation for Chapter 6. 

It looks at, the effect of parameter perturbations on 

matrix eigenvalues, and the inverse problem of choosing 

parameter perturbations to cause a specified eigenvalue 

perturbation. The case where the matrix elements are 

non-linear functions of the parameters is emphasised and a . 
unique class of matrices whose eigenvectors are invariant 

under perturbation is introduced. 

Chapter 6 synthesises a 'constrained' parameter 

perturbation analysis which allows matrix elements of the 

state variable formulation to be constrained to be non

linear functions of the system parameters. As a result they 

are not independent of one another. This is an extension 
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of chapter 4; expressing the distortion in terms of 

parameter perturbations instead of matrix perturbations. 

A complementary compensation scheme is also developed 

and demonstrated. 

In Chapter 7 high-order Pade approximants are used 

to develop more accurate quasi-continuous analysis methods. 

When applied to transfer functi'ons the model becomes 

quite complex and so system reduction techniques are 

used to simplify it. The resulting model is easily 

interpreted, yet accurately represents the discrete 

system. 

Chapter 8 summarises the original work that is 

presented and suggests some areas for further research. 

As a result of the research contained in this thesis 

the following work has been published or has been accepted 

for publication. (The chapters which cover the work 

in each paper are listed in brackets after each reference.) 

Gibson, J.A. and Hamilton-Jenkins, M.A. (1981). 'Constrained 
System Perturbation Analysis', International Journal 
of Systems Science, Vol. 12, no. 2, pp 195-2 04 (Chapter 5) . 

Gibson, J.A. and Hamilton-Jenkins, M.A. (1982). 'Modal 
Sensitivity to Discretisation', International Journal 
of Systems Science, Vol. 13, no. 1, pp 85-91. 

Gi:Oson, J.A. and Hamilton-Jenkins, M.A. (1982). 'Unconstrained 
Quasi-continuous Representation of Multivariable 
Discrete Systems', International Journal of Systems 
Science, Vol. 13, no. 7, pp 741-756, (Chapter 4). 

Gibson, J.A. and Hanulton-Jenkins, M.A. (to appear). 
'Constrained Quasi-continuous Representation of 
Multivariable Discrete Systems', International 
Journal of Systems Science, ( Chapter 6) • 
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Gibson, J.A. and Hamilton-Jenkins, M.A. ("1983), 
'Transfer Function Models of Sampled Systems', 
IEE Proceedings pt. G, vol.130, no.2, pp 37-44, 
(Chapter 7). 
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CHAPTER 2 

A SURVEY OF DESIGN AND ANALYSTS TECHNIQUES 

FOR DISCRETE SYSTEMS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This Chapter will consider the range of technique that 

is available for the design of discrete systems, and a few 

points of discrete system analysis. The emphasis will be 

on the emulation of continuous systems by discrete methods; 

(the two exceptions are included due to their close 

relationship with continuous system technique). 

2.1.l The z-Domain. 

Discrete systems are generally described as z-domain 

functions where z ands domains are related by: 

ST 
z = e = u + jv 

ln , s = Tx-nz = cr + JW 

( 2. 1) 

( 2. 2) 

The mapping from s to z domain is many~• one in that 

successive bands, of width w = w = 2TT/T in the s-plane are 
s 

map,.ped onto the whole of the infinite z plane. Hence only 

s-domain functions that are periodic along the jw axis have 

z-domain equivalents. 



jw 

w /? s -

-w /? s -

s 

11 

JV z 

u 

Fig 2.1: s to z domain mapping: showing the stable region 
in z and the equivalent stable band ins. 

Consider a function h(t) with a Laplace transform 

( 2 • 3) 

If this is sampled every T seconds by an ideal sampler 

so that 
co 

h*(t) ~ l 
00 

h(kTl ~ L h(tlo(t-k'I'l 
k=O k=O 

then H*(s) is given by (Jury 1958). 
co 

H* ( s) = l H (s + j kw5 ) ; 
k :.--, . 

w = 2TI / T 
s 

which is periodic in j w as required for mapping into the 

z-domain (this effect is known as aliasing or folding). 

Thus sampled data is suitable for representation in the 

( 2. 4) 

( 2. 5) 

z-domain. The z transform can be computed by taking the 

Laplace transform of (2.4) and substituting in accordance 

with ( 2.1), i.e. 
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00 '):, 

h(t)6(t-kt))e-stdt H* ( s) - f T( l 
0 k=O 

00 

T 'f. h(kT)e -sTk 
= 

k=O 

00 

-k => H ( z) = T 'i. h(kT)z (2. 6a) 
k=O 

the inverse transform is 

1 h(kT) = 211 j k.-1 f Tz H ( z) dz 
C 

( 2. 6b) 

where C is a contour enclosing all the singular points of 

H ( z) • 

Notice from (2.5) and (2.6a) that H*(s) and H(z) will 

normally preserve poles but not zeros (unless s-domain 

poles or zeros are mapped onto one another in the z-domain). 

2 . 1.2 Discrete Realisability. 

where 

The general linear discrete system can be written as: 

X is the 
k 

u is the 
k 

a.' b. are 
l. l. 

q 

= L 
i=O 

kth 

kth 

a.x 
i k - i+p 

r 

+ 'i. 
i=O 

b.U 
1.k - r +£ 

output vector, 

input vector, 

non-zero coefficient matrices. 

( 2. 7) 

Three sets of . restrictions need to be considered: 

(i) For causality s < 0. The current output cannot 

be affected by future inputs. 

(ii) For open loop realisability (OR) p ~ -1. The 

output cannot depend on values which have not yet 

been computed Often systems with p > 0 can 

be reformulated as OR systems by algebraic 

manipulation, e.g., 
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x:k = aXk_ + bx + Uk (p = 0) l k ·-1 

-1 
( 

xk 
= Cl - a) C.1 + bx . ) (p = -1) I 

k k · I ) 

If (1-a) was a singular matrix this would not 

be possible. 

(2. 8) 

( . · '\ For closed loop realisability (CR) p, s < -1 . .l. .l. .1.; 

This ensures that the discrete system will still 

form an (OR) system if feedback is added. From 

Fig. 2 . 2_( a) ' xk = uk + xk. _ l = h l ( xk _ 1 , _ uk) and 

from Fig. 2.2(b) --x1( =uk+ a~+ xk-1 =h2 (xk'¾-l'uk) • 

Open Loop 
Realisable 

System 

( a) 

T 

Open Loop Realisable 
System in Closed Loop 

( b) 

T 

Fig . 2.2: Schematics showing open loop realisability and its 
limitations 

Since h 2 (·) is not (OR) h 1 (·) is not (CR). As before 

the closed loop system can often be reformulated as an OR 

system. Alternatively a delay can be added to either the 

feedback path or the open loop system (Sage and Burt 1965, 

Bolton 1980a). The application of a system will determine 

whether it must be OR or CR. 
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In real time systems, computation of the output requires 

finite time, thus the output will be delayed over the 

corresponding input by a fraction of T. In some applications 

the fraction is small enough to ignore, in others the phase 

delay involved may be critical. This is especially true if 

the digital system is part of a closed loop system. 

The rest of this Chapter is divided into design (Section 

2.2) and analysis (Section 2.3). 

2.2 DESIGN METHODS 

This Section considers the design methods with respect 

to the approach rather than the intended application, since 

it is often possible to apply a particular method or approach 

to a variety of applications. Occasional comments will be 

made about the suitability of methods for control, simulation, 

filtering 1 etc. The first subsection covers z -transform 

methods; the second looks at the use of substitution for 

continuous integrators and the final section considers 

optimisation and response matching techniques. 

2.2.1 Z-Transform 

The standard z-transform (Kaiser 1963, Jury 1964, Hurt 

1964, Fowler 1965, Gilbert 1966, Kuo 1970, etc.) is the 

direct approach. Since z-transforms apply only to data 

sequences it is not possible to z-transform ans-domain 

transfer function directly. To derive an equivalent 

z-domain transfer function it is necessary to z-transform 

the input and output data and compute an appropriate device, 
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i.e. , 

H (z) = Z H{s)U(s) 
Z U ( s) 

( 2. 9) 

Normally U(s) is not known so an approximation is needed: 

For simulation Hurt (1964) has suggested a step input while 

Fowler (1965) has suggested a ramp; the simplest is an 

impulse {U(s) = 1, U(z) = 1), in which case eqn 2.9 reduces 

to H ( z) = z l}r ( s )] (2.10) 

which is known as the impulse invariant method. In general 

H(z) will be a rational function and hence be realised by 

a recursive structure and have an infinite duration impulse 

response (IIR). 

1 
s + a 

The transform pair (Kaiser 1963) 

T 
-1 

1 - exp(-aT)Z 
( 2. 11 ) 

can be used on the partial fraction expansion, or the 

following formula (Wilson et al 1973)which is equivalent 

H ( z) = A{ ~l 
k=l 

where 

R = 
k 

N 
+ I 

k=N +l 
1 

-p T 
Rk } 

l+e k z-l 

N 
II (p. -pk) 

j=l J 
j/k 

M, N number of zeras,. and poles in H (s) 

z j, pk complex or real zeros and poles 

A is chosen to match steady state gain 

can be used directly to determine H(z). 

(2.12) 
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For pulse inputs a similar transform pair exists: 

1 T 
[1 

-aT l - e ( 2. 13) 
s + a -aT -l a 1 - .e z 

This will be referred to as the pulse invariant method 

or PI method since the response of the continuous and 

discrete systems is identical for pulse inputs (i.e., input 

is constant between sampling instants). 

Shieh et al (1980), working in the discrete time 

domain have derived approximations for the matrix exponential 

which ease the application of (2.11) 

real time systems~ 

and (2.11) in large, 

From (2.5) it is clear that the s-domain or frequency 

responses of H(s) and H*(s) will only match if H(s) is band 

limited to (-w /2 ~ w ~ w /2). 
s s 

Satisfactory responses can 

be achieved if H(s) has a low cut off frequency, i.e., 

w << w /2 and a high rate of roll-off so that the folding 
C S 

errors are small. 

Kaiser (1963) suggests cascading a wide band, low pass, 

linear phase "guard" filter G(s) with a high roll-off to 

form H (s) = G(s)H(s), thus reducing folding errors. 
m 

This 

approach is effective but drastically increases the system 

complexity. 

Non-lin.eari ties and time varying components pose 

a special problem for discrete systems. The system of 

Fig. 2.3(a) has a continuous transfer function: 

H(s) = c(t) (2 .14) 
S 2 + 2s + C (t) 

where c(t) is a time varying gain factor such as a limiter. 



1 
s+2 

N1 ( z) 
z-.82 

c(t) 

c(t) 

-1 
z 
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1 
s 

N2 ( z) 
z-1 

(a) Continuous 
feedback 
system 

(b) Z-transforrn 
transfer 
function 
for T = .1 

Fig 2.3: Intermediate stages of the Fowler/Hurt method (2.14) 

Z-transforming the two continuou:s blocks and solving 

one block at a time around the loop is only accurate for fast 

sampling since Z~(s)G(s)J "f- H(.z}G(.z). Fowler (.1965) and 

Hurt (1964) have proposed a method of reducing this problem. 
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The method consists of: 

(i) Z-transforming the linear blocks. for some chosen 

input, as in (2.9), but leaving the numerators 

unspecified as in Fig. 2.3(b). Note the intro-

duction of 
-1 

z in the feedback path to preserve 

OR for the loop. 

(ii) For an appropriate value of c(t) compute the 

z-transform of th.e continuous system (Fig. 2. 3a) 

H 1 (z) and the transfer function of the discrete 

system (Fig. 2.3b) H2 (z). Choice of c(t) may 

require root locus plots or other information. 

(iii) Choose N1 (z) and N2 (z) so as to match the 

denominators of H 1 (z) and H2 (z). 

(iv) Finally, compute a prefilter to match the 

numerators of H1 (z) and H2 (z). 

This method has been successfully used for real time 

simulation of aerospace problems and allows much lower 

sampling rates than the alternatives. 

A simpler approach is the matched z-transform (Wilson 

et al 1973) where the base-band poles and zeros are mapped 

exactly into the z-domain. 



H(z) = 

where R, s 

P, Q 

Or, as 

C1p +. 
- I 

"q +. - , 

A 

~ 
l-1q 
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number of real poles and zeros 

number of complex conjugate pole & 

zero pairs 

real poles and zeros of H(s) 
l 
~ complex poles and zeros of H(s) 

is chosen to ~atch steady state gain 

The impulse response match is sacrificed for the sake 

of improved frequency matching. A notch filter example in 

Wilson et al shows the matched z-transform giving similar 

frequency response to the bilinear z-transform. This 

suggests that the matched z-transform will be superior to 

impulse response matching methods such as bilinear or 

impulse invariant when it is worth sacrificing impulse 

response for a small improvement in frequency response. 

An alternative to the previous recursive design 

methods is the Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter 

(Kuo 1970, Kaiser 1963, Rabiner and Rader 1972). Since 

filtering is equivalent to time domain convolution a device 

such as in Fig. 2.4 can be used to convolve the input 

u(k T) with the target filters impulse response h (iT) . 

The impulse response has to be truncated after n terms 

leading to errors; to minimise these errors n is often 

over 50 (Lynn 1980) which is the major disadvantage of 

this structure. However, it is possible to build linear 
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V 

I: u((k-i)T)h(iT) 
i=O 

t, U*H 

u ( kT_) _____ "'"'""4 -1 
z 

-1 
z 

Fig. 2.4 

-1 
------ z 

Discrete convoluticn 

phase-response filters by this method: Discrete fourier 

transform (DFT) theory shows that if the impulse response 

is even there is no phase shift (and if odd the phase shift 

is II/2. This is non-causal unless an appropriate time 

delay is cascaded with the filter. 

follows: 

The procedure is as 

(i) Expand the frequency magnitude response 

H(w} ~ IH(jl).)j into a sine or cosine series 

(depending on whether H (w ) is odd or even for 

smal 1 w ) , e . g . , 
ex, 

H (w) = I ~ cos kwT 
k=-0 

=> 
1 "" k -k 

H(z) = a + 2 I ~(z + z ) 
O k=l 

(2.15) 

(ii) Truncate the series after enough terms (say N), 

and cascade a delay term z-N to ensure causality. 



(iii). 
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A weighting or window function can be applied to 

the coefficients 

truncation, e.g.' 

Bartlett's window 

Harnming's window 

to reduce the errors due to 

( l - it-I /kT !ti < kT 
( (2 .16a) 
( 0 It! ~ kT 

(. 54 + . 46 cos (rr+/0<Tl ) , It I < kl' 
( 
( 0 , It I > "kT 

(2.16b) 

Van Gerwen et al (1975) and Lynn (1980) have described 

a variation on the FIR known as the difference routing 

digital filter (d.r.d.f.). In a d.r.d.f. a simple recusive 

filter which approximates the desired FIR is chosen and 

cascaded with a non-recursive stage which is designed to 

correct the response (see Fig. 2.5). The objective is 

to limit the filter coefficients to small values which are 

easily handled by microprocessors or special hardware, 

without sacrificing accuracy. 

Non-recursive stage Recursive stage 

z-' - - - - r 

Fig. 2. 5 Difference routing digital filter 
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Thus the two z-transform approaches to filter design -

IIR and FIR - have been dealt with along with variations. 

The following subsection introduces techniques involving 

substitution of discrete algorithms for continuous components. 

2.2.2 Substitution Methods 

Multistep methods for solving differential equations 

have the form (Lambert 1973) 

\) \) 

xk = T E fk , S. - E xk - i Cl , 

i=o 
- l, l. 

i=l J. 

where x = f (x, u) 

X is the state vector 

and u is bhe input vector. 

Applying such a method to solve a linear system: 

x =ax+ bu 

and z-transforming leads to 

X(z) = b/(D(z) - a) 
u (z.) 

where 
D(z) = 

-1 
Ct. , Z 

i=o 1. 

\) 

TE a , -1 
' µJ. z 
i=o 

(2. 1 7) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

Comparing t his with the Laplace transform of (2.16 ) 

which i s b/(s- a) reveals that D(Z) is a substitute for the 

differential operators . Tpis is a general result for 

linear s y stems (Gilbert 1966). In practice it is simply 

a matter of replacing any integrators with I (.s) "' D- 1(z) 

in order to generate a discrete equivalent to the continuous 

system. Table 2.1 lists a few examples of Multi-step type 

algorithms. 



Algorithm Names 

-1 s 
Euler 
Rectangular 

Nystrom 

Simpson-Milne 

y 
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-1 
I (s) =D (z) 

-1 
Tz 

-1 
1-z 

2T z-l 

l-z- 2 

1+4z-1+z- 2 
-2 3T(l-z ) 

T 
Advanced rectangular -1 

1-z 

Trapezoidal 

Predictive 
Trapezoidal 
1.1 Integrator 

3 point 
extrapolation 

4 point rule 

2.2 Integrator 

T (l+z-l) 
-1 2 (1-z ) 

-1 
T(3-z ) 

-1 
2 (1-z ) 

-1 
z 

-1 -2 T(4-3z +z ) 
-1 

2 ( 1-z ) 

-1 
z 

T(8-5z-1+4z- 2-z-3 ) 

3(1-z-2 ) 

T (23-16z -l+Sz- 2 ) -1 
-1 z 

12 (1-z ) 

-1 
z 

Table 2.1 

Substitution/Multistep methods: 

References 

Hackmeister (1979) 
Gilbert (1966) 
Bekey & Karplus (196~ 
Sage & Burt (1965) 
Lambert (1973) 

de Boor (1965) 
Gilbert (1966) 

Gilbert (1966) 
Lambert (1973) 
Sage and Burt (1965) 

Bolton (1980) 

Greaves & Cadzow 
(1967) 

Lambert (1973) 
Sage & Burt (1965) 
Tustin ( 1947) 

Bekey & Karplus (1968 
Forsythe & Houseman 

(1979) 

Forsythe & Houseman 
(1979) 

Sage & Burt (1965) 

Sage & Burt (1965) 

Forsythe & Houseman 
(1979) 

-1 
Integrators in a continuous system can be replaced by D (z). 
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A number of workers have propos,ed th.e use of direct 

integrator substitution algorithms (Sage and Burt 1965, 

Hackmeister 1979, Bolton 1980 a, b, 1981, Nishimura et al 

1981, Forsythe and Houseman 1976, etc . ) for use in both 

filtering and simulation. 

Bolton's (1980a) Y-transform is essentially 

a substitution method. 

in the Y-domain, where 

- 1 

Discrete systems are represented 

y = ( 1 - z ). /T (_2. 20} 

which is a discrete analogue of the s-domain with many of 

the same propert i es - especially as T • 0, thls is 

illustrated in Fig. 2.6. 

s y 

------1JW 

(j 

-stability boundaries 

Fig 2.6: Comparison of the sand Y domains: showing similarity 
as T -• 0 and also the compensation technique of (2.23) 
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Four procedures h.ave been advanced for using Y-transforms: 

( i) Substitute Y for .5 in the S -domain transfer 

function and realise the resulting Z-domain 

function. Since Y is OR this is always 

possible, e.g., 

l 1 
s + a y + a 

• 
Tz 

(1 + aT) - l ( 2 · 21 ) 

(ii) Substitute y- 1 for each integrator(s-i) and 

introduce a time delay z-1 in each feedback loop 

to preserve causality (this is necessary since 

-1 y is not CR), e.g., from Fig. 2.7 

1 
s 

----~ -a 

(a) Continuous 

Tz 
z -1 

-az~ 1 

(b) Y-transform 

Fig 2.7: The use of Y-l as an integrator replacement: showing 
the need for delay in the feedback path. 

1 T 
s + a - z + (aT - 1) ( 2. 22) 
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(iii) Since the sand Y domains are only equivalent 

at T = 0 it is possible to improve the discrete 

performance by adjusting the coefficient values 

or pole locations. The suggested method is to 

ensure that the perpendicular distance from 

the stability boundary is equal in both domains. 

Referring to Fig. 2. 6 this would mean moving 

the pole along thee= wT line to a point 

a + 1/T from the (1/T, 0) point. That is, if 

s = a + jw 

and y = u + jv 

then u = (a + 1/T)coswT - 1/T comp 

and V = (a + 1/T)sinwT. 
comp l (2 . 23) 

As can be seen only complex conjugate poles are 

affected. 

(iv) The fourth method is a reorganisation of the 

impulse invariant method. It involves the same 

structure as in Fig. 2.7 but the coefficients 

are computed so that the z transfer function is 

the same as for the impulse invariant method, 

e.g., by impulse invariant 

1 
s + a --,> 

by method (ii) 

l --'> 
s + a. 

- aT z - e 

(Fig. 2.7) 

Tz 
z - 1 + a.T 

(2.24a) 

( 2. 2 4b) 
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thus if 

. -aT 
a. = (1 - e )/T (2.24c) 

the two methods will have the same z transfer 

function but different structure or realisation. 

Nishimura et al (1981) have independently proposed the 

same substitution. 

Three reasons for using the Y-transform are;that it 

can be simple to derive, i.e., (i) and (ii), it is simple to 

implement on a sequential computer such as a microprocessor, 

and finally it is less sensitive to coefficient error and 

hence to word-length (more will be said about the precise 

nature of this insensitivity in section 2.3.1). 

Hackmeister (1979) p~oposed a very similar method 

wheres, s- 1 were replaced by S, s-1 with 

(2.25) 

This is the same structure as proposed by Agarw.al and Burrus 

(1975). Bolton (1980a) states that y is superior to S 

since it is OR whereas Sis non-causal. However, since y 

-1 -1 
and y are not CR they must be accompanied by z in all 

feedback loops if direct substitution is made as in method 

(ii) . 
-1 

Furthermore, in practices is more often used 

than s and since s-1 is CR it is easier to use than Y-1 • 

Further comments will be made about the relative merits of 

these algorithms in Chapter 4. 
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Bhuyan and Chatterji (1981) have also suggested 

a similar structure for reasons of reduced coefficient 

sensitivity. Having computed a z-transform (say by 

impulse invariant), they apply a shift transformation: 

A 

z = z - r 

where O ~ r ~ 1. 

Fig. 2.8 illustrates the effect this has on the 

system poles and zeros as they are translated into the 
A 

z-domain. The shift (r) is chosen so as to minimise 
A 

the distance from the origin to the z-domain poles and 

zeros, while being represented with only 2 to 3 bits. 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

A-1 
This allows simple and fast computation of the z blocks. 

Extreme values of r lead to previously considered designs: 

for r = 1 the S transform or rectangular integrator results 

(this will occur when T ~ 0 since the poles and zeros move 

towards z = l); for r = 0 the z-transform results. 

Consequently, th±s z transformation is a general purpose 

shift/substitution algorithm. 

-1 -1 A-1 
Fig. 2.9 shows they , S and z structures. They 

are very similar since they are designed for the same 

purpose - to minimise coefficient sensitivity by minimising 

coefficient magnitude. This only works under specific 

conditions which are dealt with in more detail in 

Section 2.3.1. 



z 

r 

(a) z ;.-do niain showing 
a complex conju
gate pole pair 
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Z=Z+r 

r 

(b) z - domain 
showing the 
same poles as 
( a) 

(c) The limiting case 
of r = 1 is similar 
to the Y-transform 

Fig 2.8: . The shift transformation of Bh~yan and Chatterji (2.26) 

y-1 

z-1 

(a) (b) ( C) 

Fig 2.9: The shift/substitution algorithms and their z-domain 
equivalents . 
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One of the most commonly used filter design algorithms 

is the Bilinear z-transform (Kaiser 1963, Kaiser and Golden 

1964, Kuo 1963, 1970, Wilson et al 1973~ Swamy and 

Thyagarajan 1977, and Whitbeck and Hoffman 1978): 

2 z - 1 s + • 
T z + 1 

(2.28) 

It was . first introduced as a substitution for the 

differential operator by Tustin (1947) in his work on time 

series analysis of linear systems. The reciprocal 

1 
s 

+ • 
T z ·+ 1 
2 z - 1 (2 .2 9) 

is recognisable as the Taylor trapeioidal integration algorithm 

(see Table 2.1) which is designed to give exact results for 

constant slope inputs. Notice that it is not (CR). The 

real merits of the Bilinear z-transforrn are based on the 

derivation which follows. Anauxiliary function is used which 

imparts two characteristics to the s-domain transfer function: 

(i) The entires plane is mapped into a horizontal strip 

from -jws/2 to +jws/2 in the auxiliary s 1 domain (hence 

eliminating folding); and 

(ii) The transfer function in the s 1 domain is periodic in 

jw and so has a z-domain equivalent. The auxiliary 

function with these characteristics is: 

2 s1T 
s = f tanh (-2 -). (2.30) 

Expressing this in terms of exp (js 1 T/2) and substituting 

for z leads to the transform in (2.28) 
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The resulting digital filter actually implements the warped 

s 1 -domain version, not the s-domain version. Consequently 

practical design involves designing in an s 2 plane, pre

warping critical frequencies to get ans-plane filter and 

then transforming to implement the s 1 -domain filter which 

will be approximately the same as the desired s 2 -domain 

fil t'er. 

thus: 

where 

The critical frequencies have to be pre-warped 

2 w = -tan 
T 

s = cr + jw 

( 2. 31) 

(2.32) 

There is a parallel with other substitution algorighms. 

For instance, for the Y-transform the auxiliary function 

would be 

s = 
-s T e 1 

T 
- 1 

with a pre-warping function: 

The disadvantages are clear since neither of the 

properties imparted by Bilinear z-transform are present. 

(2.23) 

(2.34) 

This bilinear method has been extended to the area of 

controller design (Whitbeck and Hofmann (1978)) by using 

it in reverse to specify warped design criteria. As 

a result the designed controller/filter need not be pre-

warped. The procedure is as follows. First, compute 

a z-transform of the s 2 -domain plant, making appropriate 

assumptions about input. 

z-transform 

Next, apply the inverse bilinear 



z = 1 + T :;;/2 
1 - T s/2 
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(2.35) 

to get a·warped s-domain problem definition. Third, design 

a controller using any standard technique. And finally 

use the bilinear z-transform to generate a discrete 

controller. The paper by Whitbeck and Hofman uses w~ 

in place of sin (2.35) and calls it thew~ transform. The 

method is straightforward for numerical examples but 

generates very complex expressions when used algebraically. 

For example, 

a 
s + a <E--:> 

1 - (T/2) w 
- aT 

T (1 + e ) w + l 
2 1 _ e - aT 

(2.36) 

Two final points with regard to the bilinear z-transform: 

a simple approximation for lnz is 

lnz = 2 { ( z - 1) + ±.( z - 1) 3 + ±.(~) 5 + } 
z+l 3z+l Sz+l ... (2.37) 

for z > O. 

A truncation of this series, substituted into (2.2), 

gives a z-domain approximation of s identical to the Bilinear 

z-transform. A second feature is the mapping of the left 

half s-plane into the unit circle thus preserving stability. 

2.2.3 Optimal Discrete Design Methods 

An alternative to the substitutions used in the 

previous sub-section is the use of optimisation techniques. 

Most methods are based on the diagram in Fig. 2.10. The 

objective is to design a digital filter (or simulator or 

controller) H(z) which optimally emulates G(t) by minimising 

the error signal E(kT). 



u(t) 

Fig 2.10: 
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G( t) 
c)kT) 

T 
+ E(kT) 

T 
H(z) 

Definition of an optimal digital system: optimal 
H(z) will minimise the sequence E(kT} in some way. 

Sage and Burt (1965) uses variational calculus to 
co 

derive the following equation which minimises I s(kT) 2 : 

n=O 

-1 
F (z ) 

H (z) = ---------,---
[U ( z) U (z -1) F (z) F (z -1)] 

{ 
U ( z - l) F ( z - l) Z [U ( s) G ( s)] } ( 2 • 3 8 ) 

[u(z)U(z- 1 )F(z)F(z-L)J 
+ - P.R. 

where: F ( z - 1 ) is a fixed part of the filter, 

[ 
[ 
{ 

]+ The product of the stable poles, 

]_ The product of the unstable poles, 

} Means the physically realisable part, i.e., 
P.R. 

retain only the stable principa l parts 

of the Laurent series expansion about 

each singularity. 

- 1 
The fixed portion of the filter F(z ) allows the designer 

to place restrictions on the final filter, e.g., by setting 

F(z- 1 ) = z- 1 the filter is forced to be CR. 
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R ( s) 
-1 

F(z ) H ( z) 

- 1 
1/ 1 

Tz 
-1 s 1 - z 

1/ Tz 
-1 I 

-1 
z 

-1 s 
1 - z 

1 1 T (1 + z- 1 ) 

/s2 2 -1 
(1 - z ) 

1 
-1 - 1 -2 

-1 T (z ) (4-3z + z ) 
/s2 z 2 -1 

(1 - z ) 

1 1 T 1 + -1 -2 
/s3 4z + z 

3 1 - z -2 

- 1 -1 -2 
1 -1 T ( z ) (8 - Sz + 4z -
/s3 z 3 -2 

(1 - z ) 

F(z- 1 ) = 1 for OR 

F(z- 1 ) = z- 1 for CR 

-3 z ) 

TABLE 2.2 OPTIMAL INTEGRATORS 

Name 

Rectangular 

Rectangular 

Trapezoidal 

Three Point 
Extrapolation 

Simpson's Rule 

Four Point Rule 
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This method can be applied to the derivation of any 

functional block. Sage and Burt use it to derive a series 

of integrators for step, ramp, etc., inputs for both open 

loop and closed loop applications. Their results are 

tabulated in Table 2.2. Notice that the ubiquitious 

Rectangular and Trapezoidal (i.e., Bilinear z-transform) 

are both optimal which explains their effectiveness. 

In large systems each functional block can be 

constructed from optimal integrators or, by optimisation of 

the whole block. This approach is demonstrated on a non-

linear system by Sage and Burt. They state that the 

result is not as good as the Fowler/Hurt method (Section 

2.2.1) but since it does not require any root locus analysis 

"its use in discrete system simulation is warranted". The 

method is equally applicable to filtering and controller 

design when an analogue system is to be emulated. 

A variation on this approach (Greaves and Cadzow 1967) 

specifies the input by its power spectral density function. 

This is advantageous in filtering because it is more common 

to know the input by its spectrum than its waveform. The 

resulting equation is: 

= -=---,-z --,-:r--{ Z [ill uu (s) G (s) J } 
[ill (z)J z[ill (z)] 

uu + uu - P.R. 

H (z) (2.39) 

where ill ( z) = z[iii (1:)J, (z transform of qiuu(t)) uu uu 

ill (s) = L[ill (1:)J, (Laplace transform of <Puu(i:)) uu uu 

and ill ( 1:) is the autocorrelation function of the input 
uu 

whose Fourier transform is the power spectral density. 
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The similarities with (2.38) are clear. A major 

difference is the inability to specify a fixed portion of 

the filter (i.e., akin to F(z - 1 )). Greaves and Cadzow suggest 

a modification which ensures CR by permitting a variation from 

the optimal filter: 

H ( z) 
l = [<I> (z)]+ uu 

{
Z [ <I> uu ( s) G ( s) ] } 

[<I> (z)] PR uu - .. 
(2.40) 

In the special case of band-limited signals (an often 

practical approximation) equation (2.39) reduces to: 

where 

H (z} = T G ( z) 

G ( z) = G(s}I 
Is= 

lnz 
T 

( 2. 41) 

It is necessary to make an approximation for G(z) using say 

the bilinear z-transform as shown at the end of Section 2.2.2. 

Kuo et al (1973) have proposed an approach for dealing 

with simple digital control of a linear system. The system 

is as in Fig. 2.11 where: r(t) and u(t) are m dimensional 

vectors; x(t) is an Nn dimensional state vector; A is n x n; 

Bis n x m; Eis m x m and G ism x n. The strategy is to 

choose E(T} and G(T) so that xc(t) is identical to xs(t) at 

the sample instants, i .e. , 

xc(kT) = xs(kT) (2 .42 ) 



r ( t) .....---~ 

E ( 0) 
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x = Ax+Bu 

G ( 0) 

(a) Continuous state feedback controller. 

r (t) 
E ( t) 

u (t) 
s ZOH x = Ax+Bu 

.._ _____ ~ G(T) 

Jb) Discrete state feedback controller 

X (t) 

Fig 2.11: State feedback control of a continuous system 

For the continuous system: 

X (kT + T) = e(A - BG(O))Tx (kT) 
C C 

where 

and 

+ JkT+T e(A-BG(0)) (kT+T-T)dTBE(O)r(kT) (2.43) 

kT 

= ¢ (T)x (kT) + 8 (T)E(o)r(kT) 
C C C 

cti (T) = e ( A - BG ( 0) ) T 
·c 

8 (T) 
C 

= f T e(A - BG( 0)) Ad.AB 

0 
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It has been assumed that r(t) does not change significantly 

between samples so that it does not appear in the convolution. 

This is a reasonable assumption since the controller 

must already be fast enough to reduce any pure time delay 

to insignificant levels. 

Similarly for the discrete system: 

X (kT + 'I') 
s 

= {eAT - fkT + T eA(kT + T - T) d-rBG (T)} X (kT) 
kT . 5 

+ tT + T e~(kT + T - '[) dTBE (T) r (kT) 
kT 

= { <j,(T) - 8 (T) G (T)} x (kT) + 8 (T) E (T) r (kT) 
s 

AT where cj>(T) = e 

and 8 ( T) = JT eAAdAB 
0 

If the terms in x(kT) and r(kT) are equated then the 

following necessary and sufficient conditions emerge: 

cj>(T) - q>c(T) = 8(T)G(T) 

8 (T)E(O) = S(T)E(T) 
C 

These can only be solved if there are at least as many 

controls as states (i . e., m > n). Since this is not 

usual l y the case, three alternative solutions have been 

proposed by Kuo et al (1973), Yackel et al (1974) and 

Si ngh et al (1974). 

The first (Kuo et a l 1973) involves pr e - mult i plying 

(2 . 45) and (2.46) by an m x n weighting matrix (H), and 

solving: 
G (T) 

E (T) 

= (H8(T)) : :H(~(T) - ~c(T))l 

= (HS(T)) HS (T)E(O) 
C 

(2.44) 

(2 . 45) 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 
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This has the effect of caus.ing 

Hx (kT) = Hx (kT) 
C S 

so that although then states are not matched to the 

continuous system, a linear combination of them is. 

(.2. 48) 

Some 

systems will perform well with this kind of matching but 

others, with weak coupling between states (.e.g., weak off

diagonal terms in the A-matrix), may be very sensitive to 

the choice of H. In any event it is possible for the 

states of the two systems to differ significantly leading 

to poor performance. 

A Taylor series expansion is also presented for both 

G(T) and E(T) where 

G (T) = G0 (T) + TG 1 (.T) + T2 G2 (.T) /2 + 
(.2. 49) 

E (T) = E 0 (T) + TE 1 (.T) + T 2 E 2 (.T) /2 + ..• 

and the coefficient~ are as in Table 2.3: 

i 

0 

1 

G. (T) 
J. 

G ( 0) 

G ( 0) I A - BG ( 0) I 
2 (HB)- 1 H{-¼ABG( 0) [A- BG(0)] + ½BG(O) [A- BG(0)] 2 

i 

0 

1 

2 

E. (T) 
J. 

E ( 0) 

-G ( 0) BE ( 0) /2 

(HB)- 1 H{¼ABG(O)B- ½BG(O) [A- BG(O)]B}E(O) 

Table 2.3 Coefficients for Taylor series expansions 
of E(T) and G(T) 
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The remaining two methods are. designed to match all 

of the states by using more complex control waveforms 

between samples, and rely on the continuous plant being 

controllable. 

Thus the second method (Yacksl et al 1974) involves 

matching the states after every N samples where 

n/m~N < (n/m) + 1 (2.50) 

That is: u(t) is changed every T seconds to cause x(t) 

to match after NT seconds; x(t) and r(t}. are only sampled 

every NT seconds - see Fig. 2.12 and compare with Fig. 2.11. 

Equating x (kT + NT) and x (kT + NT) leads to the condition: 
C S 

~ ZOH 
NT 

U = l/J - 1 (T) [cp (NT) - di (NT)] x (kT) 
C ' S 

(2.51) 
N=l 

+l/J-l(T) l cp [ (N - i - 1) TJ e (T) E (o) r (kT) 
C C i=O 

where l/J = [c/J(NT-T)8(T) \1 c/J(NT-2T)0(T)'.1 ... \8(T)] 

E(T) 

which is the controllab ili ty matrix; 

x = Ax+Bu 

G(T) ZOH 
NT 

X (t) 
s 

Fig 2.12: Matching states after every N sample periods 
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and U = [u,. (kT)\ u,. (kT + T)\ ... \ u,. (kT +NT -T)J,. 
s s s 

(NOTE: If ljJ is not square, i.e., N >n/rn, then a set of n 

independent columns are chosen from ljJ and the 

corresponding rows of U are used to form equation 

(2.51).) 

This equation can then be used to determine a set of N,E(T) 

and G(T) matrices, which are used by the discrete system 

to compute the N successive control signals. 

The third method (Singh et al 1974) is very similar in 

that u (t) is made to vary between samples. 
s 

It differs in 

that a smoothly changing signal is generated between 

samples by the use of a high order (polynomial) sample and 

hold (see Fig. 2.13) ~ An Nth order sample and hold 

(Fig. 2.14) has N + 1 inputs r 0 , r 1 , 

one time varying output: 

= L(t)Q 

[II tr\ 
tN 

where L = IN! r] 

and QT = [qo I q 1 I ... \q J 
N 

r and produces 
N 

The analysis follows a similar pattern to the other two 

(2.52) 

methods. The coefficients for continuously varying G(t) and 

E(t) matrices are derived, i.e., 

G(t-kT) = G0 + (t-kT)G1 + 

E(t-kT) = E0 + (t-kT)E 1 + 

kT ~ t .(. (k + 1) T 

(t- kT)N-l 
--'-------'--G 

(N-1)! N-1 

(t- kT)N-l 
(N-l)! EN-1 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 
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us(kT) (n-l)st us(t) 
----1 order x= Ax+Bu 

hold 

Fig 2.13: Matching states by using a highe _order hol-d 

q 0 (kT) 
---1D/A 

q 1 (kT) 

---------10/A --
(t-kT)q1 u(t-kT) 

q 2 (kT) 
----------1 0/A -- (t-kT) 2 

2 q2 

Fig 2.14: High order sample and hold 
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which define coefficient matrices: 

Ea Go 
E* = G* = 

El Gl 
(2.55) 

--- . 
~-1 G N-1 

Although this method allows states to be matched at 

every sample period, as opposed to the previous method which 

matched at every N sample periods, it has the disadvantage 

of requiring a more complex analogue device with all the 

problems that can entail (Fig. 2.14). In practice, the 

difficulty of attaining a high enough speed would have to 

be weighed against the unreliability of multiple D/A 

converters, etc. 

More recently, Kleinmann and Rao (1977) have presented 

a simpler approach. Instead of matching state ~rajectories 

they match control trajectories. The sampled control is 

chosen to minimise the square error over the sampling 

period: 

. T 
J . = min f [ u ( t) - u ] ,. [ u ( t) - u ] dT 

min u o c s c s 
s 

::;> u = _Tl f T u ( t) dt 
S O C 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

which is the average control, consequently it is called the 

average gain method. This leads to 

G(T) = ½ G(o) JOT exp [(A - BG(O))t]dt 

and E (T) = E ~ ) . 

(2.58) 

Despite the simplicity Kleinman and Rao claim that the result 

is accurate even with slow sampling. 
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Finally on this subject, it is possible to derive an 

optimal feedback matrix for the sampled system. Kuo and 

Petterson (1973), Kleinman and Rao (1977), Kirk (1970) and 

others, show this for a linear system with a quadratic cost 

index: 
CX) 

J = ½ f0 [x .. (t) Qx(t) + u .. (t) Ru(t)] d t 

which, in a discrete form is equivalent to 
CX) 

J = ½ I [ x .. (l<T) Qx (kT) + 2x .. (kT) Mu (kT) 
k=O 

+ u .. (kT) Ru (kT)] 

The discrete feedback matrix is given by: 

A -1 
G(t) = (R + e--He) (M .. + e--mp) 

where His a solution 

</> .. H</> - H + Q 
T 

( 2. 59) 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

The solution of (2.62) is time consuming so Kuo and Peterson 

have derived a Taylor series expansion for G(T) in terms of 

the optimal G(0), 

T 
G ( t) = G 0 ~ { I + :2! (A - BG ( 0) ) + . •. } ( 2 • 6 3 ) 

This is only of use if G(o) is already known or G(T) must 

be computed for several values of T. It has a further 

disadvantage in that coefficients in T2 and above require 

the solution of a matrix equation, limiting its practical 

application to small values of T. 

2.3 ANALYSIS METHODS 

This section will deal with some areas of analysis. 

Design and analysis are closely linked and in some ways the 

separation is artificial - analysis is an integral part of 
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design. However, the areas dealt with here were separated . 

from the design material because they relate to a broad 

range of design techniques. The presentation is thus 

simplified by being partitioned. 

Two topics will be dealt with. Firstly, the effect 

of coefficient word-length on the response accuracy of 

fixed point systems will be considered. This will be 

related to some of the structures in Section 2, and the 

choice of minimum word-length. Second, the effect of 

sample rate on response accuracy will be considered. 

2.3.1 Sensitivity to Coefficient Round-Off 

In general any good dig~tal to continuous transformation 

will maps-domain poles onto z-domain poles (or will do so 

approximately as T • 0). 

general approximation: 

This leads to the following 

f (s) 
s - p 

F(z) 
---> ---------1 

1 - exp (pl') z 

which will be valid, irrespective of the transformation 

(2.64) 

method, at high sampling rates. 

of a discrete system will be: 

From this the denominator 

-1 
D(z ) = 

=> 

n 
II 

i=l 

-1 
(1 - exp(p . T) z ) 

l. 

n 
- 1 

~ II (1 - (1 + p .T)z ) 
l. i=l 

Now the sensitivity of a system is best indicated by its 

sensitivity near the point of critical stability. For 

a discrete system this is lz- 1 1 = 1. Equation (2.66) 

-1 
shows that the zeros cluster around z =l as T • O, so the 

(2. 65) 

(2.66) 
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system will tend to be less stable and more sensitive to 

coefficient variations as T decreases. The magnitude of 

-1 - 1 
D(z ) at z=l (call this value E) will be a guide to the 

sensitivity since if E goes to zero the system will become 

unstable. 

t:. - 1 
E=D(z )I -1 

T+O, z =1 
= Tn TI p 

i i=l 
(2.67) 

If a direct realisation is considered the coefficients 

of the digital system will be those of the denominator 

polynomial, i.e., 

n 
D ( z- 1 ) = 1 + I 

i=l 

n 
E = i + I 

i=l 

-1 
b . z 

l. 

n 
b. = ,t1 II p. 

i i=l i 

(2.68) 

(2.69) 

If one of the b. is in error, due to round-off, by Ethe 
1 

system may be unstable hence the least significant bit must 

have a value of less than E, i.e . , the number of bits 

r equir ed is !l 

9., ~ 

= 

where : 

where 

l n 
pi] 1 + 

-1 n 
- log 2 (M T . II (2.70) 

- i=l 

[ log2 

n 

Pt] 1 + M-n log 2 T - log 2 ( II ( 2. 71) 
i=l 

[x] is the largest integer less than x, 

and Mis the largest representable number, 

the system may be scaled so that M 

(Kaiser (1965) shows that max (b.) 
1 

= max (b.) 
J. 

4 2n 
"' 5 In ) . 
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In order to reduce sensitivity, either T can be · 

increased, which will reduce accuracy, or n can be decreased. 

Reduction of n can be accomplished by realising the system 

as parallel second order blocks in which cases for the kth 

2nd order block is: 

(2.72) 

The overalls will be approximately 

2s /n. average 
(2.73) 

I 

In practice a cascade realisation is similarly insensitive 

to round-off. 

If, instead of direct realisation, the shift/substitution 

algorithms of Bhuyan and Chatterji (1981) are used then: 

A 

z = z - a 0 ,<;: 

n A 

=> £ = (1 - a).n + I b. (1 - a) 
i=l 

). 

and the wordlength of b. must be 
J 

a~ l 

n-i 

[ 
_ 1 j-n n n ] 

,Q.,J,? l+ -log 2 (M (1-a) T II p.) 
i=l 1 

(2.74) 

(2.75) 

The actual wordlength chosen must satisfy the most sensitive 

coefficient which is 

r _ 1 n ] 
max( Q. .) = ,Q,n ~ l + -log 2 (M T II p.) 

J - i=l 1 
(2.76) 

as in ( 2. 7 0) . This shows that there are no sensitivity 

advantages in using these algorithms directly. 

An alternative and more precise method of computing the 

coefficient sensitivity is to find the derivative of some 

indicator function with. respect to each coefficient. The 
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indicator function can be any appropriate measure such as 

pole locations (Mantey 1968), frequency response magnitude 

(Agarwal and Burrus 1975), continuous system design 

parameters (Bolton 1980b). etc. 

the best measure is 

For fixed point arithmetic 

(2.77) 

where His the indicator function and a is a coefficient. 

QH gives a measure of the fractional change in H due to 
a 

an absolute change in a and is therefore suitable for 

determining the necessary word length that will fix H within 

the design limits. 

For floating point coefficients there is a comma~ 

sensitivity measure (Nishimura et al 1981, Bhuyan and 

Chatterju, 1981, Agarwal and Burrus 1975, and Bolton 1980b): 

SH= aH a 
a aa H = 

Comparison with (2.77) reveals that floating point 

storage of coefficients is most efficient when the 

coefficients are small. This is simply because leading 

zeros do not take up storage space. Agarwal and Burrus 

(2.78) 

(1975) advocate a fixed point scheme which takes advantage 

of this. Instead of 

a coefficient a . , the 
l. 

storing and multiplying by 

value 2Ya. is used and the 
l. 

multiplication is followed by a y bit right shift which 

effectively divides the result by 2Y. y is chosen so that 

2Ya. is between 1 and .5. 
J. 

Although accumulation operations 

have to be of £ + y bits the multiplications are only 9, bits 

which is a significant saving. As mentioned above this is 
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only beneficial if the coefficients are small. Since the 

shift/substitution methods of Bolton, Bhuyan and Chatterji, 

etc., reduce the coefficient values, they are ideally 

suited to this realisation. Therefore, they are less 

sensitive to coefficient round off than the direct 

realisation. In practice as the poles move closer to the 

unit circle the sensi ti vi ty of IHI (when H is the impulse 

response) tends to unity using this scheme. It must be 

pointed out that some workers in this field use the floating 

point sensitivity function without specifying the Agarwal 

and Burrus scheme. This can lead to misleading results. 

form. 

Mantey (1968) extends sensitivity analysis to a matrix 

Given that the discrete transfer function is known 

in a matrix form, or that the z-transform has been converted 

to a matrix form, i.e., 

x ( k + 1) = 

y ( kl = 

Ax ( k) + Bu ( k) 

Cx(k) + Du ( k) 

(2.79) 

where ~ E Rn 

it is possible to apply linear transformations which change 

the system structure. 

than others. 

X ( k) = 

- > x ( k + 1) = 
y ( kl = 

where A = 
B = 
C = 
D = 

Some structures are less sensitive 

-1 ~ 
p X ( k) 

Ax ( k) + Bu ( k) 

ex ( k) + Du ( k) (2. 80) 
-1~ 

p AP 
p-lB 

CP 

D 
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The eigenvalue sensitivity to a change in the parameters of 

A is considered using an unconstrained modal sensitivity 

equation: 

n 

ta~~. ;x_qn-w] a>.. ~ 
q = vz::l l. J (2.81) aa .. n 
l. J II (A - ;\ ) 

w=l 
q w 

wi=q 

where the bare coefficients of the characteristic equation 

which is also the denominator of the z transfer- function . 

Mantey considers two basic structures which have a minimum 

number of multiplications. They are the diagonal matrix 

and the companion matrix. The diagonal matrix is simply 

the eigenvalue matrix,or Jordan canonical form, although 

complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues can be represented 

by 2 x 2 real sub-matrices. Note that if A is diagonal 

the realisation is parallel, and with l's in the super-

diagonal it becomes cascade. (The analysis is equally 

valid for both cases.) The companion matrix form is 

equivalent to a direct realisation of the z transfer 

function. 

Without repeating detail Mantey shows that the 

sensitivity ratio between the direct and parallel forms is: 

For ;\q complex 

(2.82) 



For A real 
q 

= 
1-j \ r q 

1-I \ 12 
q 

where A is an n x n matrix. 
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(2 • 8 3) 

These criteria can be used to choose the less sensitive 

of the two forms. 

Imad and Van Ness (1967) have demonstrated that 

eigenvalue sensitivies of large mixed systems can be 

computed (i.e. , digital control of a continuous plant) . 

This concludes the section on sensitivity to 

coe~ficient word length. 

2.3.2 Sensitivity to Sampling 

If a system were to be discretised using infinite 

precision arithmetic it would not usually be identical 

to its continuous counterpart . This is because of the 

limitation of sampled data systems mentioned in Chapter 1. 

As the sample rate is increased the discrete performance 

should approach that of the continuous system. Hence 

sensitivity to sample rate is important to the designer. 

There are two main approaches to computing this sensitivity. 

The first consists of finding the effect of sampling on 

the continuous system parameters, e.g., how much will the 

damping change as a result of sampling? It is necessary 

to compute a function which describes the performance of 

both the discrete and continuous systems and then compare 

parameters. 
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The second approach is to consider the effect of sample 

rate on the discrete systems performance. This is valid 

as long as system performance tends to that of the continuous 

system as T + 0. 

An example of the first method is given in the tutorial 

paper by Gilbert (1966). Various substitution methods are 

used to discretise a continuous system. The, resulting 

z transfer-function is inverted and compared with the 

continuous system response. For instance the Euler method 

(Rectangular integration} i s used on the linear system in 

(2.18) resulting in: 

X ( z) = Tb 
2 - 1-Ta 

( ) zxo . 
U 2 + z -1-Ta 

The initial condition response is: 

x(kT) = x (l+aT)k 
0 

= xoexp [{ln(l+aT)}Tkl 
. T 

whereas for the continuous system it is 

x(kT) = x 0 exp [{a}Tk] 

(2 . 84) 

(2 . 85 ) 

(2.86) 

Comparison of (2.85} and (2.86) leads directly to expressions 

for the distortion due to sampling or the sensitivity of 

a to sampling . 

The second method is represented in a short paper by 

Bekey and Tomovic (1966). The general, scalar input, non-

linear, discrete system is considered 

X(k + 1 ,T) = F[x(k ,'.r) ,u(k ,T) ,k,T] 

X E: Rn 

(2.87) 
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and sensitivity to sample time is defined as 

= ox(k+l,T) 
cST 

Differentiating (2.87) leads to 

QT(K+l) = 

where 

=(k,T) = 

and 

E,;(k,t) = 

au ( k, T) + a F ( k, T) 
- ( k, T) QT ( k) + E,; ( k, T) a T a T 

F (k,T) 
n 

. 
8F ( k,T) 

n 
au 

. 
F (k,T) 

n 
X 

n 

For example the discrete system in (2.84) leads to 

0/k+b) = (l+aT)QT(k)+ax(k,T)+bu(k,T)+bT aui~,T) 

(2.88) 

(2.89) 

(2.90) 

This "sensitivity difference equation" generates a "sensitivity 

sequence" which can be used to determine a satisfactory 

sample rate. 

2. 4 CONCLUSION 

This Chapter has introduced the range of digital 

teqhnique. It is hardly exhaustive but serves to illustrate 

the variety of methods available. Each method has a niche 

in practice for which it is best suited. 
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For fast sampling the standard z-transform approaches 

such as impulse invariant or pulse invariant are ideal as 

long as the input approximations are valid. For wideband 

systems the bilinear z-transform is appropriate (as long 

as gains are constant between critical frequencies). Either 

of these can be implemented using shift substitutions such 

as the Y-transform if coefficient word length is a problem. 

For systems where phase distortion must be minimised there 

are the FIR filters. And, if all else fails, the optimal 

methods based on input waveform or input power spectral 

density can be used. 

Alternatively, the multistep substitution methods can 

be used. Their most significant niche would be in digital 

machines for the replacement of analogue computers where 

a single piece of digital hardware can be used for each 

integrator. However, simplicity recommends them in many 

applications even though direct methods are more accurate. 

In mixed systems the above methods can be used as long 

as sampling is fast. In cases where this is not so, and 

the interaction between the digital and continuous SUQ-systems 

is critical, then the w'-transformor .response matching 

techniques may be appropriate. 

The following chapters are devoted to quasi - continuous 

analysis technique which allows discrete systems to be treated 

as continuous systems. It is complementary to all the 

previously mentioned design methods in that it can be applied 

to any digital design to study its fidelity and determine 

design improvements. 
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CHAPTER 3 

~ 

PADE APPROXIMANTS AND QUASI-CONTINUOUS ANALYSIS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This Chapter will introduce the elements of the Quasi-

Continuous method and its area of application. In particular 

the Pade approximant will be introduced along with a method 

for its use in the analysis and design of digital systems. 

This method will be used directly in Chapter 4 where single 

input single output (SISO) scalar transfer functions, and 

multiple input multiple output (MIMO) matrix transfer 

functions will be treated in more detail. Later chapters 

will extend the method in particular areas by introducing 

modifications to the method. 

The presentation will avoid details of specific systems 

and instead concentrate on the areas of: (i) background 

theory; and (ii) ~ome building blocks used in digital 

systems. 

The Chapter is divided into five main sections of which 

this is the first. The next will deal with the concepts 

and definitions required by the following chapters and will 

be followed in Section 3.3 with background material on Pade 

approximation and its relevance to Quasi - Continuous methods. 

Section 3.4 gives the context in which the method can be 

applied. That is, the kind of systems and formulations 

that are needed. Finally in Section 3.5 the method of 
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analysis is given and applied to the simple building blocks 

used for implementing digital systems. 

3.2 CONCEPTS 

3.2.1 Digital Systems. 

For the rest of this thesis any digital system will be 

assumed to be a digital model of a continuous system: 

G(s) -~ G*(z) 

where the* means "discretised'' and z is the time advance 

operator exp (sT). 

In many cases the digital system will have been derived 

in this way; this is particularly so for digital simulation. 

However, since it is possible to design in the discrete time 

domain, say by pole zero placement techniques, an alternative 

definition of the continuous system is needed. In this case 

the related continuous system can be defined as that system 

with the same behaviour as the digital system with infinite 

sample rate, i.e., the limit as T --> O, where Tis the 

sample period. Figure 3.l(a) shows a digital system with 

parameters F and G which are functions of T (note that this 

is necessary in general since the digital response will be 

sensitive to sample rate) . 
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G(T) + 
T 

+ 

F(T) 

(a) Digital System 

u(t) -G 
+ 

+ f x(t) 

~ 
F 

. (b) Continuous System 

Fig 3.1: A digital system and the related continuous system 

X 
V 

v-1. . 
= Fv x0 + l Fl.Gu • 1 V-J.

i=O 

v-1 
=> x(vT) = Fv(T)x + l Fi(T)G(T}u((v-i-DT}T 

0 i= o 

if t = vT and T = iT then as T + 0 this becomes 

~ x(t) 

where F 

~ and G 

~ t ~, ~ 
= Ft x(O) + f F G u(t--r}d-r 

= lim Fl/T (T} 
T+O 

= lim G(T} 
T+o 

0 

( 3. 1) 

j 
( 3. 2) 

which is the same as the response of the continuous system in 

Figure 3.lb. 

system. 

Hence the digital system models the continuous 
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3.2.2 Quasi-Continuous representation. 

This will often be abbreviated to Q-C representation or 

Q-C rep. It refers to a continuous system which models the 

behaviour of a particular digital system. This is 

illustrated in Figure 3 . 2 It is desirable to have a Q-C 

rep which bears a close relationship to the defined continuous 

f (G, F, t) 

i digital design 

j quasi-continuous l analysis 

t (G,F, t) 

t 

' . . 
t 

t 

(a) Originally 
defined continuous 
system 

(b) Digital model 
of the continuous 
system 

(c) Quasi-continuous 
model of the 
digital model 

Fig 3.2: The relationship between continuous, discrete, and 
quasi-continuous systems 

system so that they can be compared, i.e., poles, zeros and 

parameters have a one to one correspondence. The word 

"Quasi" is used because the Q-C rep models both a continuous 

and a discrete system. It can only be considered valid with 
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respect to the discrete system at the sample instants. It 

is comparable to the defined continuous system at all times 

t > 0. 

3.2.3 Perturbation. 

The perturbations due to discretisation are the 

differences between the continuous system and the Q-C 

representation. Examining the perturbations gives a clear 

understanding of how discretisation affects system behaviour. 

There are three types of perturbation: parameter, time and 

state parasite perturbation. 

(i) Parameter perturbation is the change in parameter 

values, for example, if a spring damper system 

with damping and natural frequency s, w was 
0 

modelled digitally and this resulted in a Q-C rep 

with damping and natural frequency s + 6s, Wo + 6wo 

then the parameter perturbations are 6s and 6wo. 

(ii) Time perturbation is a time advance or delay in 

the time domain response, or a phase shift 

proportional to frequency in the frequency 

response. It represents the delay between 

input and output of the digital system. 

(iii) State parasite perturbation is the introduction 

of extra states (or poles) into the Q-C rep 

system equations. For an accurate Q-C rep there 

would need to be a large number of extra poles 

but this is not helpful in assessing the effects 

of digitisation. They reflect the high-order 

nature of the time advance operator (z). In most 

cases a reduction of the Q-C rep which eliminates 

state parasite perturbation will be used. 
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3.2.4 Quasi-Continuous Compensation 

This is the process of modifying a digital system in 

such a way as to reduce the perturbations caused by 

discretisation. Referring to Figure 3.2 the goal is that 

f(G,F,t) = f(G,F,t). The perturbations will suggest 

certain compensations but the nature of the digital system 

will determine which can actually be applied. 

3.3 PADE A;E'PROXIMATION 

A Pade approximant is a rational function chosen to 

approximate some analytic function. They were first developed 

by Cauchy (1821), Jacobi (1846), Frobenius (1881) and 

Pade (1892}. A more formal definition is as follows. 

Let G(s) be an anlytic function at s = 0 with the 

Maclaurin series expansion 

( 3. 3a) 

and let A(s) and B(s) be relatively prime polynomials of 

degree n and m respectively (n,m both non-negative integers) 

chosen such that : 

A(s).-G(s)B(s) = e 1sm+n+l+e 2s:m+n+ 2 

(B(O) = 1 without loss of generality) 

(3.3b) 

then Pmn = !f!~; is the unique (m,n) Pade approximant to G(s). 
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In other words P has the same Maclaurin series as G(s) for 
mn 

the first ri+m+l terms (i.e., 0 ... n+m). 

More recently (Baker 1965) this has been extended by 

the idea of Pade approximation about more than one point. 

In this case the Pade approximant is chosen to match Taylor 

expansions about an arbitrary number of points to an 

arbitrary degree. In a sense this is a generalisation 

which encompasses the extremes of ordinary Pade approximation, 

and the early wo.rk of fitting rational functions to experi

mental data done by Cauchy (18~1). 

3.3.1 Pade Table. 

The ~Padeapproximants can be arranged in a two dimensional 

table with the columns having constant numerator degree 

(i.e., n) and the rows having constant denominator degree. 

Table 3 . 1 shows part of the Pade table for the exponential 

function . Notice that the 1st row consists of the partial 

sums of the Maclaurin series so that the Pade table can be 

considered as a generalisation of this. If every entry in 

the table is of degree n over m exactly the table is said to 

be normal and the Maclaurin series G(s) is a normal power 

series. A non-normal table can result when G(s) is itself 

a rational function of degre~ k over 1; in this case all 

entries for~ > k and m > 1 will be identical to G(s). 

The region of convergence of a sequence of Pade 

approximants as norm increase is not easily determined; 

convergence usually occurs over a larger area than for 

the equivalent Taylor series (Baker 1965). 
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3.3.2 Computation of Pade Approximants. 

This section will develop the basic method for 

deriving Pade approximants from a Maclaurin seLies. 

rn+n 
From (3.3) and ignoring terms aboves 

_;::, 

A(s) = G(s)B(s) 

n . i 
I a.s 

. l. 
i=_o 

rn+n r 

= I Sr I gvbr-v 
r=o v=o 

i 
a. = L gvbi-v for all i: 0 < i < n 

i v=O 

i 
and 0 = l 

v=O 
g b. for all i: n+l < i < n+m 

V l.-V - -

where b = 0 for all i 
i 

i > m 

( 3. 4a) 

(3.4b) 

Solving (3.4b) will give the bi and substituting into 

( 3.4a) will give the a .• 
l. 

In a matrix form these are: 

b rn 

gn-rn • • • • • • • gn 

where g, = 0 for all i 
l. 

gn-rn+l gn-m+2 • • · • gn+l 

gn-m+2 

gn • • • • • • • • · • gn+m 

a 
n 

i < 0 

b 
m 

b 
m-1 

1 

= 

0 

0 

0 

( 3. 6) 
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g gn-m+2 . . . . gn b -gn+l n-m+l- m 

gn--m+2 b -gn+2 m-1 

= 

g . . . . . . . . . . gn+m- 1 bl -gn+m n 

Where the matrix is an m x m Hankel matrix. 

to be soluble the Hankel determinant: 

...• gn 

If-m+l = 
n 

gn · • • · · · gn+m-1 

( 3. 7) 

For ( 3. 7) 

( 3. 8) 

must be non-zero. From this it can be seen that for all 

entries in the Pade table to exist then: 

Hn-m+l -=,- O for all n, m > 0 
n 

( 3. 9) 

There are two alternatives to solving (3.4) or (3.7). 

The first is to solve the determinental equation which 

Baker (1975) attributes to Jacobi: 

gn 0 . . . gn+m 
n 

xj 
n 

I gj - m . I g.xj 
p = j=m j=O J ( 3 .10) mn 

g 
·n- m+l . gn+l 

gn · · · gn+m 
m o 

X •• X 
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The second is due to Visko. . .vatoff (Khovanski 1963 p. 27). 

It involves expanding the power series into a continued 

fraction expansion of the form: 

G(s) = 
a +as 

0 2 

a 1 + a 3s 

a 2 + a 4 s 
-------,--a 3 + ... etc. 

which can be truncated and inverted to give an (n,n) or 

(n+l,n) Pade approximant. (Section 7.3 deals with an 

(3.11) 

equivalent method in more detail.) The ease of computation 

makes this method the preferred one; however, its 

limitation to the diagonal and first sub- diagonal of the 

Pade table is a major drawback. 

3.3.3 Pade Approximation to the Exponential. 

For Quasi-Continuous analysis it is necessary to have 

-1 -sT 
a Pade approximant for the time delay operator z = e 

-w 
e "" P (w) = 

mn 

N (w) 
mn . 

D (w) 
mn 

where 
n (m + n - k) !n! (-w)k 

N (w) = I (3. 12) 
mn (m + n)!k! (n - k)! k=O 

and 
m (m + n - k) !m!✓ D (w) = I mn k=O (m + n)!k! (m - k) ! 

Note that if n = m then N (W) = o ( -w) • 
mn mn 

Underhill and Wragg (1973) show that these Pade 

approximants converge to exp(- w) for all rows, columns and 

diagonals of the Pade table. 
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The following inequality which relates the major 

diagonal and 1st sub-diagonal elements is useful in 

determining upper and lower bounds on the approximation 

( Luke 19 7 5, p. 51) • 

P < e-w < p 
2n+l,2n+l 2n+l,2n 

p 
2n, 2n-l 

< e-w < p 
2n,2n 

a portion of the Pade table to exp (-w) is included in 

Table 3. 1. 

3.3.4 Reasons for Using Pade Approximants. 

(3.14) 

There are three main reasons for using Pade Approximants 

instead of alternatives such as Taylor series approxirnants. 

(i) Firstly, a Taylor series is simply a P Pade 
o,n 

approximant, that is to say that the rational 

functions that make up the Pade table include, 

as a subset the power series approximations that 

form a Taylor series. In this sense, Pade 

approximants are more general. 

(ii) Second, a Pade approximant will often have 

a greater accuracy than its order suggests since 

there is an implicit error term. 

exponential function: 

w w2 oo wi 
e = l + w + T + .L i! 

i=3 

Consider the 

( 3. 15} 

The 2nd order Taylor series approximation to this 

is: 

( 3. 16) 
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whereas the (1,1) Pade approximant is: 

w w w) e "' (1 + 2" ) / (1 - 2 

l+w+w2 
00 i 

+ I w = 
2 

i=3 2i-l 
00 

wi 
In this case the I acts as an error 

i=3 2i-l 
term since it is approximately 

00 i 

equal to I ~ 
l. • 

i=3 

(3.17) 

and hence improves 

by a small amount. 

the accuracy of the approximant 

This effect is noticable when 

w is imaginary, i.e., w = jV in which case exp(w) 

should have unit gain and a phase of w radians. 

The (1,1) Pade approximant has magnitude of l 

whereas the Taylor series has a magnitude of 

✓ (1 + v4/4). So that the Pade approximant is 

superior in this respect. In both cases phase 

varies from Oto a maximum of IT radians. 

(iii) Third, since most transfer functions are themselves 

rational functions there are advantages in terms 

of manipulation and consistency in using rational 

approximants. Often the algebraic manipulations 

are simpler and the resulting expression easier to 

interpret. 

3.4 CONTEXT 

The chart in Figure 3.3 shows the relationship between 

various formulations of the continuous, discrete and Quasi -

Continuous systems and their derivations. It is not 

exhaustive. Three approaches or derivations of the Q-C 

rep are shown; they are self explanatory except for the 

Q-C substitution of s-domain blocks; given that the digital 



t-domain differential equations 

z-transform 
method, e.g. 

imp luse invariant 

Numerical techniques 
e.g. Multistep 

discrete time domain 

Substitute 

s-domain 

Substitute q-c rep 
of s-domain blocks 

Substitute 
exp(Ts) for z 

s-domain Quasi-continuous 
representation 

Cumpute , impulse , 
step response, etc. 

for 
del~ 

Pade 
approximant for exp(Ts) 

t-domain Quasi-Continuous 

representation 

Fig 3.3: The steps in deriving Quasi-Continuous Representations 

Curve fitting to impulse, 
step response, etc. 

°" 0) 
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implementation of a particulars-domain block (integrator, 

differentiator, lead network, low pass filter, etc.) is 

known; then the Q-C rep of the block can be found and 

substituted into the s-domain system equations yielding the 

Q-C rep directly. Within this thesis the various approaches 

will be used as appropriate. 

3.5 BUILDING BLOCKS FOR DIGITAL SYSTEMS 

If a digital system is designed using z or bilinear z 

transform technique, etc., then the system will be defined 

-1 in terms of time delay z In this case substitution of 

P ( ) -l · 11 . f . s ~ z wi give a Q-C rep unction. 
mn However in many 

cases the system will be designed in terms of the s-domain 

blocks such as integrators or differentiators where each 

block is replaced by a digital equivalent. Bolton's Y-

transform (1980) and Bhuyan and Chaterjii (1981} low 

sensitivity structures are examples of this. In these 

cases it is easiest and informative to compute a Q-C rep 

of the block and then substitute this into the continuous 

transfer function. Consequently the following subsections 

derive q-c representations of common digital differentiation 

and integration algorithms . . Only the (1,1) Pade 

approximant is used in the text but results for a range of 

algorithms using (1,1), (2,1) and (2,2) approximants are 

shown in Table 3.2. 
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Table J,2 

Examples of Quasi Continuous Representation Applied to Integrator and Differentiatior Algorithms 

?-domain ii-domain quasi-continuous. representations 
algorithm name transfer Pade approximant order 

function (11) (21) (22) 

1-~ l Ts 1-~Trr 
time delay operator z-l -2 

l+Ts l+2Ts 1T•sl l+'.!'.}+,T*s• 
2 3 6 _ -rr 

1st order finite 
¼{1-~} 

l Ts 

¼{1-~~} ( -2:-+-l ~t:;n di.fference integrator 1-z l 
"""G' 

-1) STs ST2 s 2 Ts T2 s 2 T3 s 3 

predictive trape- ~J-z_l z-1 ¼{1} ¼{l+-~-~ 1{1+-r l 1. 2·4 } 
zoidal integrator l+STs.ST•s• s · ·rs T2s• 

}:-Z "T""-rr l~--rz 

non-predictive 
i(l+z=l)z-l 

Ts 1 Ts ':''!s• . !l:S T'!s• T3 s 3 if;n l{ -"""G'~ } 1(-7 6 24 } trapezoidal 
s 14 s l+STs 1 ,r, .. s:2 s u'4+Tir integrator ~ g ta 

Ts T•s• T2 s 2 

Nystrom integrator (~)z- 1 ¼{1} ¼{l+,-~ ¼{~:TH•} l -z l+T"!"Tlr 

1st order finite 
(1-;-1) 

s{i:Ts} 

l+Ts 

s{l+~Ttff 
difference 5 { 1+2Ts}2·s•} differentiation• 2 -r-r 

JTs ST•s•· T3 s 3 

2nd order predictive (5-8z-1+3z'"2) -1 s{1} { l+2Ts } t+-r-~-ri 
differentiation 2T z 5 l+2Ts+~ s l+3ss1T•s=+~ . 

b 

accuracy of O(T 2 s 2 )=0 O(T 3 s')=O O(T's'J=O 
distortion term 

*open loop realisable 
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3.5.1 Differentiation Examples. 

y(t) = dx(t) + sX(s) 
dt 

(3.18) 

Using first order finite difference techniques to derive the 

Open Loop Realisable (OR) differentiation: 

~ y = T! ~ : -x 1) 
V V V-

(3.19) 

y 1 -1 
- D b -) -- ( - z ) X- 1w T (3.20) 

substituting the (1,1) Pade approximant for z- 1 results in: 

D1 (S) = S/(1 + S2T ) ; O(T 2 ) = 0 (3.21) 

A second order closed loop realisable (CR) FD differentiator 

is 

y 
x 

-1 -2 

= D (z) = (5 -'- 8z + 3z 
2T 

The (1,1) approximant results in: 

D (s) 
2 

= s 
(l + 3½T) 

(l + sT )3 
2 

-1 
) z 

Discarding terms in T 2 and above leaves 

3.5.2 Integration Examples. 

(3.22} 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

The integrator can be dealt with in a similar fashion: 

y(t) = fx(t)dt + X(s)/s ( 3. 2 6) 
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Using first order finite difference the integration (which is 

closed loop realisable) is: 

(3.27) ~ Yv+l = Yv + Tx 
V 

y - 1 

I (z) Tz 
~ = = X l 1 -1 - z 

(3.28) 

substituting the (1,1) approximant as before yields: 

(3.29) 

Similarly a second order integration algorithm such 

as t he closed loop realisable Predictive Tr apezoidal (PT) 

Integrator 

results in: 

y 
x = I 2 (s) 1 = s; 

3.5.3 Discussion of Examples. 

The p r evious four examples illustrate some of the 

properties of Q- C analysis. 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

For the first order differentiator and integrator the 

distortion due to discretisation appears as a first order 

lag. Referring to Fig. 3.4, this can be seen to be caused 

by parameter perturbations . The respective feed-forward 

and feed-back terms have been perturbed from their nominal 

value to - T/2. These perturbations can be interpreted in 

two ways: firstly, the digital versions will be band 

limited with a 3 dB point at w = 2/T radians per second; 

second, the lag can be considered as a time delay of T/2 

seconds (exp(-Ts/2) ~ (l - Ts/2)). 



(a) 
finite s 
first order ~ 

difference 
differentiator .._ _ _, 

(b) first order 
finite 
difference 
integrator 

( C) 1 
s 

non predictiv~ 
trapezoidal 
integrator ..._ _ _, 
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1 
s 

s 

1 
s 

Fig 3.4: Examples of parameter, and state parasite 
perturbations 

1 
s 

The non-predictive trapezoidal integrator can be seen 

to exhibit both parameter perturbation and state parasite 

perturbation (see Fig. 3.4). 

The Table (3.2) shows that the Pade approximant needs 

to be of a higher order than the algorithm being modeled 

if it is to give useful information on distortion. This is 

generally true as long as the algorithm is correctly designed. 

For example, a non-predictive trapezoidal integrator used in 

a closed loor situation is 

Yv+l = Yv + I (xv + xv-1). (3.321 
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If this is modeled using the (1,1) Pade approximant and 

simplified the result is: 

1 
I 2 (s) = ~ (1 - Ts); (3.33) 

showing that this integrator algorithm is unsuitable for 

this application. Either the predictive trapezoidal or 

even the first order finite difference integrators would be 

superior. 

The advantage of using rational approximants can also 

be seen in some of the (2,2) order q-c representations. In 

part icular, the first order finite difference integration 

and differentiator yield elegant representations. 

3.6 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has introduced the ideas behind quasi-

continuous analysis and design. A method of deriving 

quasi-continuous representations by substituting Pade 

approximants for the delay operator has been demonstrated . 

In addition the basics of rational function approximations 

has been covered. The next chapter will apply this to 

general linear systems. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE APPLICATION OF QUASI-CONTINUOUS TECHNIQUES 

TO LINEAR SYSTEMS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapter examined the concepts and methods 

of Q-C analysis and introduced the Pade approximation. This 

chapter will apply those methods to scalar SISO systems and 

matrix MIMO systems. 

Two restrictions will be observed in this chapter 

and they must be noted before moving on. The first of 

these is the problem of state parasite perturbation 

section 3. 2. J -;· essentially Pade approximants of order 

. greater than (1,1) introduce extra states into the system. 

This makes the Q-C rep difficult to interpret and there

fore two solutions are proposed: either the analy,sis 

can be restricted to (1,1) approximants or a method of 

eliminating the extra states can be found. Chapters 4-6 

use the former and Chapter 7 the later. The second 

restriction is a result of this; high-order algorithms 

will not be used much since the approximant order must 

be greater than that of the algorithm to give useful 

results, consequently the main emphasis will be on the 

Euler method. 

4. 2 QUAST- CONTINUOUS ANALYSTS OF SCALAR TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

4.2.l Quasi-Continuous Representation 

Consider the general linear system: 
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x =Ax+ Bu} 

y =ex+ Du 

{ 4. l) 

where y and u are real scalars, xis an n dimensional 

vector, Dis a (lxl) real matrix, Band Care (nxl) and 

(lxn) real matrices respectively and A is an (nxn) real 

matrix. Ans-domain diagram of this is shown in Fig 4.l{a). 

Note that in general MIMO systems y and u are vectors and 

B, C .• and D have appropriate dimensions. 

X(s). = (sI-A) -lBU{s) 

Y (s) -1 D]U(s) ~ = [:C(sI-,A) B + 

·yes) 
= CadJCsT-A)B + nlsT-AI 

~ u"[sT jsI-Aj 

where jsr-Aj is the determinant of (sI-A) and adj(sI-A) 

is the adjoint matrix of (sI - A). 

( 4. 2) 

( 4. 3) 

(4.4) 

This is now a scalar rational function of degree m 

over n where m <nor if D = 0 then m < n-1. Equation 

(4.4) can be written thus: 

m i m + m-1 I a.s 
y ( s) a s a 1 s + ... ao l m m- i=0 
U(s) = = ( 4. 5) n n-1 n s + b 1 s + ... bO I b.sj n-

j.=0 J 

This system can be modelled digitally by replacing 

each integrator with the first order finite difference 

integrator from Table 3.2(hereon this will be referred 

to as FFD although it is often referred to as the 
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A 

'I 

B --0 J_I C --@ s /\ 

D 

(a) Continuous general linear system 

A 

B C 

D 

(b) Discrete model, of the general linear system, using 
first order finite difference 

A 

'I 

( 1 - Tl) I B --0- I C ~ s I~ 

D 

(c) Quasi-continuous model of the discrete system 

Fig 4.1: General linear systems in (a) continuous, (b) discrete, 
and (c) quasi-continuous forms. 
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Rectangle rule). This FFD integrator replacement is 

equivalent to application of the Euler method as shown 

by Gilbert (1966) and mentioned in Chapter 2 (Fig 4.l(b)). 

I:fl thi.s method is adopted a useful quasi - continuous 

representation can be realised by, in turn, substituting 

the distorted q-c integrator model from Table 3.2 i.e. 

s -+ 

y 
U: -+ 

s/(l - Ts/2) 

yq 
= 

uq 

= 

m Si 
I a. 

i=O l. ( l - Ts/2) 1 . 
b 1 = n sj n 

I b . 
j=O J (1-Ts/2)J 

m 
(1-Ts/2)n-m l a.si(l-Ts/2)m-i 

l. 

n 
I 

j = O 

i=O 

b.sj(.'1-Ts/2)n-j 
J 

Now since the integrat or model is only accurate to 

OtT 2 ). = 0 the (1- Ts/2)k terms can be linearised to 

tl-kTs/2) with no loss of precision so that 

m 
Yq (1 - (n - m)Ts/2) ilo (ai - (m-i+l)Tai _1/2)si 

-· - · ~ . uq ... rt . 
l (b . . - (n-j+l) Tb. _1/2) sJ 

j =O J J 

wher e a i , bi: = O for all i : i < O . 

( 4 • 6) 

( 4. 7) 

( 4. 8) 

( 4. 9) 

Again, without loss of precision, the extr a zero can 

be approximated by a pure time delay resulting in 
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m i I Cl,. s 
yq i=O 

]. 

C:! . exp [ (m-n") Ts/2] 
uq I s j .. s 

j=O J 

where by comparison with equation (4.5) 

and 

ai i ai + oai 

= a. - [(m-i+l)T/2]a ~ 1 ]. ].-

~ oa. = -[(m-i+l)T/2]a. 1 ]. ].-

~ ob. 
J 

= b. 
J 

+ ob. 
J 

- [(n-j+l)T/2]b. l 
J-

= -[(n-j+l)T/2]b. l 
J-

(4.10) 

( 4. 11) 

The Q-C rep (4.10) demonstrates two forms of perturbation; 

time shift perturbation and parameter perturbation oa. and 
]. 

ab .. The time shift perturbation causes the system response 
1.. 

to be. delayed by ((n-m) /2) T seconds. The oai and obi are 

· easily computed from (4.11). The coefficients of highest degree 

are worst -affected by -discretisation which suggests that simple 

systems are modeled more accurately by digital met.hods of this type 

4.2.2 An exrunple of Quasi-Continuous Representation 

Consider the second degree spring damper with 

damping (i',;) and spring constant (-w 0 2 ). In this case (as 

in Figure 4.2a) 

[ 0 1 ], [ 0 l A = B = 
-wo 2 -2r,;wo WO 2 

(4.12) 

C = [ 1 0 ] ; D = 0 ] 

y Wo 2 

~ u = s2 + 2l,;w o s + 2 ( 4. 13) Wo 
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1 - X 
s 

-wo 2 

(a) Continuous quadratic system from eqn (4.13) 

u* - 1 
z 

-wo 2 

- 1 X 
z i--,i-------t 

(b) Discrete form of (a) using FFD integrator substitution 

WO 2 

1 - r;woT 
1 
s 

-2r;w 0 +w 0 2 T 
l-r;w 0 T 

1 
s 

- w o 2 

1-r;w 0 T 

-Ts x 
e 

(c ) Quasi - continuous model of the discrete system in (b), see 
eqn ( 4 . 15) . 

Fig 4.2: Quasi-continuous representation and compensation applied 
to a quadratic example. 

cont. 
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-1 z 

-2swo-Wo 2T 
l+swoT 

-1 
z 1-eo--t z 

Wo 2 

l+sWoT 

(d) Compensated version of (b) usinq explicit time compensation 
(4.26, 4.27) . 

. 2T -Wo 
1-swoT 

• 
--@ 

1 -wo 2 
II.. 1 ... - 1-swoT ~ -s s 

' I 

-2swo+wo 2T - 1-swoT -

(e) Quasi-continuous representation of (b) using implicit time 
as in eqn (4.28) 

-1 
z -wo 2 

l+swoT 
-1 

z 

-2swo-Wo 2T 
l+swoT 

(f) Compensated version of (b) using inplicit time coBpensation. 

Fig 4.2 (cont.) 
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Applying (4.10) and (4.11) to this gives 

(4.14) 

w:o 2 I ( 1-1;; w OT) 
= s 2 + s(21;;wo-wo 2 T)/(l-1;;woT) + w0 2 /(l-1;;w 0 T) 'exp (-Ts) 

which is the Q-C rep of (4 .13) equivalent to equation 

(4.10) as in figure 4.2b and c. 

(4.15) 

Since the system is defined in terms of 1;; and w0 it 

is useful to find 1;;+01;; and wo+owo as well. 

and (wo+owo) 

:_ (21;;wo-hlo 2 T)/(l-1;;woT) } 

wo 2 /(l-1;;woT) 

In general there will be n+m+l simultaneous non

linear equations in terms of the parameters which will 

not always be soluble. In this case there are two 

different equations and two parameters so the solution 

is straight forward. 

and wo+owo 

:_ w O ( s I w O -T / 2 ) / ✓ ( 1-1;; w OT) } 

wo/1(1-l;;woT) 

to O CT 2 } this simplifies to 

wo+owo 

(4.16) 

(4 .17) 

(4.18) 
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A pure time delay of T seconds is also present. 

Such systems, which involve explicit time shifts will be 

referred to as explicit time systems. This is in 

contrast to implicit time systems where the time shift 

is incorporated approximately into the numerator of 

the s-domain transfer function. 

These results are useful in both assessing the 

affects of sampling and choosing a reasonable sampling 

rate. 

The trajectories in Fig. 4.3(a) illustrate the 

effectlveness of this method for a specific case. The 

discrete system is clearly delayed, has an increased 

fequency and is. under- damped (in fact barely., stabla) 

which is in accordance with (4.18). The effects are 

well matched by the explicit time q-c representation on 

the same graph. 

4.2.3 Quasi-Continuous Compensation 

Referring to equation (4.11); if ai could be pre-

+ + + distorted ai. = a.+oa. so that a. = a. then the 
]. ]. ]. ]. 

parameters would have been compensated for the effects 

of discretisation. A good compensation is 

oa. + - oa . = ]. ]. 

+ a.-oa . => a. = ]. ]. ]. 

substituting into (4.11} gives 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 
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(a) Simultaneous FFD modeled using explicit 
time shifts 
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(b) Simultaneous FFD modeled using implicit time 
shifts 

Fig 4.3: Caption and legend over page. 
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1. 0 

X Ct) 

0. 0 
t (secs) 

-1. 0 
(c) Sequential FFD 

Fig 4.3: An example of q-c representation and compensation 
applied to SISO transfer functions, showing 
relevant impulse responses. The continuous 
system has~= .25, w0 = 1, and the discrete 
system has T = .40 secs. 

Legend: 

nominal continuous system response 

------ q - c representation of discrete system 

•••••• discrete model of continuous 

++++++ compensated discrete 
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+ (a.-oa.) + oa'; 0 ( 0 2 ) 0 

f 
a. ' = = 

l. l. l. l. 

= a. 
l. J 

(4.21) 

whi ch shows that the compensation will work to first 

order as desired. Therefore: 

+ a. = 
l. 

b. + = 
J 

a. 
l. 

b. 
J 

+ 

+ 

[(m-i+l)T/2]ai - l} 

[ (n- j - 1) T/2 ]b. l 
J -

(4.22) 

The time shift perturbation may be compensated for in 

one of three ways 

(i) The time delay m~i be ignored since in. an open 

loop system the presence of a small time . delay 

betweeen input and output is often not significant. 

It is only in closed loop situations that time 

delay causes major problems. 

(_i i }_ If the system is non - real - time (as in computer 

simulation) then the output can be time advanced, 

this will be referred to as explicit time 

compensation. 

(i i i ) In some cases modifications to the computer model 

or hardware design can be used to incorporate an 

i nput prediction mechanism, this wil l be 

r eferred to as implicit time compensation. 

irom equation (4.9) the (1 - (n-m)Ts/2) lag could be 

compensated for by introducing a (l+(n-m)Ts/2) lead into 

the compensated sytem. For instance, working 

from (4.8) but incorporating all the zeros in 
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the numerator coefficients, results in a Q-C 

rep for which time compensation is easier 1 

(especially if m < n) i.e. 

= 

m 
l a.si(l-Ts/2)n-i 

i=O· · 1. · · · · · · · · · 

n 
I 

j=O 
b.sj (1-Ts/2)n-j 

J 

linearising (1-Ts/2)k terms results in 

m+l 
ilo (ai - [(n-i+l)T/2]ai_1)si 

= n 
~ (b. - [(n- j+l)T/2]b. 1 )sj 

j~O J J -

where a.= 0 for all i: i > m, i < 0 
J.. 

b. = 0 for all j: j > n, j < O. 
J 

As a q-c rep this form is not as good as (4.10) 

since the new coefficients cannot be directly 

related to the continuous system on a one to 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

one basis. It is superior for compensation since 

it does not require an explicit time advance although 

it does introduce an extra parameter (a:+l), i.e. 

a. + = 
1. 

b + = 
J 

a. 
.• J.. 

b. 
J 

+ 

+ 

[(n-i+l)T/2]ai - l' 

[(n-j+l)T/2]b. l' 
J-

0 < i < m+2} 

0 < j < n+l 

4.2.4 An Example of Quasi-Continuous Compensation 

(4.25) 

Continuing the example in section 4.2.2 and using 

explicit time compensation (i.e. method (ii) above) leads 

to a discrete system as in figure 4.2(d) where the 

coefficients are 
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= hlo 2 + 8(wo 2 )+ = hlo 2 /(1+1:;woT) 

= 21:;wo + 8(21:;wo)+ = (2z:;wo+wo 2 T)/(l+z:;woT) 

and a pure time advance is also needed. 

(4.26) 

(4. 27) 

This is illustrated by the compensated case in Fig. 

4.3(.a}. The compensation has significantly improved the 

faithfullness of the system, improving both stability and 

frequency. However, the use of an explicit time advance 

is not always feasible. 

If i mplic i t compensation (i. e . method ( i i i ) above) 

is used instead then the Q- C rep from (4.24) becomes 

as in -figure 4 . 2.(e) and the compensated system shown 

in 4 ~2(_f) . Not ice that although a time advance was not 

used it has been necessary t o substantially alt er the 

systems input/output structure. 

The efficacy of this implicit approach can be 

seen in Figure 4.3(b). Both :the representation and 

compensation differ from their explicit time counter

parts but these differences are only O(T 2 ) . The most 

s i gnificant departure i s near t = 0 where the q - c rep. 

has a negative goi ng tick, this tick is not apparent 

in the explicit case since the trajectory is undefined 

before t = T . 

(4.28) 

In different situations diffe r ent compensations 

will be possible, e.g. implicit or explicit time shifts. 
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4.2.5 Sequential First Order Finite Difference Approach 

There is an alternative first order finite 

difference approach which is more suitable for 

implementation on sequential computers. It is, in 

effect, the Y-transform operator (Bolton 1980) which 

has been discussed in Chapter 2. The previous FFD 

algorithm has all the integrators acting simultaneously 

on the old state to . generate the new state. For this 

reason it is referred to as simultaneous FFD oi 

FFD (_s·iml . In contrast, the use of Y-l for each 

i ntegrator allows the integrators to operate in 

sequence so that thos~ further down the chain can use 

more recent state values. This will be referred to as 

sequential FFD or FFD{_seq) . 

Sequential FFD is a more natural and effici ent 

algorithm for use in sequential computers (e.g. 

microprocessors) since it requires less memory and 

computation. 

To realise the general transfer function in 

(4 . 51 using FFD(seql discretisation requires three 

steps: 

(i) Substitute Y = (l-z-1 )/T for s. 

(ii) Introduce time delay into each feedback loop so 

that b. becomes z- 1b. for O < i < n-1. 
]. ]. 

(iii) Introduce a single, open loop time delay to 

preserve CR for the s y stem. 

Hence equation (4.5) becomes: 
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m i -1 m 
a. (1-z-l)i/Ti I a.s z I 

i=O l. i=O l. 

• 
n-1 

b _j (1-z-l)n/Tn -1 n-1 
b . ( 1-z - l ) j /T j :en I + I" s + . ;::, z L 

j=O J j=O J 

Substituting the (1,1) Pade approximant for z-l 

and simplifying as for the FFD(sim) case in equations 

( 4. 6) to ( 4 . 9) leads to : 

"' 

where 

and 

m 
(1-(m+2-n)Ts/2) iio (a1+(m-i+l)Tai~l/2)si 

n . 
I (b.+(n-j-l)Tb._1/2)sJ 

j=O J J 

(NB: b 
n = 1) 

m 

l 
i:aQ 

n 
I 

j=O 

i 
21,, s 
.. l. 

• exp[ (n-m-2) Ts/2] 

a.. = a. + oa. 
l. l. l. 

= ai + [jm-i+l)T/2]ai-l 

=> oa. = [ (m-i+l) T/2 ]a. l 
l. 1.-

6. = b. + cSb. l J J J 

= b. + [ (n-j-l)T/2]b. l 
J J-

=> ob . = [ ( n -j -1 ) T / 2 ] b . l 
J J-

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

This result is the FFD(seq) equivalent to equation 

(4.11} . In a similar fashioncompensation is also possible, 

i.e. 

a.+= a. - [(m-i+l)T/2]a. 1 } 
l. l. l-

b.+= b. - [(n-j-l)T/2]b. l 
l. l. 1.-

(4.32) 

and any of the previous time compensations can be applied. 
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4.2.6 An Example of the Sequential Approach 

Using the same example as in the earlier sections 

(4.13), and applying the FFD(seq) quasi-continuous 

representation from (4.30) leads to 

Wo 2 

2 (1-swoT) + s(2sw 0 ) + w0 2;o(T 2
) = o 

= w~ 2 /(1-swoT) 
s 2 + s(2swo)/ll-swoT) + hlo 2 /(l-swoT) 

Comparing this with (_4.15) shows the differences ddue to 

the different discretisation algorithm. 

( 4 ~. 3 3) 

Similarly the parameter distortions can be computed. 

To OCT1 = 0these are: 

s + os 

wr°' + owo = Wo + (SWo 2 )T/2. } 
( 4. 34) 

It is interesting to note that os -+ Oas s -+ 0 which 

contrasts with the FFD(sim) case in equation (4.18). Hence 

the sequential algorithm will probably be more suitable 

for systems with light damping (i.e. s < ✓:-S- ) . 

Fig. 4.3(c) illustrates both representation and 

compensation for a system withs= .25 and w0 T = .4. As 

expected the FFD(seq) system is superior to the FFD(sim) 

equivalent in Fig. 4.3(a and b). It is also clear that 

the q~c rep and comp are effective. 
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4. 3 QUAST.:.coNTINU0US ANALYSTS' OF MULTIPLE INPUT MULTIPLE 

OUTPUT SYSTEMS 

This section will extend the scalar SIS0 analysis 

to the matrix MIM0 system, the system in (4.1) will be 

considered as before with the change that y and u are 

vectors of length k and m respectively and B, C and D 

are matrices of appropriate dimensions. Since the 

output (y). is a linear combination of the states (x) it 

is only necessary to consider the behaviour of the states 

or equivalently to say C = I, D = 0. 

The analysis will be divided into four parts in 

wfiich four discretisation algorithms will be considered. 

(il The first is the first order finite difference 

method (denoted FFD) which was used in section 

3.5 to derive, the first order integrator and 

differentiator algorithms (Fig. 4.4(a)). The 

q-c analysis g.ives a measure of distortion and 

suggests simple param~ter and time shift 

compensated forms (denoted FFD+ and FFD++ 

respectively).. 

(ii). The second algorithm is derived to provide correct 

results at the sample times assuming constant 

input between samples (i.e. the pulse invariant 

(ril method). It is shown that this form 

(Fig. 4. 4 Ccl). is intrinsically parameter 

+ compensated like FFD but to a higher order. 

Ciiil The third example uses the predictive trape

zoidal method (denoted PT) as in section 3.5 
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(see Fig. 4.4(d)). It shows the effect of using 

higher order algorithms to overcome discretisation 

distortions. 

(iv) Finally, a system using the sequential version of 

FFD is considered. This form is of particular use 

when digital simulation etc. is being performed 

on a sequential computer and has some advantages 

over the simultaneous integration assumed in the 

previous methods. 

The procedure in this section differs from that used 

in section 4.1 in thats-domain integrator substitution 

is not used: instead the Pade approximant for the 

s-domain delay operator is applied to the s-domain discrete 

transfer function. 

4.3.1 Q'U:asi-Continuous Representation of FFD 

Expressing (4.1) in FFD form 

[x (t+T) - X (t) ]/T = Ax (t) + Bu (t) 

=> x (t+T) - (I+AT) x (t) = TBu (t) 

Subjecting this continuous approximation to sampling at 

a rate of 1/T Hz and denoting the pulse transformed 

terms with an* results in 

x*(t+T) - [ (I+AT)x(t)]* = [TBu(t) ]* 

=> x*(t+T) - (I+AT)x*(t) = TBu*(t) 

Taking the Laplace transform: 

(4.35) 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

(4.38) 
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(a) First order finite 
difference integration 
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-
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(c) Pulse invariant system 
showing similarity with 
compensated FFD, cf (b) 
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-
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(b) Parameter compensated first 
order finite difference system 

AT 

I 

u BT -1 z 
V 

-1 
z 

(d) Predictive trapexoidal 
integration 

X 
V 

Fig 4.4: Schematics of discrete systems using different 
integration algorithms. 
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~ eTsx (s) - (I+AT) X (s) = TB U(s) 

~ {(eTs_l)I-AT} x (s) = TB lJ(s) 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

(where x(s) and U(s) denote the Laplace transform of the 

sampled continuous values). Applying the (1,1) Fade 

approximant from Table 3.1 results in 

. T{ Cs/ (_1-T ::/2}) I - A}x (s) = TB U(s), 0 (T 3 ) = 0 

Defining s Cs) such that 

x Cs) = s1s) Cl-Ts/2) "' l;(s)exp(-Ts/2) 

and substituting into (4.41) gives 

. {sI - A(l-Ts/2}l;(s} = BU(s), O(T 2 ) = 0 

~ {s(I + AT/2) - A}l;(s} = BU,('s) 

(4.42) 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

how assuming (I+ AT/2) is non-singular i.e. Ir+ AT/21 i 0 

which implies 

,\.Ti -2 
l. 

where,\. are eigenvalues of A. 
l. 

~ {sI - (I+AT/2) -lA}l; (s) = (I+AT/2) - lB U(s) 

Expanding (I+AT/2)-l into its Taylor series which is 

restricted to 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 
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(4.47) 

and neglecting terms O(T 2 ) and above (which is consistent 

with (4.43)) and substituting into (4.46) gives: 

~ { (sI - (A-A2 T/2 ) }s (s) = (B - ABT/2) U(s) 

Rewrit_ing in the conventional s __ and t-domain forms 

results in 

s ( s l = ( s I - A ) - l B U( s) 

~ x (t) = Ax (t) + s u,(t+llt) 

where 

A = A+liA = (:f-AT/2)A ~ M = -A2 T/2 

} B = B+liB = (I-AT/2)B ~ liB = -ABT/2 

and 

lit = -T/2 

(4.48) 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 

(4.51) 

These equations are the matrix equivalents of (4.10) 

and (4.11). As before the distortions are parameter 

perturbations £IA and liB and a time shift perturbation 

&t from the s to the x domains. Notice that in this case 

tt is only -T/2 whereas in the SISO case it is 1(n-m)T/2. 

Hence any x./u. transfer function derived from the matrix 
J.. J 

formulati ons would differ from both (4.10) and (4.24) 

although it would be equivalent to O(T 2 ) = 0, once 

numerator differences are considered. 
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4.3.2 FFD Quasi-Continuous Representation Example 

Returning to the example in section 4.2.2 equation 

(_4. 12) 

A = [ 
0 

-wo 2 

where 

This has 

1 

-2z;;wo 

111.,I = wo 
1. 

. 2 
Wo (4.52) 

(4.53) 

6A = [ 

2 
WQ 

-2z;;wQ 3 

2sWo 

WQ 2 (1-4.z.; 2 ) 
M = [ -1 l 2 Wo T 

Wo (2z;;+µwo) --2-

and 

tit= -T/2 

Fig. 4.5 shows impulse responses of x 1 (t) for a system 

with z;; = .25, wo = 1.0, µ = 0 and 111.. I= 1. Two cases 
1. 

are shown: the first has T = .2 which corresponds.to 31 

samples per cycle of the (C) system natural frequency 

wn = w 0 ✓ (1-z;; 2 ), the second has T = .7 (10 samples per 

cycle} which is a slow sampling rate. 

(4. 54) 

Comparing FFD with C shows the distortion introduced 

by FFD discretisation ;· comparing FFD with its Q-.c 

rep (FFDqc} shows the quality of the quasi-continuous 

method. For T = .2 (Fig. 4.5(a)) the Q-C rep is good 
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(a) s = . 25, w0 = 1.0, T = .2 

---/ • '\• 

\ 
\ • 

{ • I 
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\ • I 
'- / 

• 

• 

(b) s = . 25, wo = 1. 0, T = . 7 

t (secs) 

• • 

• 
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\ 
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• 

10 

\ 
\ 

Fig 4.5: Impulse responses demonstrating MIMO matrix formulations 
of q - c representation and compensation of FFD 
discretisation. 

Legend: 

continuous 

q-c rep (FFD ) 
qc 

•••••• discrete (FFD) 

++++++ q - c compensated 
discre t e 
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but is worse for T = .7 (Fig. 4.S(b)) which is significantly 

closer to the limit of jATj < 2 (4.47). Since Q- C is a 

low frequency method the initial value theorem predicts 

that there will be a poor match near the origin, this 

can be seen in the interval <T/2,T>. Similarly, since 

the impulse input has a high harmonic content it is a 

harsh test of the Q-C method and most alternative inputs 

would give even better results. 

4.3.3 Quasi - Continuous Compensation of FFD 

As for the SISO case, parameter and time shift 

augmentations exist. Using , 1the arguments in ( 4 .19) 

and (4.20) and from (4.51) they are: 

As before there are three ways of compensating for the 

time shift: 

(il Ignoring the time delay and using only parameter 

augmentation which is denoted FFD+~ 

(4.55) 

(iil Time advancing the output by T/2 seconds is denoted 

FFD++. 

(iii) The possibility of altering the system input 

structure is dealt with in Chapter 6, it is 

more difficult than either of the other options. 

In both (i) and (ii) 

A+ ti A + D.A +; B+ /}. B + D.B+ 
±c 

=:> A+ = (A+D.A +) - (A+D.A+) 2T/2 = A 

B } B+ (B+D.B +) (A+D.A+) (B+D.B+)T/2 and = = 

0 ( f:i2) = 0 

(4.56) 

(4.57) 
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Thus a discrete system based on A+ and B+ 

x(t+T) = (I+(A+A2 T/2)T)x(t) + T(I+AT/2)Bu(t) (4.58) 

should have a reduced level of distortion. Inclusion of 

the explicit time advance 6t+ = T/2 will further reduce 

distortion. 

4.3.4 FFD Quasi - Continuous Compensation Example 

Continuing from section 4.2.2 

A+ [ 0 1 l [ -Wo 2 -2,w, l 
= + 

- wo 2 -2 c;;wo 2c;;wo 3 Wo (4c;; 2 - l) 

[ -wo 2 T/2 1 - c;;w oT l = 
- wo 2 +l;wo 3T - 2c;;wo+Wo 2 (4c;; 2 -l)T/2 

B+ [ µ 

]w,' [ 
Wo 2 

]; = + 
1 -2c;;wo3 - ~ µwo , 

[ µ+T/2 
]w,2 = 

l-l,;woT-µwo 2 T/2 

T 
2 

(4.59) 

For the sake of cla~ity Fig. 4.5 does not show FFD+. 

The effect of the FFD++ compensation is v i s i bly significant; 

++ 
the C and FFD responses are virtually coincident, although 

f or the T = .7 case small errors can be seen. This 

result justifies the Q-C approach used to de r ive (4.56). 
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4. 3. 5 Quasi-Continuous Analysis of Pulse Invariant 

Assuming the input u(t) is constant over the interval 

<t,t+T>:then .the solution to (4.1) is 

00 

x(t+T) = exp(AT)x(t) + T{ I 
k=l 

(AT) k-l /k!}Bu (t) (4.60) 

this is the t-domain equivalent of the pulse invariant 

method and will be referred to as PI. Sampling as before 

and taking the Laplace transform leads to 

00 

{ (exp(Ts)I - exp(AT) }x(s) = T{ I (AT)k-l/kt}BU(s) 
k=l 

applying now the (1,1) Pade approximant from Table 3.1 

and omitting all terms in T3 and above results in 

(4.61) 

{·(l+Ts 2\1 1 } l-Ts 2 ) - (I-AT/2)- (I+AT/2) x(s) = T{I+AT/2}BU(s) O(T 3 ) = O 

(4.62) 

Simplifying leads to 

· { }. X (s) = 
TsI-AT l-Ts/2 T(I-AT/2) (I+AT/2)BU(s) (4.63) 

where it has been assumed that (I-AT/2) is non-singular. 

Dividing through by T, omitting terms in T 2 , and 

substituting for ~(s) gives 

(sI-A)~(s) = B U( s) , O(T 2 ) = 0 

l where X ( s) = e (s) (l-Ts/2) "" ~(s)exp(-Ts/2) (4.64) 

and ;\.. T =I 2. i = 1. .. n 
1. ' 
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Expressing this int-domain notation gives 

x_(t) ::; Ax(t) + B.U(t+L.\t) 

where 

A::; A~ L.\A::; [o]} B::; B ~ L.\B::; [o]; L.\t::; -T/2) 
(4.65) 

In contrast with the FFD case there is only one form 

of distortion present, that is the time delay of T/2 seconds. 

This shows that PI has inherent parameter compensation. 

Comparing Fig. 4.4, and equations (4.36), (4.58), (4.60) 

shows a progression in parameter selection from FFD 

to PI; with FFD and FFD+ being O(T 2) ::; 0 approximations 

to PI. + Conversely FFD and PI can be thought of as 

parameter compensated versions of FFD. 

Since the time delay is the only distortion present, 

compensation is reduced to the three options mentioned 

previously. 

4.3.6 PT Representation and Compensation Example 

For the previous example exp(AT) is 

exp (AT). 
::; -ex:pC-r;woT) [ .-wosin(woTl(l-?,; 2)+¢) -sin(woT/(1-,2)) ] 

Wo_ ✓ (l-1'; 2 ) w . a 2 sin(woT ✓ (l-?,; 2 )) sin(woTl(:t~s 2 Y.-:-qik · 

where tan ¢ ::; ✓ (1-?,;2) 
s 

(4.66) 

Figure 4.6 shows the time compensated PI++ response, which 

is superior to FFD and FFD++ as expected. The difference 
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1. 0 

X (t) 

0. 0 
t (secs) 

-1. 0 
(a) r; = .25, w 0 = 1.0, T = .2 

1. 6 • 

• 

X (t) 
• • 

rl0 
0. 0 

• 
• 

-1. 6 
(b) s = .25, Wo = 1.0, T = .7 

Fig 4.6: Impulse responses demonstrating MIMO matrix formulations 
of q-c representation and compensation of PT and 
PI discretisations. 

Legend: 

continuous •••••• PT discrete 

++++++ PI+ discrete 
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between PI++ and FFD++ is small which implies that the 

higher order terms in PI are not of great significance 

at sampling rates acceptable for Q-C analysis and synthesis. 

4.3.7 Quasi-Continuous Analysis of Predictive Trapezoidal 

Using a second order finite difference method 

equivalent to that used in section 3.5 for the predictive 

trapezoidal integrator leads to a third method of 

discretising (4.1) i.e. 

x(t+T) = (I+3AT/2)x(t) - ATx(t - T)/2+BT{3u(t) - u(t - T)}/2 (4.67) 

sampling as before and taking the Laplace transform leads 

to 

{fexp(Ts) ]I- (I+3AT/2)+[exp( -Ts ) ]AT/2}x(s) = BT(3-exp(-Ts)) U(s) 

(4.68) 

applying the (1,1) Pade approximant from Table 3.1, omitting 

terms in T 3 and above, and simplifying results in 

{(t~~~;~)I - ( I + 3~T) + A~(t~~;;~) }x (s) = B~{ 3 - i~~~>~} U(s) 

(4.69) 

~ {(1 +-Ts-+ T2·:2)I - ( I+ 3~T)(1 _ T2:2) + A~(l-Ts + T2:2)}x($) 

(4.70) 

~ CsI.-A)xCs) = BU(s), O(T 2 ) = o (4.71) 

int-domain this is (4.65) with 
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A = A ~ 6A = [ OJ; B = B ~ 6B = [ OJ; tit = 0 (4.72) 

This result of nil distortion highlights two facts. 

Firstly, the second order algorithm is an order of 

magnitude superior to the uncompensated first order FFD 

algorithm. Second, the (1,1) Pade based Q-C analysis 

gives no quantitative indication of the magnitude of the 

distortions that will occur, (apart from showing that 

they are not first order and are therefore small for 

small T with the corollary that distortion may be worse 

for large T than in the FFD case). 

4.3.8 PT Representation and Compensation Example 

Continuing the previous example 

The impulse response trajectories in Fig. 4.6(a) and 

4.S(a). with T = .2 show PT to be superior to FFD, and 

. ·1 ++ d ++ d simi ar to FFD · an PI as expecte. However as 

t + 0 PT is inferior. With a reduced sampling rate, 

as in Figure 4.6(b}, PT deteriorates more rapidly than 

++ d ++. h' h h . f . f FFD an PI , tis sows t e imper ections o a Q-C 

rep of a high pass predictive system such as PT. 

4. 3. 9. Quasi-Continuous Analysis ·of Sequential FFD 

The previous three discretisation examples assume 

parallel operation of the integrators (i.e. all the 

integrators operate simultaneously on the old state to 

(4.73) 

. generate the new state).. The alternative method of 

sequential FFD has been analysed in the form of transfer 
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functions. This will now be extended to a matrix 

MIMO formulation. Figure 4.7 illustrates the two 

implementations of a second order system using FFD 

discretisation. Algebraically this implies that 

x =Ax+ Bu 

becomes in the parallel form 

(4.74) 

(4.75) 

and in the sequential form, preserving CR for the system: 

= (I+AT)Lxv + (I+AT)Uxv+l + BTuv} 

= (.I+ALT)xv + AUTxv+l + BTuv 
(4.76) 

where (_•).L , is the lower triangular matrix including the 

diagonal and (•lu is the upper triangular matrix excluding 

the diagonal . 

Taking the z-transform and applying the (1,1) 

Pade approximant for z will lead to a Q-C rep of (4 . 76) 

i.e. z-transform: 

{ ( z - 1) I - (AL +A If) T} X ( z) = BTU ( z) 

applying (1,1) Pade and simplifying gives 

(4 . 77) 

{sI-(I+(AL- AJT/2)-1A}x(s) :::, (I+(AL- AJT/2) - lBU(s) I O(T2) = 0 

(4 . 78) 
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T 
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(a) Simultaneous FFD integration 

Tz 
z-1 

-1 
z 

Tz 
z - 1 

-1 z 

z-1 ______ _ 

(b) Sequential FFD integration 

X 

-1 X z 

Fig 4.7: The difference between simultaneous integration 
and sequential integration in implementing a 
quadratic system. Notice the need for feedback 
delays in the sequential integration case. 
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which requires that eigenvalues [AL - A0 ] I 2/T. Expanding 

-1 
( I + (AL -A J T/2) as a Taylor series; which requires 

eigenvalues [AL - Au] < 2/T for convergence, results in 

. { s I - ( I - (AL- A J T / 2 ) A} X ( s ) = ( I - (AL-A J T / 2 ) B U ( s ) (4.79) 

as before 

x(s) = s(s) (1 - Ts/2) "' s(s)exp(-Ts/2) (4.80) 

In the time domain notation this is 

x (t) = Ax (t) + B u(t+tit) 

whe r e 

A = A (AL-A JAT/2 ~ tiA = - (AL -A J AT/2 

) B = B - (AL-A J BT/2 ~ tiB = - (AL -A J BT/2 (4.81) 

and tit = - T/2 

4. 3. 10 Sequential FFD Representation and Comp·ensation Example 

Applying the results of (4.81) to the previous 

quadratic example in equation 4.52 leads to: 

6A = [ 
- W.o 2 

-2r;w o3 

]
T. 
2' 6B = [ 

1 

(4 . 82) 

and tit= -T/2 . 
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+ + + As before 6A = -6A, 6B = -6B and 6t = -6t. 

Fig. 4.B(a,b) shows the impulse response of a system 

with w0T = .2 and WoT = .7. Both the Q-C rep and Q-C 

compensation are relatively poor, giving only minor 

improvements. The reason for this is unclear especially 

since the SISO approach in Fig. 4.3(c) is reasonably 

effective. The difference can only be of order O(T 2 ). 

The errors are in fact small, it is the effectiveness 

of sequential FFD for such smalls that makes them look 

bad in this case. 

4.4 DISCUSSION 

A few additional points will now be considered which 

are relevant in assessing the areas in which Q-C analysis 

can be used. 

4.4.1 AT Stability Boundaries 

A measure of the accuracy of Q-C rep and compensation 

can be gained by considering the range of eigenvalues for 

which the various algorithms are stable. Consequently 

stability boundaries in the complex AT plane are; 

plotted for the illustrative algorithms and their Q- C 

representations in Figure 4.9, and tabulated in Table 

4.1. (Time compensated forms are not included since 

they have the same stability pattern as non-time 

compensated forms.) 
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1. 0 

:x ( t) 

0. 0 

-1. 0 
(a) s = .25, Wo = 1.0, T = .2 

1. 0 
CJ 

CJ/;:. 

i+ 
:x(t) /; 

0.0 

-1. 0 

5 
CJ 

CJ 

(b) s = .25, Wo = 1.0, T = .7 

10 
CJ 

Fi g 4 . 8: Impulse responses demonstrating M:MO matrix formulations 
of q - c representation and compensation of sequential 
FFD discretisation. 

Legend: 

continuous •••••• discrete (FFDseq) 

++++++ compensated discrete 
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(a} Predictive 
Trapezoidal 
and its q-c 
representation 

(b) First order finite difference 
and Pulse Invariant with their 
q-c representations 

(c) Compensated FFD 

PTqc 

Fig 4.9: 

FFDqc 1c ·; 
PI FFDqc. 

FFD+ 

FFD 
-2 

Stability locii of d i screte and quasi-continuous systems. 
each case the label i s in the unstable region 

Note that in 

I-' 
I-' 
I-' 



case 

C 

(FFD) 

FFD 

FFD+ 

PI 

PT 

q-c 

Matrix Condition 
Lim{•} =O 

n + oo 

exp nAT 

exp n(A+A2 T/2)T 

(I+AT)n 

(I+AT+A2 T2 /2)n 

~xp nAT 

[
I+ 3AT/21 - AT/2 l n 
-------+-----

I · · ! 0 
! 
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Eigenvalue Condition Boundary Equation 
A=eigenvalue(A) AT=a+jS;0=0 ... 2n 

Re.(AT) <O 

Re. ( AT-A 2 T2 /2) <0 

ll+ATl<l 

ll+AT+A 2 T2 l<l 

R .(AT)<O 
e 

l ~✓ (l+AT+9A 2T 2 /4)/2 

+(1+3AT/2) l <l 

a=O 

AT=-1~/ ( 1+2h) 

h=(exp je)-1 

a.= O 

AT= (k 2 -1)/(2k+l) 

k= (2exp j0) - l 

Table 4.1 

AT-plane stability boundaries 

For small I AT I the agreement between .. . FFD, FFD +, and PT , 

and their respective Q-C reps is good; a working range of 

IATI < 0.5 (4.83) 

is reasonable. Outside this range the separation between 

the. various locii is quite marked. The limitation of PT is 

par t i cularly notable and agrees with the poor response seen 

in the e x ample Fig. 4.6(b). The stable region for FFD 
qc 

i n t he right half plane shows that Q-C analysis can give 

mi sleadi ng resul ts if i t i s applied to systems with lar ge 

PI , PI and Care identical at all points except q c 

AT= 2 where PI is undefined; this is as expected since qc 

PI discretisation does not change the C system's free 

response. Notice too that the stability region for FFD+ 
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is more like that of the C system than FFD is. In 

swnmary, these Q-C formulations are valid with respect 

to stability at least for the low IATI in (4.83) and 

begin to fail outside this range (PTqc is a notable example). 

Finally, the relative accuracy of the various discrete 

models as predicted by the Q-C analysis is reflected in 

the shape of their stability regions near the origin 

Le. + (.FFD) is worse than (FFD , PI, PT) . 

4.4.2 Sampling Theorem 

The sampling theorem requires that the sampling 

frequency (27T/T)_ be at least twice the frequency of 

the highest mode Am· 

27T/f > 2limag(A) I 
- m 

~ I imag (A T) I 
. ·ID 

< 7T 

~ IA Tl < 7T . m 

~ IA.Tl . 1. 
< 7T for all i 

will satisfy the sampling theorem. 

Thi.s will not guarantee the stability or accuracy 

of the discrete system or Q-C rep, equation (4.83) 

implies that 

is necessary for the Q-C rep to be accurate. 

(4.84) 

(4.85) 

An absolute minimum requirement for Q- C accuracy is 

that the sampling theorem be : satisfied. 
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4.4.3 Quasi-Continuous Accuracy 

A figure of merit (the normalised root mean square 

error) designated nRMS has been defined thus: 

nRMS 6 

n 
L (H1 (vT) - H2 (vT))2 

v=l 
n 
I C2 (vT) 

v=l 

(4.86) 

. gives a measure of the discrepancy between two trajectories 

H1 and H2 and normalises this by using the C system 

response. 

The nRMS curves for the previous example system are 

plotted against Tin Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. Fig. 4.10 

compares the discrete systems with the response of the 

target continuous system hence giving a measure of the 

accuracy of each discretisation method and the q-c 

compensations. Fig. 4.11 compares both the simultaneous 

and sequential FFD methods with the continuous and q-c 

representation responses, this provides an indication of 

the accuracy and range of the q-c rep. 

Several general points are evident. For small 

(4 . 87) 

the curves form three groups (FFD), (FFD+,PI), (FFD++,PI++,PT,FFD ) . qc 

which are of equivalent accuracy as far as the Q- C analysis 

is concerned. 
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(a) Impulse input 
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. 20 

FF• <• i m) 

Sample speed 

T(secs) 

. 10 FFO <aim) 

nRMS 
Error 

. 0~ 00 

(b) Step input 

. 20 Sample speed 

T(secs) 

Fig 4.10: caption over page. 

PT 

PI 
FF• <••9) 
FFD <aim)+ 

FFO(eim)++ 

. 40 

PT 

FFO<eim)++ 

PI++ 

FFO <aim)+ 

PI 

. 40 
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nRMS 
Error 

. 0~ 00 

(c) Ramp input 
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. 20 Sample speed 
T(secs) 

FFD(sim) 

PT 
FFDJieq) 
FFD 
PI=f+ 

. 40 

Fig 4.10: Comparison of discrete systems, with varied input 
and sample rate. Each system has been compared 
with the quadratic continuous system it is designed 
to model. Nominal system parameters are: 

s = .25 

Wo = 1. 0 
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. 20 Sample speed 

T(secs) 

C.aim) /C 

Caim) /OC 

. 40 

. 20 <•im) /C 

nRMS 
Error 

. 0~ 00 . 20 

(b) Step input 

Fig 4.11: Caption over page 

Sample speed 

T(secs) 

C.ai m) /CJC 

. 40 
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nRMS 
Error 

( c) Ramp input 
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. 20 Sample speed 

T(secs) 

/ (aim) /C 

(aim) /QC 

. 40 

Fig 4.11: Comparison of quasi-continuous models with varied 
input and sample rate. The continuous and quasi
continuous systems are compared with the discrete 
system. Nominal system parameters are: 

r.:; = .25 

Wo = l.Q 
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Notice that with impulse inputs (figures a) the progression 

of increasing accuracy is as expected. For step response 

time compensation appears to be a disadvantage; this is 

due to the sensitivity of discrete systems to input wave 

forms and will be discussed later in section 4.4.5. 

Figures (b) and (c) confirm that discretised systems, and 

Q-C rep and comp, being low frequency approximations, are 

more accurate for inputs with a low harmonic content such 

as step and ramp. 

. 
The nRMS values are used in Fig. 4.12 to compare the 

FFD (- ~ ) and FFD ( ) methods. Part (a) compares them as _s 1.m _ _seq _ 

damping is increased for w0T = 0.01. For low damping 

(small sl FFD(_siml is relatively poor, this can also be 

seen by comparing (4.18} and (4.34). For larger r; the 

time. delay in FFD ( . ) dominates so that FFD ( ) is a - s1.m _ seq 

generally superior method. This is further highlighted 

in Part (b) which shows the stability limits as w0T is 

varied for I';= 0.25. 

4.4.4 Lirnitati:ons of the ·(1,1) Based Q-C Analysis 

Since the Q-C analysis in this chapter is based 

solely on the (1,1) Pad~ approximant it is restricted to 

low frequency applications. There are three problem 

types which will result in poor Q-C accuracy. 

(i) High pass discretisation algorithms such as the 

predictive trapezoidal. 

Cii1 Inputs with high harmonic content as in impulse 

and step as opposed to ramp inputs. (The 

illustrative examples are therefore harsh tests 

of the q-c approach). 
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nRMS 
Error 

. 05 

riRMS 
Error 

12 0 

FFO<aim)/C 

0 0. g 
Sample speed 

T(secs) 

FF• <••9)/C 

1. 7 

(b) Comparison of stability limits as T varies (s=.25) 

1. 0 Damping 

Pc.-ollrel 

Se9..,.er,t,;i cl 

2.0 

(a) Comparison of accuracy as damping varies (T=.01) 

Fig 4.12: Comparisons of sequential and simultaneous FFD 
algorithms 
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(iii) Modelling wide band systems where the cut off 

frequency or highest frequency mode is a large 

fraction of l/(2T). 

Recognising restrictions such as those in (4.83) 

and (4.87) will ensure that accuracy is not lost. 

4.4.5 Input Sensitivity 

Discrete system transfer functions are sensitive 

to the inputs that are applied. That is to say that 

time domain convolution ands- domain multiplication are 

not the same as z-domain multiplication. Any system 

wi.th impuls.e response f (t) and input u (t) can be treated 

as follows: 

but 

L (u{t)_ *f (_t)_) = L (u (t)) L (f (t)) 

Z(u(t)*f(t)) =/- Z(u(t))Z(f(t)) 

(4.88) 

(4.89) 

In these L(•) is the Laplace transform operator and 

Z( • ) is the z - transform operator. 

Because of this, any discrete transfer function must 

be computed knowing the input signal that will be applied 

if it is to give an accurate result. The same applies 

to Q- C analysis. In general, computation of a disc r ete 

transfer function from a continuous transfer function 

requires three steps: 

(i) Compute z transfer function of the continuous 

system output. 

z ( u (t) * f ( t) ) (4.90) 
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(ii) Compute z transfer function of the input waveform 

Z(u(t)) (4.91) 

(iii) deduce the discrete transfer function 

F(z) = {Z(u(t))}-1 {z(u(t)*f(t))} (4.92) 

Q-C analysis requires the same technique for accuracy. In 

the previous analyses all inputs have been assumed to be 

impulses for the sake of simplicity and equivalence with 

continuous methods. In simulation problems it is common 

to approximate the input by a series of ramps (Fowler 1965), 

in which case the analysis is the same as for impulse 

inputs. The impulse based Q-C analysis is therefobe 

broadly applicable. 

u(t) U(s) U (z) U(s) 

'O( t) 1 1 1 

h(t) 1 z 1 - z - 1 -(l+Ts/2) s s 

t T Tz 1 
s2 (z-1) 2 ? 

2 T2z(z+l) 2 t2 ? ( z-1)_ r ·; s3"" 

sin (.bt) b zsin(bT) b 
s2+b2 z 2-2zcos(bT)+l s2+b2 

1 z 1 (l - Ts/2) 
exp(at) s-a l+Ta72 s - _a _z-exp(aT) 

Table 4.2 

Q-C representations of sampled input waveforms 
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Table 4.2 lists a few input waveforms with their 

s-domain, z-domain and Q-C rep forms. Notice that of the 

polynomial inputs (1,1/s, (1/s) 2 ••• ) the step appears to 

be the only one which is distorted. This approximate 

time advance explains the reversal which was mentioned 

in the discussion of Figure 4.l0(b) in that by not taking it 

into account the compensated system responses FFD++ and 

PI++ are advanced by T/2 seconds. The exponential input is 

also interesting because 

·(l-Ts/2)_l_ ;:,: 
l+Ta/2 s-a 

1 T 
s-a + 2+Ta 

whi.ch is. an undistorted exponential with an impulse at 

t=0. 

(4.93) 

Thus, in general the Q-C rep will be independent of the 

shape of the input between samples. In the case of 

pulse or step inputs the Q-C rep will be as · for impulse 

inputs but multipled by (l+Ts/2) or advanced by T/2 

seconds. 

4. 4. 6 · · Co:mp·arison of STSO and MIMO Analysis 

The expressions for distortion and compensation are 

very simple for both the SISO transfer function and the 

MIMO matrices. The fact that perturbations can be computed 

directly without the difficulty of solving simultaneous 

equations or the like means that large systems can be 

handled easily. Similarly, since perturbations are 

expressed algebraically in terms of the system parameters 

or coefficients the effect of each parameter or coefficient 

is clear in the final perturbation equation. 
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An advantage of the SISO approach is that it can 

preserve system structure so that: the Q-C representation 

can be compared term by term with the C system, and 

the Q-C compensation only requires changes in coefficient 

values rather .than in structure (the implicit time 

method in section 4.2.3 is an exception). Because of 

thi.s the coefficients in the Q-C representation ;compensation 

can usually be related to the C system allowing more detailed 

comparison. In contrast the MIMO approach does not 

usually p~~serve structure as can be seen in section 

4.3.2 where the companion matrix systems Q-C representation 

is not a companion matrix; consequently parameter comparisons 

are meaningless. 

It is, however, possible to compare system eigen

values in some cases. For instance in FFD discretisation: 

A 6. A ::::; A-A 2 T/2 qc 

~ E-lA E 
qc 

::::; /1. - /l. 2 T/2 

~ /1. ::::; 

qc A - A2 T/2 (4.94) 

where E and n are eigenvector and eigenvalue matrices of A. 

To carry out this comparison it is only necessary to know 

the eigenvalues which are of interest. 

Discretisation methods for which this is possible 

are those for which eigenvectors of both the continuous 

and quasi-continuous system matrices are the same. 

These methods will be referred to as eigenvector invariant 

discret i sations (e-i discretisations). Sequential 
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FFD is an example of a non e-i discretisation, and so 

eigenvalue perturbations are more difficult. 

Later chapters will deal with a parameter perturbation 

version of the MIMO approach. 

4.5 CONCLUSION 

Substituting (1,1) Pade approximants for the delay 

element in discrete system equations resu~ts simply in 

low pass quasi - continuous representations. These 

representations contain a useful guide to the amount of 

distortion caused by discretisation and also indicate 

methods of compensation. Like all approximate techniques 

quasi-continuous analysis has the advantage of giving 

approximate solutions with very little effort when compared 

with exact analyses. Large errors are unlikely if the 

application is amenable to low frequency appvoximation. 

Hence this is a suitable diagnostic tool for the 

preliminary study of discrete systems. 
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APPENDIX A 

QUASI-CONTINUOUS ANALYSIS OF MIXED SYSTEMS 

Most digital systems must interact with a continuous system 

at some point. As a result any worthwhile scheme for 

analysing digital systems must also work with mixed systems. 

This appendix deals with one sample system - the 

case of digital state feedback for the control of a continuous 

system. The same problem has been addressed by Kuo et al 

(1973) and their results are mentioned in section 2.2.3. 

Thus providing a valuable check on this work. 

r(t) 
E ZOH x =Ax+ Bu x(t) 

G 

(b) Continuous system with discrete state feedback control 

r(t) 
E 

u(t) x = Ax + B ____ x_( t_) ___ _ 

G 

(a) Continuous system with continuous state feedback control 

Fig A.l: A simple mixed system 
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Consider first of all the continuous system in 

Fig. A.l(a) which can be described by: 

x = 

u = Er - Gx 

~ x = (A-BG)x + (BE)r 

~ (sI - (A-BG))X = (BE)R 

(A. l) 

(A. 2) 

(A. 3) 

The goal for the mlxed system will be to derive an equation 

of like form from which . G = G + l::iG and E = E + l::iE can be 

extracted. 

For the mixed system a sampler and ~era order hold 

(.ZOH) mus.t be introduced as in Fig. A.l(b). A ZOH can 

be approximated using the (1,1) Pade approximant thus to 

0 (T 2 )_ = 0: 

5amp lev- &ZOH = . Cl-exp (-Ts))/ (Ts) "' (l-Ts/2) (A. 4) 

Consequently (A.2) becomes: 

u "' (l - Ts/2) (ER- GX) (A. 5) 

and the mixed system equivalent of (A.3) is 

(sI-A+BG-BGTs/2)X = BER(l-Ts/2) (A. 6) 

Re~rouping to isolate the terms ins: 
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. {sI - (I-BGT/2)-l(A-BG)}X = (I-BGT/2)-lBER(l-Ts/2) 

(A. 7) 

Now, allowing that (I-BGT/2)-l = (I+BGT/2) to O(T 2 ) = O and 

then regrouping again results in: 

. {sI-(A-B(G-GAT/2+GBGT/2))}X = (I+BGT/2)BER(l-TS/2) (A. 8) 

• {~I - (A~BG)}X = (BE)R (A. 9) 

where R = R(l-Ts/2) 

= R exp (-Ts/2) · O(T 2 ) = 0 , 
(A.10) 

G= G - (GA - GBG)T/2 

E = E + GBET/2 

These are the desired Q- C representation parameters. As 

in the previous work compensated forms can be found from 

and 

G+ = G - L!.G = G + (GA-GBG)T/2 

E+ = E - L!. E = E - GBET/2 
(A.11) 

These are exactly the same as the results from Kuo et al 

for G:2. (_T) and E2 (_T). using his Taylor series expansions as 

in equations (2. 49) and (2. 63). 

These results show the applicability of quasi

continuous analysis to mixed systems. The ease of this 

derivation is also worth noting. Unfortunately, higher 

order results become quite difficult as has been noted 

before and will be dealt with in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONSTRAINED SYS.TEM PERTURBATION ANALYSIS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The following two chapters will extend the MIMO matrix 

Q-C approach of Section 4.3 by attempting to remove the major 

objection of structural incompatibility between the continuous 

"C" system and its Q-C rep mentioned in Section 4.4.6 . This 

chapter will proceed by dealing with some general aspects of 

linear system perturbation theory (Porter and Crossley 1972, 

Wilkinson 1965, Faddeev and Faddeeva 1960), and will extend 

them to the constrained case in preparation for their use in 

Chapter 6. Chapter 6 will apply the perturbation theory to 

Q-C representation and compensation of the system A and B 

matrices to find more useful perturbation matrices 8A and 8B 

(as opposed to 6A and 6B used in Chapter 4). 

5.1.1 Constrained Systems. 

Expressed in modal form, a constrained system is: 

AE = EA 

A = G--<a.11 • • • I a,q iJ; E = [e • • (C/.1 I ... ' a i] 1.J 1.J q 

r 
a.q) J ; A = I! .. >... (a.11 • • • I i, j = 1 to n l:J 1. 

( 5. 1) 

in which E and A are the eigenvector and eigenvalue matrices 

of A, and the independent variables a 
p ' p = 1 to q 

constrain the elements of A, E, A. An element a . . 
1.J 

is 

a constant if aa .. / aa. = QI 
1.J p 

p = l to q. An unconstrained 
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system is one in which all the elements of A are independently 

variable, i.e., a .. . = a. ... 
J.J in+J .. .., 

Subjected to perturbations 

oa.P, the co~strained s y stem obeys the perturbated system 

identity: 

(A + oA) (E + oE) = (E + oE) (A + M) 

oA = 'ca .. = L l.J 

oE = l°e .. = 
- 1.J 

q aa.. J I -2io a. 
p=l aa.p p 

~ ae.. J I -2i aa oa 
p=l p p 

~ A. /'I, . . = I dA . J oA = r oa. /'I, .. ; l. l. J 1 a. p l.J p= p 
i, j 

(where /'I, . . is the Kronecker Del ta) 
J. J 

= 1 ton 

and aij ( a.i, ... , a.q) are assumed to be differentiable about 

their nominal values. Neglecting second and higher order 

perturbati ons {O (or) = O, r ~ 2} , the identity reduces to 

( 5. 2) 

(oA.E - E. M) = - (A.EJ - E.A) ( 5 .• 3) 

which will be referred to as the perturbed modal equation. 

5.1. 2 Outline. 

The first section of this chapter involves the assessment 

o f eigenvalue perturbations caused by the a r bitrary pertur

bati on of system parameters - say the eigenvalue perturbation 

problem, oct ~ o A • Most of the alternative formulations 

presented for the constrained problem are simple e x tensions 

o f es t ablished unconstrained forms. One, based on the 

pe r tur bed modal equation (5 . 3) provides a new view of system 

s ensitivity theory. 
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The second section covers the inverse problem in which 

parameter perturbations are determined which will lead to 

a specified eigenvalue perturbation - designated the 

parameter augmentation problem. A further contribution 

here is the application of a simple matrix rank condition 

enabling a priori assessment of the feasibility of 

parameter augmentation. 

In both sections the existence of an "eigenvector

invariant" structure (e-i structure) in which eigen-vector 

directions remain constant under parameter perturbation is 

highl i ghted. This e-i structure results in particularly 

simple formulations. 

In common with the established constrained system 

results entered into this treatment, system eigenvalues are 

assumed to be distinct. 

5.2 THE EIGENVALUE PERTURBATION PROBLEM 

5.2.1 Direct algebraic method. 

First, it is noted that assessment of perturbed eigenvalues 

can follow directly from simple perturbation operations o( ) 

on algebraic expressions for the ~system eigenvalues. 

8 (;\. ) ~ 
]. 

8>-- . 
]. 

a>-- . 
= l ]. oa. aa. P p p 

= [ ':ai] Oa 

a 6 [a,1, ••. , a. :7 
- q--' 

=~U= 

a>-- 1 a)q 
d a. l a-a 

8>--
a>,_ . . q 

]. 

(n xl) a>-- aa a>--n p n 
d a. l 8a q 

[a] : 1:, ~ oa. 
&; . = aa. (q xl) 

q (n xq) 

( 5. 4) 
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~
(r,;-✓) 

a>.. 
cl Ci. . = -(r,;+/) 

From (5.4), with parameter perturbations 8r,;, 8w 0 

( 5. 5) 

The practicality of this approach is limited to simple 

analytic systems since the manipulation necessary to derive 

algebraic expressions for (cl>.../aa) is excessive. 
l. p 

5.2.2 Method using left and right eigenvectors. 

Second, syntheses in terms of left and right eigenvec~ors 

are important sine~ only numerical determination of 

eigenvalues is needed, and the algebra is reduced to the much 

simpler task of deriving (aaij/aap). 

E, (E- 1 ),. respectively 

VJ, :;, = U .,.V = /5., , 
-:J. i j l.J l 

15. 
vi= col i of 

( 5. 7) 

Following Porter and Crossley (1972) and differentiating the 

right eigenvector form with respect to ap: 

au. " 
A __ l.+~ 

cla cla ui 
p p 

cl),_, 
=u __ J.+ 

i cla 
p 

clu. 
i >.. i 

clap 
( 5. 8) 

Next, pre-multiplying by Vi and substituting from the left 

eigenvector form leads to: 

,.clA au. 
V U + '.v /. J. 

i clap i Ai J. clap 

cl;\. dU, = .,, l. ,,, J. 
V. -"I- u. + A. V. 

cl;\. 
l. 

~ aa:- = 
p 

l. oap l. l. J. clap 

(5. 9) 
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Substituting these eigenvalue s~nsitivity coefficients into 

(5 . 4) y ields the perturbed eigenvalue equations 

8 ;\.. I 
., <3A 

U ,OCI. = V. 
aa.P J. ]. J. p 

p 

8\ (Vi., 
<3A 

ui] oa ; i = 1 ton, p = 1 to q => (i) = aa p 

(. ')[ ., ai ] _ <3;\. 
l.l. Vi "°aa µi - aa. 

p 

which will be simpler to compute than (5.4) in general . 

- 1 
E 

From ( 5 . 10) : 

(r; - ✓)] 
✓) -(r; + 

OAl = V1 

yielding the same eigenvalue perturbations as in (5.6). 

Notice that for unconstrained systems (5.10) can be 

reduced to the simpler expression: 

i, k, 1 = 1 ton 

where 
k 1 

(5.10) 

( 5. 11) 

( 5. 12) 

( 5. 13) 

v, , u denote elements k, 1 respectively in v . .,, u . 
i i i i 

and 'l<l 
1972). 

is an arbitrary element of A (Porter and Crossley 
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5.2.3 Method using cofactors. 

Third, alternative for~ulations exist which do not 

involve eigenvector assessment. For example the cofactor 

expression of Nicholson (1967) is: 

1:, - 1. * oA • = \ --- oa. Q(;\.) { clA } 
u/\i - trace Q(\) ' ~ cla.P P 

where Q ( A.) 
l. 

= II (A - A. ]j 
. ·~· J J, J rl. 

(5.14) 

with Q ( Ai) the adjoint matrix of (Ai I-A) and * denoting 

inner product. 

f orm: 

oA . = trace 
l. 

In effect (5 . 14) is Rosenbrock's (1965) 

- { . ~ ~A - \Il}{oA; = L :a.A }] ( ~ . (\ - \l (5.15) 
J, ]';°l. p p /j, ]';°l. 

and the extension to the constrained system is straightforward 

as indicated. 

Example l(c) l' (S ± ,I) 
--w, (S 1. ,l)j A - (A, A )I= -w 2 

1 2 0 

oA = G2w O Ow -2 (z:;owo 
0
+ w,Os) J 

0 0 

( 5. 16) 

Applying (5.14): 

oA 1 = trace 7/ 2w ✓ 
+ wooz:)j a 

(5 .17 ) 

Similarly o>.. 2 , and yielding the results (5.6). 

Forms (5.14) and (5 .15) are noteworthy because they are 

expressed directly in terms of the system parameters A, oA, 

however, they share with (5 . 10) the difficulty of eigenvalue 

assessment. 
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5.2.4 Method using the perturbed modal equation. 

Finally, in respect of eigenvalue perturbations, the 

fundamental ·relationship (5.3) is examined: 

-1 -1 -1 
oA = E . oA. E + E . A. CE - E . oE. J\ 

(5. 18) 
-1 -1 -1 = E . iSA.E + {J\ (E oE) - (E oE) J\} 

This can be used to assess oA, however, the need to find 

the differential of E (iSE) makes the procedure difficult. 

It does not have the numerical simplicity of 5.2.2 and 

5.2.3. 

Example l(d) 

- ✓ 0 

l; + 

oE = [-(l; + ✓) owo - WO (1 + z;/✓) oz; 

2woowo 

( 5. 19) 

Substituting E, E- 1 from (5.11), i5 A from (5.16), CE, A from 

(5.20) 

yielding the perturbed eigenvalue expressions oA1 , CA 2 as 

previously in (5.6). 

Since only the diagonal elements ofoi\ are needed there 

would be much redundancy in numerical work based directly on 

( 5 . 3 ) and ( 5 . 18 ) . Nevertheless, further examination brings 

to light two interesting structural properties for systems 

with distinct eigenvalues. 
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The first follows from noting that as A is diagonal, {} 

in (5.18),and (5.20) has zero valued diagonal elements. 

Consequently: 

(i) {} is redundant in assessment of diagonal oA. 

(ii) Off diagonal terms in {} must cancel those of 

E-1 oAE, the remaining term of the right side of 

(5.18). 

(iii) Effectively (5 . 18) reduces to 

-1 
M = diag (E . oA.E) (5.21) 

with "diag" denoting "the leading diagonal elements of". 

Further: 

E - 1 • M. E = Iv 1 : ... : v l ,. oA ~ 1 : ... : l\i l L· .aj L· ·:l 

d i ag ~ - 1 • oA.~ 

=> o;\ , 
l. 

= ~ 1 : ••• :vJ -- ~Au 1 : ••• :8AuJ L· ,n L • • n 

V1 -" o~u1 v 1 -"8Au2 

= 
v/oAu1 V -"8Au2 

n 

v 1 ,.oAu] . n . 
V ,.oAU 

n n 

= IL~.,. oAu .t. . . J 
l. J l. J 

= V. -"oAu. 
l. l. 

(5.22) 

and so application of (5.21) would be effectively the left-

and r i ght- eigenvector procedure (5.10). Thus analysis of 

the oA - problem structure through the perturbation equation 

(5.3) y ields another view of the established result (5 . 10). 

The second point arises in systems where A and (E- 1 .oE) 

commute. I n this case (5.18) reduces to the s i mple r form: 

- 1 
M = E . oA.E. (5 .2 3) 
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Example 2 (a) 

A = IO j ; A = I° + jw O . l E = [j ~ w 

Lw (J L O (J - Ji 1 ~ (5.24) 

oE = ow E ~ {A(E- 1 .oE) - (E- 1 .oE)A} = [o] 
w 

If (5.18) or (5.23) is applied in this case, then: 

oA = - ~: :~ ~:: :j r: ~ 2~ 

(5.25) 

= Joa +
0 

jaw 

L Q(J - 0 

which is the desired result. 

The conditions for this commutation to occur are of 

interest. With distinct eigen- values A is diagonal so 

-1 
that (E oE) must also be diagonal, i.e., 

-1 
E .oE = D ~ oE = E.D; D diag. (5.26) 

Hence oE will consist of vectors in the same directions as 

those in E. So that E, oE and E + oE are all eigen-vector 

matrices of A, oA and A+ oA. 

In addition to this, perturbed eigen-vector analysis by 

Wilkinson (1965) shows that: 

oE = EK ~ E- 1 , oE = K 

where [
V. ~oAu. 

K - i. J 
- >--. ->-- . 

J l. 

(1- ti .. ) 2 + s . . ti . J 
l.J l.l. l.J 

(5.27) 

The S .. are arbitrary. 
l. l. 

For K to be diagonal as Dis in 

( 5. 2 6) then: 

v.~oAu. = O; 
l. J 

i -I" j (5.28) 

which essentially states that o A has the same left and right 

eigen-vectors as A, as stated above. 
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Matrices or systems with this property are referred to 

as eigen- vector invariant structures or e-i structures. 

5.3 THE PARAMETER AUGMENTATION PROBLEM 

In this section the inverse problem (Morgan 1966, 

Van Ness et al. 1965, Nicholson 1967) of parameter augmen

tation (oa) for implementing specified eigenvalue 

perturbations (oA} is considered for each of the formulations 

in the previous section. In effect the eigenvalue 

perturbation equations have to be solved for oa given oA. 

Since it is important to know prior to numerical work 

whether such solutions exist, emphasis is placed on showing 

that eigenvalue sensitivity matrix rank conditions can 

serve that purpose. 

5.3.l Direct algebraic method. 

For the first formulation (5.41 (assuming that 

algebraic expressions for the eigen-values are available) 

a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 

solutions for the q variables oa is: 

I~} = { I a,} aA 1 + say ( 5. 29) rank rank - 1 p = p aa . aa l l (nxq) I ((n+l) xq) 

This condition establishes that solutions can be 

obtained to a number p of the q variables in terms of the 

remaining (q- Pl variables which take arbitrary values. 

The stricter condition 

P = q; (n 2 q) (5.30) 

which ensures a unique solution is not necessary since the 

existence of alternative solutions is not a barrier to the 

choice of fo . 
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Parameter augmentation solutions follow by rearranging 

( 5. 4) : 
cl;\ cl .;\ 

o;\ = ·a(a) o (a) + cl (a) o (a) 
q-p p p q-p 

(a)P ~ ~ 1 , ••• , ap],..; (a)q-p ~ Gp+l' 

6 (alp = { ~ (~J J' { OA - d(c,~~-p 6 (a) q-p} 

o (a) arbitrary q-p 

Example l(e) 

p 6 rank lll 

+ ll p . ~ rank 1 

-w I ✓ 
0 

so the system is. parameter augmentable and parameter 

augmentations follow: 

rwj= r- (r; - ✓) 
~r; t (r; + ✓) 

~

--,1 
-W 0 (1 - rj✓ . 

-Wo (1 + r;/1 

[

w (r; + ✓) 
1 0 

= 2w 0 (r; + ✓) ✓ 

WO (1'; + /)] 

- (r;- ✓) ✓ 

(5.31) 

( 5. 32) 

(5.33) 
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Example 3 

This example considers a case with pf q. 

~! J ~! ~- GJ, A= ·. A = a, = a,l Cf l 
1 

rank [:] 
+ 

rank [: °'J p = p = 
oA 2 

( 5. 34) 

If oA 2 Cf 0 ~ p Cf 
+ p non- parameter augmentable 

If oA 2 0 ~ + l; augmentable = p = p = 

[QA r • oa. 1 = oa.: o >. 1 = o A 1 

5.3.2 Method using left and right eigenvectors. 

For the explicit eigenvector formulation, the conditions 

for parameter augmentation are those governing the existence 

of solutions for oa. in (5.lO(i)). Recalling the equivalence 

of the sensitivity matrices in (5.lO(ii)) and (5.4) it is 

clear that the conditions are (5.29) with the (n x q) matrix 

[v.'3A/3a. u.]substituted for 3A/3a.. 
l. p l. 

Determination of 

p( ~ q) augmentation can then follow from the procedure in (5.31). 
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Example l(f) 

1v.' cJA u.1 
L l. cl a.p l. J i , p= 1 , 2 

I clA 
V1 cla.2 

I clA 
u2 cla 2 

[wo ?;-~JI O O J[-Wo (~+ ✓)] , 
· L-2wo -2?; wo 

= 

[-wo -?;-Tl [ O O.J 1-wo ( l;-1) ] ' 

- -2w 0 -2/'J L w0 2 

[w O ?;-✓] roo O ] r-w O ( l; + ✓)] 
LJ -2wo L Wo 2 

[-w o -?;-/] roo O ] r-w O ( :-✓)] 
LJ -2wo L Wo 

-Wo (1-?;//)] 

-w 0 (1+?;//) 

1 
-2wo 2 / 

and from here the working in (5.32) and (5.33) applies. 

5.3.3 Method using cofactors. 

(5.35) 

In the case of the Rosenbrock formulation, from (5.15) 

~\:i,=trace {~ ~ (A - A.I)J·}A }/ ~ (\ . - \.) 
oa.p ·-1 ...t· J ua. ·-1 .J' l. J J- ,rl.. • P J- ,rl. 

can be used directly in (5.29) to assess feasibility of 

parameter augmentation. 

(5.36) 
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Example 1 (g) 

a>,. 1 trace {(A -Al)~}] 1 
= Ai X 

cal 2 cl a,l 2 

(5.37) 
= -r;; + ✓; A = -w (r;; + ✓); a. = WO 2 0 1 

Similarly cl.A1/cla2, clA2/cla1, clA 2/cla.2, leading to 

[-ts -✓J --uJ ,1 _ sf✓) l 
cl A 

-w: (1 + r;;/✓) aa = -(r;; + ✓) 
(5.38) 

which is in agreement with (5.35) and yields the same results 

as in (5.32) and (5.33). 

5.3.4 Method using the perturbed modal equation. 

Finally parameter augmentations follow from the matrix 

perturbation equation (5.3): 

-1 -1 -1 
8A = E.8A.E - {A.8E.E - 8E.A.E } 

(5.39) 
-1 -1 -1 

= E.8A.E - {A(oE.E ) - (8E.E )A} 

which is complicated in general by the surfeit of n 2 

equations for a maximum of q independent solutions 8a; and 

also the parameter perturbations 8A entering into oE 

implicitly. For this reason a priori solution feasibility 

checking via the matrix rank conditions (5.29) applied 

directly to (5.39) is not possible. 
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Example l(h) 

Substituting from earlier working into (5.39) with 

-(s - ✓Jo\ 1 + (~ + 

Equating any two elements yields: 

ow 0 = { -(s + ✓) 0\ 1 - (s - ✓l o>..J/2 

os = { (s + /) o>-. 1 - (s - /) 0A2}//2w 0 
} 

/)OAJ 
1 

27 

(5.41) 

and it is also noted that the sensitivity coefficients are 

closely related to the eigenvalues. 

In the e-i structure cases where (oE.E- 1 ) and A commute 

the problem reduces to: 
- 1 

oA = E.M.E (5.42) 

This is in effect n 2 linear equations in oa. 

Reorganising the left and right-hand sides as column vectors 

permits the left-hand side to be decomposed into ~A/a~oa 

where cl A/cl !Y. is n 2 x q. At this stage the rank can be used 

to test feasibility and then any P, linearly independent 

equations can be entered into the procedure in (5.31). 
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Example 2(b) 

Substituting from (5.24) into (5.42) 

[oa Owl [ OA 1 H\ 
-(011.1 

- OA,l j l 
00 = (011. 1 - OA 2)j -ow 0/1.l + 0/1.2 

Rearranging to extract aA/aa results in: 

1 0 

0 1 

0 -1 

1 0 

~:] = 

(011.l + 011.2) 

-(011.l - OA2)j 
1 
2 

gives: 

1 (.5. 4 3} 2 

(5.44) 

+ Since p = p = 2 any two rows can be used to solve for 

oo, ow. The top two rows are an obvious choice which leads 

directly to 

00 = (011.l + 011.2)/2; ow= - (011.l - OA2)j/2 (5.45) 

5.4 CONCLUSION 

Overall, the extension of system perturbation theory 

to the more general constrained case is straightforward. 

The approach based on the fundamental perturbation 

equation does provide new insights into the theory. In 

particular the e-i structures are interesting in that they 

result in simple expressions for both eigenvalue perturbation 

and the inverse problem of parameter augmentation. 

Finally, the eigenvalue sensitivity matrix rank 

conditions are useful for determining the feasibility of 

parameter augmentations to achieve specified eigenvalue 

displacements. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE APPLICATION OF QUASI-CONTINUOUS T·ECHNTQUES 

TO CONSTRAINED SYSTEMS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 4 applied the quasi-continuous concepts to 

linear MIMO systems: 

x(_t} = Ax(t} + Bu(t); x E (x)n; x(0) = 0 

, u E (u) m 

~ (_sI-A}X(_s). = B\J(s) 

and derived a matrix form for their representation and 

compensation i.e. 

A ~ - A + LtJ\; B L B + LB; T 6 t + lit. 

( 6. 1) 

( 6. 2) 

However in many cases the system is described in terms of 

parameters other than the matrix coefficients. In this 

case the matrix coefficients are constrained to be 

functions of another set of independent parameters and 

are not themselves independent i.e. 

a. __ L {a.1 1 ••• a. ••• a.} ,1p q 

A = [ a .. ( a. } ] ·, B = [ bk ( a.) ] lJ . g ( 6. 3) 

i,j,k = 1 ton; g = 1 tom. 

The functions of (a.) determine which elements of A and B 
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are variable, fixed, zero or unity and what relation

ships exist between elements (e.g. the matrix may be 

syrnetric or diagonal). This, in turn, fixes the 

structure of a physical representation in that it 

determines which links exist and which are variable . 

Clearly it is better to have perturbation 

information in a form which is constrained to the 

same variable/link structure as the system description 

or realisation. Consequently the objective of the first 

part of this chapter is to sythesise alternative 

'constrained' parameter pertu r bations denoted 

cSA, cSB which define cSa representing distortion from 

discretisation in terms of perturbations of the 

specified a-parameters. 

xl'rl = C_A+cSA} X (_-r) + (B+cSB) U(-r) 

oA = [cSa .. (a 1 , . . . ,a )] = [ r (aa .. /aa ) cSa ] 
l.J q p= l l.J P p 

[ o bkg ( a 1 , . .. , a q) ] [ r ( a bk / a a ). o a ] cSB = = 
p=l g p p 

) (6.4) 

In this context (a1 , ... ,aq) are the system's independent 

variables and o is the differential operator. 

The second part of the chapter concentrates on 

the development of constrained c ompensati on matri ces 

&A+ and oB+ that correspond to a - parameter compensations 

+ cSa . In general the parameters for representation and 

compensation will be different due to their different 

functions. For representation the parameters will 

normally be related to physical factors, or coefficients 
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of the corresponding continuous system e.g. factors such 

as band-width or natural frequency. For compensation the 

parameters will relate to the digital realisatiorts 

coefficients. For instance on a general purpose 

computer it may be necessary to preserve sparsity in order to 

reduce the computation time, thus the A-matrix may be 

constrained to a diagonal or companion matrix form. 

6.2 CONSTRAINED REPRESENTATION 

6.2.1 Outline 

Development of the oA, oB representations of distortions 

will be carried out by choosing o terms that match the 

6 representations of chapter 4. Specifically: oA is to be 

chosen so that A + oA has ~.the same ·eigenvalues as A + 6A; 

and 8.B is chosen so that the state variable transfer 

functions of both the fl and o forms are identical. This 

method is somewhat arbitrary and will be considered in 

more detail in the discussion section. 

6.2.2 Synthesis of oA 

In modal form the unconstrained Q-C rep is 

(A+ 6A) (E + 6E) = (E + 6E) (A+ 6A); AE=EA 

E. ti A = 6A. E + A. /SE - flE; A; 0 ( fl 2 ) = 0 (6.5) 

where Eis the eigenvector matrix and A is the eigenvalue 

matrix; and similarly a constrained Q-C representation is 

(~ + oAl (H + oH) = (H + oH) (A+ oA); AH= HA 

H.oA = oA.H + A.oH - oH.A; 0(8 2 )=0 ( 6. 6) 
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Notice that H = E.D where Dis a diagonal matrix. Two 

symbols (E and H) are used to distinguish the potentially 

different eigenvector matrices in (6.5) and (6.6) but in 

general the symbol E will be used. Equating the eigenvalue 

distortions so that oA = 6A and assuming the c-system 

eigenvalues are distinct, yields a general expression: 

oA = 6A + fA 

where rA A{loH.H- 1 }A-A(oH.H-1 )} 

There are three non-trivial conditions which simplify 

this equation. 

(i) 

'. (.ii} 

results in fA = 0, this requires 

oH = 6E.K; K diagonal 

(6E.E-1 )A-A(6E.E-l) = 0 

-1 - 1 
~ 6E.E .A= A.6E.E 

post-multiplying by E 

~ 6E.A = A.6E 

6E = E.K; K diagonal 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

( 6 . 11) 

Th~s condition is satisfied when the C-system 

e.igen---vectors are invariant under discretisation 

for example when 6A is a polynomial in A as in the 

case of FFD di~cretisation where 6A = - A2 T/2. 

This was previously referred to as an e-i 

discretisation in section 4.4 .6. 
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(iii) (6.12) 

as above this implies 

oH = H.K; K diagonal (6.13) 

so that the eigen-vectors of A are invariant under 

parameter perturbation. Systems with this structure 

were referred to as eigen-vector invariant structures 

(e-i structuresl in section 5.2.4. 

For oA = 6A condition (i) (which is equivalent to the 

simultaneous satisfaction of both conditions (ii) and 

(iii)) must be satisfied. However in practise it is 

often possible to see that these conditions are satisfied 

by comparing the variable link structures of A and A. 

For instance with FFD discretisation if A is diagonal 

then so is A, or if A is symetric then so is A. At 

this point it is pertinent to note that oA evaluation is 

similar to the parameter augmentation problem based on 

the fundamental identity (5.3) in the previous chapter, and 

so the alternative techniques apply. 

The main procedure for computing oA is as follows: 

(.i.) Find the eigenvector matrix E in terms of the 

a-parameters . 

(ii) Find the differentials of A and E (that is oA and 

oE) . 

(iii) Compute oA in either algebraic or numerical form and 

6E if necessary. 
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(iv) Compute righthand-side of equation (6.7) in 

either algebraic or numerical form. 

(v) Solve the n 2 linear simultaneous equations from 

(6.7) for the q a-parameters. 

An alternative more direct method is to use the 

criteria o~ = 6A. This leads to the alternative procedure 

for computing oA as follows: 

(i) Find A in terms of the a-parameters. 

(ii) Find the differential of A. 

(iii) Compute 6A (from 6A if necessary although it can 

usually be done d.irectly) . 

(.iv) Equate oA and 6A, and solve then linear simultaneous 

equations for the q a-parameters. This highlights 

the fact that only n of the independent variables 

are perturbed by 6A or 6A. As in the previous 

chapter, the rank condition must be satisfied so 

that if q < n a solution for oA will not normally 

be possible. 

The next section will apply these procedures to some 

illustrat ~ve examples. 

6.2 . 3 Examples of oA Computation 

For the PI and PT discretisations equations (4.59) and 

( 4. 6 7) g i ve 

6A and 6A = 0 ~ 6E and oA = 0 ( 6. 14) 

this leads to oE = O and oA = O which is trivial. 
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Throughout this· chapter four main examples are used 

which illustrate the cases of oA simplification. Examples 

1 and 2 use FFD with simultaneous integration where 

6.A = -A2 T/2, which is an e-i discretisation. Example 

2 applies this to a system with e-i structure so that 

oA = 6A. In contrast examples 3 and 4 use sequential 

FFD on the same systems, where 6.A = - (AL - A J AT/2 hence 

demonstrating the effect of a non e - i discretisation. 

The result of this is that for Example 3 no simplifications 

are possible and for Example 4, despite its structure, 

Example l(a): FFD discretisation of a companion matrix system 

Consider the following example: 

[, 
0 

-2:WJ [ 
µ ]w,, A = B = 

-wo 2 \) 

with a = {a1 rct2 ,a3 ,ad = {WO ,I'; ,µ ,\J} 

using simultaneous FFD so that 6.A is a polynomial in A 

and the expression for oA reduces to: 

(.i) -wo(c;+ ✓) 

Wo 2 

-wo (c;- ✓) 

2 w.o , 

(ii). The differentials of A and E are: 

(6.15) 

( 6 . 16) 

(6.17) 
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oA = - 2 [ 
0 

woowo 

(6.18) 

<IE = - [ 
-2woowo - 2woow 0 

(6.19) 

(iii) In algebraic form 6A is 

6A = E(K diag) (6 .2 0) 

(~v) After considerable manipulation (6.18) reduces to 

oA = - [ 
0 

(6.21) 

(v) Which leads to expressions for oa: 

(6.22) 

whi.ch. are a-representations of FFD distortion 

constrained to be in terms of pertur bations of the 

p rescribed independent variables ,,w 0 • 

This is clearly a difficult procedure. I t can be 

simplified if numerical values are used for say the design 

a-parameters, in which case the result will be of the form 
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oa. = (oa./T)T (6.23) 

where (0 a./T) is a constant. 

The alternative procedure leads to the same results by 

the following steps: 

Ci)_ 

(6.24) 

(iil The differential of A is: 

oA = -[(wo-Wos/ ✓)oso+(s- ✓)owo O l 
(wo+Wos/l)os+(s+l)oWo 

(6.25) 

(iii) From equation (4.94) 

ti/I. = -fl. 2 T/2 

[ 
2s(s- ✓)-1 

= -wo 2 T 
-2-

0 

(6.26) 

(iv)_ Finally, equating (6.25) and (6.26) and solving for 

6s and 6w 0 leads to the results in equation (6.22). 

Tni.s method is simpler than the previous one in that 

the eigen-vectors do not need to be found but in other 

re.spects is very similar. 
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Example 2 (a) : FFD discretisation of an e-i structured system 

Consider the following example where again simultaneous 

FFD has been used. 

A =[· cr-w wa ],B = [ µv l (cr2w+w2), with a={a1,a2,a3,a4}6{w,cr,µ,v} 

Using the eigenvector approach steps (i) and (ii) 

result in 

E = [ -j 

l 
j l 
1 

ow, oA 
oa 

uw 
crw l 
oa 

It is immediately clear that oE = E.K (K = I.ow/w) 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

and the structure therefore has invariant eigenvectors, 

since 6E = E(K diag) as well, the solution for oA 

can be found from oA = /::,A. 

(iii) Computing 6A 

cSA = 6A - -[ cr2 - w2 

- 2crw 

2crw 

cr2 - w2 
(6.29) 

(_i v)_ and (v) Finally, equating (6.28) and (6.29) results in 

expressions of oa 

(6.30) 

as desired. 
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It is interesting at this point to compute A= A+ 6A. 

A= [ o-(o 2 -w 2 )T/2 

-w (l-crT/2) . 

w(l-crT/2) 

o-(o 2 -w 2 )T/2 l (6.31) 

Comparing this with the structure of A it can be seen that they 

are the same, and so •A= 6A. This illustrates the importance 

of inspecting 6A since it can obviate the need to compute 

eigen~vectors etc. 

Example 3· Ca") : Sequ·ential FFD Discretisation of a Companion 

Matrix System 

The companion matrix system from Example 1 can be 

implemented using sequential integration instead of 

simultaneous integration. This results in a system 

that is neither e-i structure nor e-i discretisation. 

Equations (6.17) to (6.19) apply but from (4.82) 6A is: 

6A = -[ 

2 
W.Q 

21',;WQ 3 2 -wo 

And 6E must also be computed: 

6E = [ 

where 

3 -w o. l;T 

w, 2 T/2-2C 2 w, 2 T-51, l 

( 6. 32) 

(6.33) 
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Substituting into (6.7) results in (cf. equation (4.34)) 

(6.34) 

(6.35) 

· Erxample A(a): Sequential FFD Discretisation of an e-i Structured 

· system 

This case is interesting because it exhibits a partial 

simplification of the expression for oA. 

{6.36) 

Considering the system from example 2 (6.27) then 

[ a' 
-wo(o 2 /(4w 2 )-1) };i cSA = 

wo(o 2 /(4w 2 )-1) 02 

~ 0 Cl 1 6 cS o = -o 2 T/2 

} (6. 37) 
cS-a2 6 ow = wo(o 2 /(4w 2 )-l)T/2 

6.2.4 Synthesis of cSB 

The objective of cS Q-C rep is that it has the same 

transfer function (impulse response) as its 6 counterpart. 
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Since oA has been used to ensure the identity of the 

eigenvalues it is now necessary to choose oB to match all 

other characteristics i.e. 

(sI-A-oA)~1 (B+oB)=(sI-A-6A)-l(B+6B) 

~ (sI-A)-l(I-oA(sI-A)-l)-l(B+oB)=(sI-A)-l(I-6A(sI-A)1 )-l(B+6B) 

(I+oA(sI-A)-l) (B+oB)~ (I+6A(sI-A)-l) (B+6B) 

so that 

with 0(6 2 ), 0(6 2 ) = O(T 2 ) = O. 

oB=6B+(6A-oA) (sI-A)-lB 

-1 
oB=6B-rA(sI-A) B 

-1 
rBioB:··6B=- rA ( sI - A) B 

In this it can be seen 

that Bis a dynamic system of the same order ins as 

the C-system. The only case when oB is static is when 

rA = 0 in which case oB = 6B. 

(6.38) 

The aim of Q-C rep is that each parameter in the 

c-system has a direct counterpart in the Q-C system. 

This is difficult to achieve if OB is a function of s. 

In addition, computation of Q-C rep trajectories is more 

difficult although this is unlikely to be needed except 

for demonstration purposes since 6 rep can be used more 

easily. Consequently reduced order approximations for 

OB will be used. Such simplifications are . admissible since 

Q-C formulations are themselves based on low order (1,1) 

Pade approximants. If low frequency performance is 

important the first few moments (i.e. Maclaurin series 

coefficientsl could be matched. Alternatively, high 

frequency performance can be matched or a mixture of 

the two. In some cases an application specific approximation 
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can be used. 

Notice also that equation (6.38) specifies up to nm 

independent equations which can only be solved if B has 

nm independent variables. This will often not be possible. 

6.2 . 5 Examples of oB Synthesis 

The following examples illustrate the computation of 

oB for three different cases. These include the methods 

for simplifying oB(s). 

Example l(b) FFD Discretisation of a Companion Matrix System 

Continuing from equations (6.16), (6.20) and (6.22) by 

computing the differential of B: 

l ~ [ Ov 

oµ + ].ll,;WoT 

+ \Jl,;WoT 
]w,' (6.39) 

Equation (6.38) give s 

8B ~ [ 
- v+w 0 {µw 0 s+v(w 0 +2r,;s) .}/I I 

Wo (Wo].l+2r,;v)+wo 2 (w 0 
2 11 - sV)/:j:I 

]~ 2 • (6.40) 

where I I is the characteristic equation of A i . e. 

Equating (6.39) and (6.40), and solving for oµ and ov 

r esul ts .in 

OC1.3Q,O\J = - {( v+2µl,;wo)s 2 +(4l,; 2 -l)wo 2 ].1s+2µi;;w 0 3}T/(21 I) 

OC1.1iQ,O\J = {µ 's 2 -(v - 2l,;woµ)s+2µwo 2 }w 0 2 T/(21 I). 

(6.41) 
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Several possible simplifications exist. If low frequency 

performance is matched (i.e. s = O) the result - designated 

(cSB) U, is: 

! w,µ 
0 

( oB) Q,9, = ]w, 'T 
+ l;V 

(6.42) 

~ oa3 6 c5 µ = -µsw,T} 
and oa.11 6 0\) = µwo 2 T 

(6.43) 

This form is particularly useful for direct comparison of 

parameters but if it is used to compute an impulse time 

response it will have deficiencies in the high frequencies 

leading to errors near t = 0. Thus the next form is correct 

for s = 0 ands= 00 but not for mid range frequencies. 

= 

QC/, 3 fl 

ua.11 6 

Wo (µwo+2vi';) 
-v + s+wo(µwo+2vs)/v 

VW 2 
wo (woµ+2i';v) - I . S-V µ 

Q µ = -vT/2 + w1o'J;' (µwo-t-2vz;):/2 
s+wo (µwo+2vi';) /v 

\)\) = woT(w 0 µ+2'z.;v)/2 - VWo 2 T/2 
s - v/wo 

( 6. 44) 

l 
· I 

I 
(6.45) 

Finally as an example of an application specific approximation 

consider the case with v = 0 and the low frequency approximation 

(6.46)1 
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Hence 

OBI 
11 =wo 2 

= [ s lwa;T 
2w o 2 J 

(6.47) 

which will be acceptable in the region where the C-system 

response is flat. 

Example 2(b): FFD Discretisation of an e-i Structured System 

Continuing from equations (6.27) and (6 . 28), and 

computing the differential of B: 

oB = [ 

Since fA = 0: 

oB = Lrn = 

8a. 3 11 8µ = 

oet.4 11 8 \) = 

w(a 2+w 2)8µ+2µawaa+µ(w 2-a 2)aw 

w (aJ.+w 2) ov+2vaw8a+v (w 2-a 2) aw 

T [ -aµ-wv ]( a2+w2 \T -AB-= )2 2 wµ-av w 

-(crµ+wv)T/2} 

(wµ-av)T/2 

ll ? (6.48) 

(6 . 49) 

(6.50) 

which is easily interpreted without requiring any further 

loss of accuracy through simplification as in the previous 

case. 

Example 3(b): Sequential FFD Discretisation of an e-i 

Structured System 

Using the results from (6.32) and (6.34) 
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2 
-Wo I , 

(6.51) 

In addition the differential of Bis given in (6.39) so 

it is only necessary to solve (6.38) giving: 

oB = 
2 i+ 

2 Wo VS - Wo µ 
w o µ + 2 l;;w o v + 

(Two 2 \. 

\ - 2) 
( 6. 52) 

Equating to the differential leads to expressions for oµ 

and ov 

oe:1.3 1:i oµ = T { s 2 ( v- 2 µ l;; w o ) - s ( 4 l;; 2 w o 2 µ +w o 2 µ) - 2 µ l;; w o 3 } / ( 2 I I ) } 
= T { w o 2 µ s 2 + ( 2 w o 3 µ l;; +w o 2 v) s} / ( 2 I I ) 

(6.53) 

As in example l(b) these expressions are difficult to 

deal with but the same, appropriate simplifications can be 

used. 

6.2.6 Overall Constrained o Representation 

The Q-C representation of distortion from discretisation 

is equation (6.4) with oA from (6.7) ,-o B from (6.38) and 

at from (6.2}. Providing solutions to (6.7) and (6.38) 

exist the distortion can be expressed by a-increments in 

the specified set of parameters {a 1 ••• a } given in ( 6. 3) . q 

The illustrations in Fig 6.l(a and b) portray o 

Q- C representation of x~(t) of the phase variable system 

(example 1) as in (6.15' ) and subject to FFD discretisation. 
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Fig 6.1: Simultaneous FFD example of constrined q -c 
representation. The nominal system has ½ = .25, 

w~ = 1.0 and T = .4. (cont.) 
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The nominal parameters ares= .25, wo = 1.0, v = 0.0 and 

µ = 1.0. The sampling rate is set at 2.5 Hz and provides 

only 16 samples/cycle of the oscillatory component of the 

impulse response. Thus the large difference between the 

continuous and its FFD discretisation is expected. Four 

Q-C representations are shown (for the sake of clarity they are 

spread over two graphs). Fig. 6.l(a) shows the use of full 

8B and (BB)£h' whereas Fig. 6.l(b) shows the use of (8B) 11 

and the application specific case in (6.47). All are 

plausible. Their relative merits show in Fig. 6.l(c) 

which plots nRMS error between the Q-C representation and 

the discrete system (nRMS error is defined in equation ( 4. 8 6 )). 

Since a- conforms to 4- representation through eigenvalue 

and transfer function matching, they have substantially the 

same accuracy, O(T 2 ) = Q. Reduced (8B)£h' (8B) 11 etc 

representations are not so well matched and the lower accuracy 

of Q-C representation of FFD in Fig. 6.l(a,b,c) is as 

expected . Inclusion of the continuous case provides a datum 

for judgingthe merit of the Q-C formulations since it can 

also be regarded as a continuous representation of its 

discretisation. It is clear that all continuous 

representations are breaking down rapidly as T approaches 

0.4 . 

Q- C representations of systems with both e-i structure and 

discretisation in which constrained 8-representation reduces 

to the unconstrained &-case, are simple to implement since 

6B = 4B is static. Thus there is no need to resort to the 

simplifying approximations (8B) £h' (8B) ££ which ease 
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illlplementation at some cost in accuracy. The first order 

{O(T 2 ) = 0} accuracy of representation is in fact the same 

as for a full oB implementation in equivalent problems 

lacking singular structure such as example 1. Results from 

computation of x 1 (t) impulse response for example 2 with 

parameters cr = -.25, w = /T5/4 chosen to give the same 

transfer function x 1 (s)/u(s) as in example 1 with wo = 1, 

s = 0.25; are indiscernible from those of (FFD) in q-c 

Figs. 6 .1 (a,b,c). 

In Fig. 6.2 the Q-C representation of the phase 

variable system using sequential FFD is shown (Example 3). 

The agreement with the discrete system is good. It is 

particularly interesting to note that the sequential FFD 

is significantly better than the simultaneous FFD shown 

in Fig. 6 .1. 

These portrayals give credance to the idea of Q-C 

representation of discretisation. Unfortunately a range 

of validity for the representations cannot be stated with 

precision. It can however be said that basic sampling 

theory must be satisfied with 'sufficient' margin. Further, 

i.n this regard, since the underlying (1,1) Pade approximant 

is a low frequency approximation, accuracy is enhanced in 

"low pass" applications, - in the sense of having a low 

harmonic content of input excitation and also a non-resonant 

transmission. Consequently the use of a resonant system with 

impulse inputs is a severe test of the Q-C method. See 

section 4.4.4. 
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6.3 CONSTRAINED Q-C COMPENSATION 

6.3.1 Outline 

The first step in the synthesis of constrained compensation 

is similar to that in the unconstrained case (equations (4.19) 

and (4 . 20)). The state feedback compensation oA+ is chosen 

to offset state feedback distortion: 

oA+ = - oA ~A+= A+ oA+ = A - oA 

~A+= A++ 6A+ = (A - oA) + 6(A - oA) 

= A - fA; O(T 2 ) = 0 

(6.54) 

Since the eigenvalues are linearly dependent on the coefficients 

+ of the A matrix (.to first order), oA = -oA will effectively 

restore the eigenvalues of the discrete system to their design 

values. This is consistent with the procedure used in (6.5) 

and (_6. 7) to derive oA. 

It is worthwhile noting that the constraints on A and 

B may be quite different for representation and compensation 

since different information is relevant. For example in a 

phase variable system with 

A = [ 
0 

- 2 sWo. 

1 

W.o 2 
(6.55) 

The r e. are two parameters and thus representation is limited 

to perturbation of sand WQ• However, for compensation 

purposes where a computer program or hardware imposes 

different constraints, the system could be 
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(6.56) 

Thus for compensation purposes there are three parameters 

giving more freedom and a different set of constraints. 

The second step is the selection of oB+ augmentations 

and, as in a-representation,_ this will be done by matching 

transfer functions, that is equating the Q-C representations 

of the compensated discrete systems, to those of the 

original C-system. Due to the difficulty in compensating 

for tt there are two different approaches: 

(i.) Explicit time compensation, in which oB+ synthesis 

does not account for the t+T time shift tt. Either 

tt+ = -tt compensation is to be implemented separately 

and explicitly or is neglected. This was the approach 

adopted in section 4.3.4 and is quite feasible if the 

system is non- real time or, small time delays in the 

output are not a problem, as in open loop filters. 

(ii) Implicit time compensation, in which a T+t time shift 

compensation cannot be implemented explicitly and so 

is to be included (implicitly) in the 0B+ augmentations. 

Thi.swill be seen to be a far more complex procedure 

but may have applications in real time control etc. 

The resulting constrained a-compensation will be the 

same · fo (_T 2 ). = 0} as the unconstrained a-case. However, 

s·implifying approximations are needed for most practical 

applications and they degrade the a-forms. 
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6.3.2 Explicit Time Compensation 

Equating -r-time Q-C transfer functions of a compensated 

discrete system to those of the t-time continuous system 

(6.1) and using oA+ from (6.54) leads to 

(sI - A)-lB = (sI - A+)-lB+ 

= (sI - A + fA)-lB+ 

= (sI - A)-l{I + fA(sI-A)-l}-lB+ 

~B+ = (I + fA(sI-A)-l)B 

It is also known that by definition 

B+ ~ B+ + !:::,.(B+) = (B+oB+) + !:::,.(B+oB+) 

= B + l:::,.B + oB+; O(T 2 ) = 0 

I:::,. B - rB. 

By equating (6.57) and (6.58) it can be seen that 

(6.57) 

(6.58) 

(6.59) 

Implementation of oB+ is difficult because its dynamic 

nature requires added system complexity which will itself 

be subject to 2nd order parameter distortion and a l:::,.t time 

delay. The full compensation will rarely be worth 

implementing unless say the derivative of the input is 

available or some rearrangement of the system results in 

a simplification. Failing this, the reductions used in 

the previous sections can be applied. 
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Example l(c): FFD Discretisation of a Companion Matrix System 

From (6.21), (6.40), (6.54) and (6.59) parameter 

compensations are:-

0 

l;;Wo 

and 

v-wo{µwos ,t;)V !(Wo+2i;;s) }/I I 

-wo (woµ+2i;;v)+wo 2 (wo 2 µ-sv)/I I 

where 

I I 6 s 2 + 2i;;w 0 s + w 0 2 

and the simplifications follow:-

[ 
\) - wo (µwo+2vi;;) 

lw·? 
s+wo (µwo+2vi;;)/v 

(oB+) == VWo 2 · ·th 
-wo (w 0 µ+2i;;v) + 

s-v/µ 

+ [ 0 ] (oB ) 9,.Q, == Ul o 3T 

-w 0. µ-I;;\! 

(6.60) 

(6.61) 

(6.62) 

(6.63) 

Fig. 6.3(a,b) il.lustrate a case of a-compensation with T = 0.4 

and the. explicit -r~t compensation has been included by time 

advancing the output. The (FFD++).Q,h case has been compensated 
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by inserting a digital equivalent of ~/(l+ys) in the input. 

Digitally this is (1-z-1 )/(T+y-yz-1 ), which forms the 

continuous/quasi-continuous pair 

s 
l+ys - s 

-l+(y+T)s (6.64) 

This added distortion in the compensation term will only 

have a second order affect on the (FFD++)£h system so it has 

not been compensated for although the compensation is simple 

and obvious. 

Distortion from FFD discretisation is evident on comparing 

the FFD data points with the continuous trajectory. It is 

greatly reduced in both of the partially compensated systems 

arising from (6.621 and (6.63). The reduced effectiveness 

of the compensation as t+O is as expected since the Q-C 

formulation is a low frequency approximation. 

Compensation accuracy is indicated in Fig. 6.3(c) by 

the plots of nRMS error between the impulse responses of 

the continuous and discrete systems. Also included are 

two cases denoted (FFD+).£h and(FFD+)££ in which 6t+ 

compensation has been neglected. These show that parameter 

compensation_ alone can result in reasonable performance and, 

although it is not shown, 6t+ compensation alone does not. 

The real value of compensation in this case is that for a 

specified nRMS error the sampling rate can be reduced by 

a factor of from 2 to 6. 
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Example 2(c): FFD Discretisation of an e-i Structured System 

The advantages of e-i structure and e-i discretisation 

naturally extend to compensation. The compensations are 

simply: 

and can be seen from equations (6.29) and (6.49). It is 

significant that 6B+ is static since this reduces the 

difficulty of implementing the compensation, without 

reducing its accuracy. 

Fig. 6.4(a} shows how well compensation can restore 

a discretised system. Fig. 6.4(b) includes cases both with 

and without &t+ compensation. It can be seen that for 

an nRMS accuracy of .OS the sample rate can be reduced by 

a factor of up to el.even as a result of compensation. 

Thls concludes explicit time compensation in which the 

option of explicit &t+ compensation has been assumed possible, 

but not necessarily exercised. 

6.3.3 Implicit Time Compensation 

This formulation is for applications in which explicit 

l~t time shift compensation (6t+) is not feasible but 6t+ 

implicit in an approximate oB (which will be designated 

oB+*) is possible. This situation could apply in real time 

applications. 

Equating the t-time Q-C transfer functions of a compensated 

system to those of the original t-time continuous system 
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(6.1) gives 

-1 + -1 +* (sI-A) B = (sI-A) B exp(s6t) 

. -1 +* +* 
~ (sI-A+fA) {B+oB +6(B+oB ) }(l+s6t) 

= (sI-A)-1 {I+fA(sI-A)-l}-l(B+oB+*+6B) (l+s6t) 

(6.66) 

• B. ~ {I-fA(sI-A)-l}(B+oB+*+6B) (l+s6t). 

+* From this cB can be extracted: 

• CB+*= - 6B + fA(sI - A)-lB - Bs6t 

= oB+ - Bs6T (6.67) 

in which the products of perturbations have been neglected. 

The presence of the open-loop differentiator in (6.67) 

may be. unacceptable in a lmoisy environment - it must be 

+* recognised that since o.B attempts to time advance the 

output, which is not strictly possible because it is 

non-causal, it is bound to have ugly side effects. The 

noise problem can be alleviated by employing a first order 

lag to limit deri vati ve action above 1/y rads/sec. Hence 

(6 . 67) becomes 

+ * + 
o. B ~ o.B - B6ts/(l+y s) (6.68) 

The lag network is the same as that in equation (6.64), 

consequently if y, = 0, the cut-off for derivative action is 

at 1/T rads/sec indicating that the y lag can normally be 

dispensed with. 
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Example l(d): FFD Discretisation of a Companion Matrix System 

From ( 6. 6 0) , ( 6. 61) and ( 6. 6 7) 

[ 
v-µs-wo{µwos+v(wo+2ss)}/j I l 2T 

= -wo (woµ-2sv)+vs+wo 2 (wo 2µ-sv)/j I w02' 

or if y is used and set to 1/(2w 0 ) radians then: 

oB+*I 
y=l/(2wo) 

The reductions used previously also apply and lead to: 

(6.69) 

(6.70) 

+* 
(oB lih\ 

· y=l/ (2w 0) 
[ 

v-2w 0 µs/(2wo+s)-wov/(2ss+wo) ]wo2T 

= -wo(woµ+2sv)-2wovs/(2wo+s)+wo 3 µ/(2ss+wo) --2-

(6.71) 

+* . 
and the (oB ) 11 case is the same as (6.63). 

The effectiveness of compensation is reduced by combining 

~ + A + • • • +* the uB and ut compensations into a single oB compensation. 

This can be seen by comparing the ( ) 1h cases in Fig. 6.3(a) 

and 6.5(.a) (which use y = O). In fact, nRMS data in Figs. 

6.3(c} and 6.S(b) show that the implicit compensation yields 

only half the ac.curacy improvement of its explicit counterpart. 

As in the explicit case, the static ( ) 11 compensation gives a 

worthwhile improvement in performance, even without 6t+ 

compensation. 
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Example 2(d): FFD Discretisation of an e-i Structured System 

From (6.49), (6.65) and (6.68), with 6t = -T/2 and 

introducing a non-zero y: 

= [ 
d µ+wv + µs/ (l+ys) 

av-wµ + vs/(l~ys) 
(6.72) 

Comparing Figs. 6.4 and 6.6 it is again clear that implicit 

compensation is inferior to the explicit implementation. 

Notice that since oB+* is dynamic it is possible to use the same 

simplifying ( )ii reduction used in the companion matrix 

case. This is essentially the same as the explicit FFD+ 

example shown in Fig. 6.4. 

Exan1ple 5: P'ulse Invariant Discretisation 

Integration schemes such as PI which do not introduce 

parameter distortion can still benefit from 6t+ compensation. 

From (4.65): 6A = O, fill= 0 and 6t = -T/2. Using the same 

phase variable system as in Example 1 and compensating 

using (6.68) leads to: 

= [ µ l w0 2 Ts 
· V 2 ( l+ys) • (6.73) 

The ne.ed for time advance has naturally led to a dynamic 

compensati.on term as in the previous examples. Fig. 6. 7 

snows the effect of this compensation (N.B. y = O), that it 

is superior to uncompensated PI but inferior to the 

explicit compensated case. 
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time compensation. Nominal system parameters are: 
s = .25, wa = 1.0, T = .4, y = 0. 
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To conclude this section on implic'it time compensation, 

it is seen that implicit 6t+ compensation is effective in that 

it improves the response trajectory. However, it adds 

complexity and is less effective than explicit time 

compensation. 

6.4 DISCUSSION 

6.4.1 Outline 

The following discussion will elucidate some important 

points relating to this extension of Q-C formulations to 

constrained systems. Arbitrary aspects introduced to reduce 

the complexity caused by constraints will be identified 

and alternative simpler but less comprehensive techni.que 

will be noted. Alternative techniques for implementing 

dynamic elements of oB will be considered. 

6. 4. 2 Arbitrary Synthesis 

So far the objective of synthesising a constrained 

a-formulation (6.4} to agree with the unconstrained 

6-formulation (_6.2). has been achieved through: 

(il algebraic parameter perturbations oA from (6.7) 

chosen to match eigenvalues; 

(i.il dynamic perturbations oB(s) from (6.38) chosen to 

match impulse response transfer functions (i.e. 

match zeros and steady-state gain) in e,u-space, (the 

case of problems with r A = O structure and hence 

algebraic oB is a limiting case); 

(iii) a common time shift 6t from x+~ space. 

As a result of (i) the weight of Q-C representation is placed 

by (ii) on OB synthesis. Since the only requirement is that 

the transfer functions be matched, alternative procedures can 
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be used. For example, with FFD an alternative could be 

derived as follows: 

{sI - (A+6A)} X (s) = (B+6B) U(s) 

substituting for 6A and 6B: 

~ {sI - (I-AT/2)A}x(s) = (I-AT/2)BU(s) 

(6.74) 

(6.75) 

and then pre-multiply by (I+AT/2) ignoring terms in T 2 and 

above: 

~ {s(I+AT/2) -A}x(s) = BU(s); O(T 2 ) = 0 (6.76) 

and regroupi ng: 

~ sx(s) = (A - sAT/2)x(s) + BU(s) 

(6.77) 

From this oA and oB can be extracted as 

oA = - sAT/2; oa . . = -a .. sT/2 

} l.J l.J 

oB = 0 
(6.78) 

{These are only acceptable if either a .. = O or a . . = a . ) 
- l.J l.J p 

The point is that by increasing the complexity of oA the 

complexity of oB is reduced. 

A general non-arbitrary approach can also be chosen. 

By matching trajectories as in (6.38) and allowing both 

oA and oB to be variable functions of the q a's (a={a1 . .. a ... a}), 
p q 
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then m simultaneous equations in q variables result. These 

can be solved for a in any convenient fashion. Although in 

principle only ma-parameters are needed to ~nsure transfer 

function matching, it will usually be necessary to use more 

in order to satisfy other criteria. For instance where 

possible a's can be chosen so .that all a's are static 

(i.e. not functions of s). 

The approach used in the body of this chapter has 

the advantages that: oA is algebraic and so easy to 

implement; all eigenvalues are correctly implemented; 

and finally dynamic terms are only in oB thus forming 

an input filter, hence oB can be altered as convenient 

without affecting the system's own internal dynamics. 

Further, it is noted that the simplifying (oB) th' 

(oB},Q,,Q, forms are arbitrary reductions, and alternatives 

could be superior. For example in applications with 

sharp edged excitations, polynomial reductions which 

attenuate high frequency gain would probably be more 

beneficial. 

Finally, the synthesis has been pessimistic in 

assuming that all state variables are system output 

variables. 

6. 4. 3 lmplern:entation of oB (s) 

Implementing the dynamic terms dictated by oB(s)+ 

for compensation will normally require extra hardware or 

software rather than changes in parameter values. Three 

approaches to this implementation are possible. 
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(i) The most direct and least efficient method is 

to attach the oB(s) pre-filter to each of the 

nxm inp11t state nodes using whatever hardware 

or software is appropriate. Thus each has a 

SISO system of order nor less in series with 

it. Note that the pre-filters do not need to 

be compensated since the perturbations in their 

,characteristics will only have a second order 

affect on the system as a whole. 

(ii) A more efficient method is to .realise B + oB(s)+ 

as a single n xm MIMO system. This is reasonable 

since from (6.59) it can be seen that the 

denominators of all terms_in the oB(s)+ matrix 

are the same. The pre-filter (unless reduced 

as in (oB+),Q,h etc} is of the same order as the 

system so that the compensated system has _double 

the order of the uncompensated system. The 

feedback coefficients of the pre-filter will be 

the same as those of the main system to first 

order so that it will be possible to save 

coefficient storage in some cases. 

(iii) Finally, differentiation can be carried out without 

using a differentiator by by-passing the first 

integrator. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.8 where 

both systems have the same transfer function: 

w0 2 (1-sT/2) 
S + 2sWoS + Wo 1 

(6.79) 
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(a) Using a dynamic input term 

2 
WQ 

-T/2 

1 1 - -s s 

1 1 - -s s 

(b) Using a constant term to by-pass an integrator 

Fig 6.8: Alternative structures for implementing derivative 
compensations 

but Fig. 6.8(b) realizes it with less complexity. 

This is particularly useful for implicit ~t+ 

compensation. 

Overall, the worst case with full compensation is twice 

as complex as the original system. Thus either twice as 

much. hardware is needed or a program which takes twi ce 

as long to run. The nRMS graphs in Figs. 6.1 to 6.7 show 

the improvement (reduction in sample rate) to be between 

3 and 9 times. So the compensations will usually be worth 

carrying out. 
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6.5 CONCLUSIONS 

Quasi-continuous mathematical formulations for 

representation and compensation of discretised systems have 

been synthesised in terms of system parameter perturbations 

6A, 8B and an overall delay ~t. 

Some of the perturbations (8B) are transfer functions of 

the same order as the continuous system prior to discreti

sation, and may be too complex for general applications. 

Reduced versions, including merely steady state forms of 

the t ransfer functions, provide simpler Q-C formulations 

while retaining good accuracy over a useful range of 

sampling rates. 

The Q- C parameter perturbations 8A, 8B are all simple 

algebraic expressions in singular structure cases. 

Subject to satisfaction of necessary conditions governing 

the existence of a solution for parameter perturbations, 

the Q- C formulations provide first order {O(T 2 ) = O} 

representations of distortion from discretisation in terms 

of the. variable parameters. These are useful for 

preliminary design assessment of existing or projected 

&methods of system discretisation, and for possible 

implementation of compensations. 
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APPENDIX A 

AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR COMPUTATION OF oA 

The use of state feedback to modify s y stem eigenvalues 

is a common technique of controller design (Porter and 

Crossley, 1972). In general a procedure as in Fig. A.l(a,b) 

is used where µ ' is the (l xn) measurement vector, K is a (l x l) 

J 

.__ A -

(a) Uncompensated 
system 

G J 

A 

(b) State feedback 
compensated system 

Fig A.l: State feedback compensation 

J 

A 

oA 

(c) System with stat( 
feedback 
consolidated wi tl 
the A natrix. 

scale factor and G is the (n x l) input vector. Now, to move 

the jth eigenvalue by OA . to A.+oA. requires µ ' = v' . where 
J J J J 

vi is the jth left - eigenvector, and 

K = oA./ (v~G). 
J J 

(A. l) 
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This can be consolidated as 8A. = GK.v~. Or if all the 
J J J 

eigenvalues are to be moved then: 

n 
oA = G I 

j=l 
K. v~· 

J J 
(A. 2) 

To compensate a discrete system a oA is chosen which 

moves the eigenvalues appropriately. Equation (A.2) can 

be used for this with certain restrictions. 

The G vector may be chosen arbitrarily and if any 

elements are zero the corresponding row in oA will be 

zero. Thus if A has constant and variable terms in separate 

rows then B can be used to ensure 8A has the correct variable

link structure. An example of this occurs when A is a 

companion matrix and so all the variables are in one row. 

Example 

From (A.l) 

A = [ 

= [ . 

0 

2 - wo 

Wo 

1 

Kl = o A 1 + / (r;-R=I°) 

K 2 = 8\2+/(-r;-«7=l) 

and from (A.2) 
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0 0 
= 

(A. 3) 

In the case of simultaneous FFD discretisation from equation 

(4.94) o>...+ = >... 2 T/2 so: 
]. ]. 

o>..1+ = Wo 2T(2s 2-2s~ - 1)/2 

o>..2+ = Wo 2T(2s 2+2 t ~ - 1)/2 

Substituting this into (A.3) results in 

0 

s 2 -1 
(A. 4) 

which is identical to the compensation computed in equation 

(6.60}. 

This approach to computing oA, oA+ is simpler than the 

approach in the body of the chapter but suffers from a lack 

_of general application. It is especially suited to 

companion matrix systems. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE APPLICATION OF HIGH ORDER PADE APPROXIMANTS TO 1'HE 

MODELLING OF DISCRETE SYSTEMS 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter I will consider the use of high order 

Pade approximants in Quasi-Continuous analysis. In chapter 

4 it was noted that the use of approximants of order greater 

than (1,1) led to a model with more states than the original 

continuous system. These states can be thought of as 

parasitic to the continuous system and introduced by 

digitisation. That is to say, high order Pad~ leads to a 

model with both parameter perturbation and parasitic states, 

such models will be referred to as the 'augmentedstate model' 

(ASM) ., 

The relevant areas will be dealt with in the following 

order: 

Ci) first, the various Pad~ approximants will be introduced 

and applied to digital integrators which in turn will 

be used to derive transfer function models. 

(ii) second, an augmented matrix form of the derivation will 

be given. 

(iii) third, the elements of system reduction technique will 

be introduced with particular emphasis on the Pade, 

or continued fraction methods. 

(iv) finally, an example will be given and some conclusions 

drawn. 
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,. 
7.2 THE DERIVATION OF HIGH ORDER PADE APPROXIMANTS TO MODEL 

DIGITAL SYSTEMS 

The derivation will be approached in two stages, starting 

with the application of the Pade approximant to the integrator 

models, followed by application to the general linear transfer 

function. 

7.2.1. High Order Integrator Modelling 

The general form for the Pade approximant to the 

exponential is: 

= Ppq 

N (w) 
pq 

U (-w) pq 
"' exp (w) 

r k 
where N (w) = (p+q-k) !q!w 

pq k=0 (p+q)!k!(q-k)! 

and = ~ (p+q-k) !p! (-w) k 
Dpq (-w) k~O (p+q) !k! (p-k) ! 

Notice that for p=q this reduces to 

N (w) 

Ppq = N p1-w); N (w) = 
PP PP 

y (2p-k) !p!wk 
k=0 (2p)!k!(p-k)! 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

The s-domain ~ure time delay of exp(-sT) requires a simple 

substitution of -sT for win the above. The Pade approximants 

for p,q < 4 are given in Table 3.1. 

p is l-sT/2 
11 l+sT/2 ( 7. 3) 

p Is l-sT/3 
21 1+(2sT)/3+(sT) 2 /6 ( 7. 4) 
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22 

etc. 
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l-sT/2+(sT) 2 /12 
is l+sT/2+(sT) 2 /12 ( 7. 5) 

The first order finite difference integrator designated 

r1 is (from Table 3.2): 

Te-sT l 
-

l-e-sT , s 

as seen before the (1,1) Pade approximant leads to: 

Similarly the (2,1) and (2,2) approximants give: 

I21 
1 

(1-sT) 
1 . 3 . 

= - --=-
s (l+sT) ' 

6 

O(T 3 ) = 0 

( 7. 6) 

( 7. 7) 

( 7. 8) 

( 7. 9) 

The r 2 algorithm which is known as predictive trapezoidal 

is Yv+l = Yv + T(3xv-xv_1 )/2 in the discrete time domain, in 

s-domain it is: 

consequently: 

Ill= 1. O(T2) = 0 
2 s' 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 
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and 

121 !(1 5 0 (T 3 ) = 0 = -(sT) 2 ) 
2 s 12 

122 1:.(1 s · 
2~ (sT) 3); 0 (T 4 ) (7.13) = - -(sT) 2 + = 0 2 s 12 

The Quasi-Continuous integrator models can now be applied to 

a transfer function. 

7.2.2 Application of High Order Models to Transfer Functions 

As in Chapter 4 we can start with a general state 

variable form 

x =Ax+ Bu (7.14) 

in which x and u are vectors of arbitrary length and A and B 

are appropriately dimensioned matrices 

- X(.s) = (sl-A)-lBU(s) (7.15) 

Since all 's' terms in this expression result from the presence 

of integration in the system it is permissible to replace each 

by the q-c equivalent. Thus using lil gives: 

..X(.s) = (s - (l+AT/2)-lA)-l(l+AT/2)-lBU(s) (l-Ts/2) (7.16) 

which is the result from chapter 4. The q-c transfer function 

in this case, is the same as the continuous system, except 

for the perturbations in the A and B matrices, hence bearing 

a direct relationship with the continuous system. However, 

us·ing li 1 gives a different result: 
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X(s) = ((s(l+Ts/6)/(1-Ts/3))I-A)-lBU(s) 

= (s (l+Ts/6) I-A(l-Ts/3) )-lB U(s) (l-Ts/3) 

= (s (I-AT/3) + (s 2 T/6) I-A)-lB U(s) (l-Ts/3) 

= adj [ (s 2 T/6) I+s (I-AT/3) -A]B U(s) (l-Ts/3) 
(s 2 T/6)I+s(I-AT/3)-AJ 

(7.17) 

where l•I is the determinant which will be of order 2N for an 

N state system, since it has been augmented by the presence of 

extra parasitic states. 

It has therefore been shown that approximants of order 

greater than (1,1) can be applied to modelling digital systems 

but that the resulting model will be of higher degree than the 

intended digital system and consequently difficult to interpret. 

The next section will look at a state variable interpretation 

of this augmented state model. 

7. 3 THE AUGMENTED STATE VARIABLE FORM 

In general any simultaneous Finite Difference integrator, 

or multi-step method, can be approximated by a rational function 

of the following form: 

~ !( + a 1 s + ....... n 
1 ansm} -s =s 1 b 1 s + + ... h s 

m 

(7.18) 

we can assume that n = m without loss of generality thus 

sX(s) = AX(s) + BU(s) (7.19) 

becomes 



m 
+ ... b s } 

m X(s) = 
m +. . . a s , 

m 
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AX(s) + B U(s) 

b sm+l X(s) = 
m 

m m 
(l+a1 s+ ... ams )AX(s)+(l+a1s+ ... ams )BU(s) 

m-1 - s(l+b1 s+ ... bm_ 1s ) X(s) (7.20) 

In the time domain this becomes 

m+l 
~ X (_t} = 

Ax (_t) .a 1A-I a 2A-b1 I a A-b I m 
b + b x(t) + -----,--- ~(t) ... m b m-1 x(t) 

m m bm m 

B a 1B a B m 
+ b u(t) + "n" u(t) + ... ~ uJt) 

m m m 
(7.21) 

m a~x(t) 
where x(t) is defined as 

In a matrix form this is: 

m+l a A- b 1 I a 1A- Ii 
I 

In A m a B a _1B a 1B B m m- m m ••• 
X 

b b lbm 
X 

bm b "o" b u 
m m m m m 

m ------------------+-- m- 1 ------------------ m-1 
X = X + u 

I 
I 0 0 

. 
X X u 

(7.22) 

Hence we have extended x and u vectors and extended A and B 
A A A A 

matrices which will be designated x, u, A and B respectively. 

Therefore 

~ 
X = Ax+ Bu (7.23) 
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or 

sX(s) = AX{s) + B(s)U(s) (7.24) 

in which form the derivative terms are included in the B(s) 

matrix. 

From this it is possible to express many digital systems 

in terms of the continuous system they model but it is still 

difficult to determine ·the exact effects that A and B will have 

on the original x vector. For this reason the next section 

introduces the area of system reduction. 

7.4 SYSTEM REDUCTION 

Many systems can be described in terms of a set of 

simultaneous linear differential equations but the complexity 

can lead to such a large number of equations that it is 

necessary to reduce the dimensionality of the description, 

i~e. reduce the number of state variables . Methods for 

carrying out this reduction have been developed. In this 

chapter we are interested in reducing the augmented state 

model to the same degree as the continuous system, to that 

end this section will first introduce the five main methd.ds 

of reduction and follow this with a discussion on their 

sui.tabili ty for this application .. with further detail on the 

Pade based methods. 

7 . 4.1 A Brief Outline of System Reduction Methods 

It is not relevant to this thesis to survey in detail the 

area of system reduction, therefore only a brief outline .will 

be attempted. 
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Surveys of the field are available e.g. Bosley and Lees 

(1972) and so are substantial bibliographies e.g. Genesio 

and Milanese (1976). 

The main reduction methods can be grouped as follows: 

(i) Pragmatic system reduction - the e xperience of an 

engineer may lead him to ignore or approximate some 

part of a model. An example of this is the practice 

of ignoring temperature affects in circuit analysis. 

This can lead to substantial errors in some cases 

where e xperience is an unreliable guide. 

(J i .) Response fitting - A low degree model may be chosen, 

and its parameters adjusted until it matches the 

response of the full system inS)me fashion. Matching to 

fixed points in the time domain has been used (Lanczos 

1957) and the frequen_cy domain (Sanathanan and 

Koerner 1963 and Levy 1959). The geometric technique 

ofAnderson (1967) is also in this class; although his 

error function is the difference between the reduced state 

vector and the projection of the full state vector into the 

reduced linear space. 

(.iii) Truncation - the simplest method is to discard high (or 

low). order terms from the numerator and denominator 

of the s-domain transfer function thus producing a low 

(or high) frequency approximation. 

(_iv) Dominant mode retention - the less significant poles 

and zeros of the model can be discarded hence reducing 

the model degree. Davison (1966) is the classic 

paper on this area though it has since been generalised 
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under the heading of aggregation methods by Lamba and 

Rao (Hickin and Sinha 1980). A simpler method of 

replacing non-dominant modes by an equivalent time delay 

has been proposed by Matsubura (Bosley and Lees 1972) i.e. 

m n 
G(s) = II 

j=l 
(l+a.s)/ IT (l+b.s) 

J i=l i 

is reduced to: 

n-p m-q 
R ( s) - -rs (l+a.s)/ II (l+b.s) = e II 

j=l J i=l J. 

m n 
where 1" = II b.- II a. 

i=m-q+l J. j=n-p+l J 

(7.25) 

(7.26) 

(_v) Pade based methods - A reduced model is chosen which 

has the same Taylor series expansion for the first 

;few terms, i.e. 

n 
G(s) = I 

j=O 

m 
a. sj / l 

J i=O 

i b.s 
J. 

= 

for a reduced model of Rqp(s) of degree p/q 

Rqp (_s) = 1 
j=O 

i e.s 
:' J. 

oo k 
= l cks + 

k=O 

(7.27) 

(7.28) 

This stems from the definition of Pade approximants in 

Section 3.3. 

7.4.2 system Reduction in Q-C Analysis 

Within this chapter three of the reduction methods are 

used. First, a trivial use is made of truncation in that when-

ever terms of order higher than the Pade approximant are 
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generated during manipulation they are discarded. Second, 

the pragmatic replacement of excess numerator zeros with 

pure time delay; it is reasonable to assume that at least 

part of any extra zeros will be due to delay since, the systems 

under consideration are digital and will therefore have 

delays between input and output. Finally, and most important, 

is the use of Pade methods to reduce the number of state 

variables in the augmented state model. Pade is used for 

three reasons: 

(i) It is consistent with the use of Pad~ approximants to 

model the pure time delay, 

(ii) It is mathematically simple and lends itself to 

machine computation, 

(iii) It is always applicable and can be used to reduce a 

system to an arbitrary degree (alternative dominant 

mode methods are limited by the pole/zero groupings 

of the unreduced system). 

,, 
The next sub-sections will deal with the Pade methods in 

greater detail leading to their application in Section 7.5. 

7.4.3. Som:e Details of Fade Reduction Methods 

It is important to note that several methods are 

equivalent to Pade approximation. ghamash (1974) has 

shown that Continued Fraction Methods (CFE), time moment 

(Taylor series expansion around s = 0) matching, and 

Markov parameter (Taylor series expansion around s = 00 ) 

matching are all special cases of Pade approximation about 

one or more points. 

The direct Pade method is as follows: 
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Let G ( s) and its approximant R ( s) be 

a 0+a1 s+ ... an_ 1 s 
n-1 

G(s) = = g O +g 1 s+ · · · 
b 0+b1 s+ ... bns 

n 

(7.29) 
m-1 

R ( s) 
d 0+d1 s+ ... dm_ 1 s 

= r 0+r1 s+ ... = 
e 0+e 1 s+ ... ems 

m 

in order for R(s) to be a Pade approximant g.=r. for i < 2m-l. 
l. l. 

It can be shown ( 3. 4) that: 

i 
d. = I gkei-k; 0 < i < m-1 

l. k=O 
(7.30) 

i 
and 0 = I gkei _k; m < i < 2m-l 

k=O 

This gives good low frequency response since it is an 

expansion around s= O. A similar high frequency approximation 

is feasible by expanding around s = 00 (i.e. Markov parameter 

matching) in a partial realisation (Hickin and Sinha 1980). 

Both methods require the solution of m simultaneous equations 

to obtain thee. terms which is computationally undesirable. 
l. 

A simpler, though equivalent, method is due to Chen and Shieh 

(_19.68) in which G (s) is expanded into a CFE which can be 

truncated and inverted to generate a simplified transfer 

functi on 

i.e. G ( s) = 1 
( 7. 31) 

s 

+ ... 
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truncating this after 2m terms (h. = 0: i > 2m) results in a 
l 

transfer function R(s) with g. = r · i < 2m as for the direct l i. 

method (a tabular method for doing this is shown in Appendix 

A) • 

A major disadvantage, in the general use of these methods, 

is that stability is not always preserved since poles and 

zeros are not preserved. Chuang (1970) has given the following 

example: 

2 + 6s + 8s 2 

G(s) = (s+1) 2 (s+2) (7.32) 

whi ch is clearly stable; but has a (2,1) Pade approximant of 

R (s} -.222 - 1.776s = (s+.1239) (s-1.791) (7.33) 

which is clearly unstable and hence a poor approximation. 

Several solutions have been proposed. 

Chuang (1970) suggests a reduction method based on a 

Taylor series expansion around both s = 0 ands= 00 so that 

an (m,m- 1) Pade approximant would match the first m time 

moments and the first m Markov parameters. The method gives 

improved transient modelling and, by virtue of giving.a 

different result to Chen, will often be stable when Chen 

is not (and vice versa}. This is achieved by generating a 

CFE in which: the first parameter is the ratio of numerator 

and denominator constant terms, the second is the ratio 

of highest order terms, and so on, i.e. 



G(s) = 

= 

= 

etc. 
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n-1 
a 0+a1 s+ ... an_ 1 s 

n 
b 0+b1 s+ ... bns 

1 

1 

s 

This results in a CFE of the form: 

G ( s) = 1 

( 7. 34) 

(7.35) 

which can be truncated and inverted to give the desired result. 

A method which always gives a stable result was introduced 

by Shamash (1974). The method consists of retaining as many 

system poles as necessary to maintain stability. This is 

done by replacing the last of the 2m simultaneous equations 

(_7 . 30) with an equation which forces the denominator to zero 

at the retained pole i.e. 

(7.36) 

where s 1 is the pole to be retained . Shamash found that it 

is best to retain large magnitude poles since they are more 
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likely to stabilise the model. 

The Routh approximation method of Hutton and Friedland 

(1975) also guarantees stability. G(s) is expanded into 

the Alpha-Beta form, i.e. 

= 
n i 
I Si II 

i=l j=l 
F. ( s) 

J 
(7.37) 

wheres. are scalar constants and F .(s) are CFE of the form 
- i . l 

F. ( s) = l. . . 
a..s + 

l 

l 
l 

a.i+ls + 
l 

+ .. .-
l 

a. s n 

(7.38) 

With .the exception that the first term of F1 (s) isl+ a. 1 s 

instead of a. 1 s. Inversion of a truncated Alpha-Beta 

expansion results in a reduction that preserves high 

frequency behaviour. Thus it is normal to reduce G(s) 

where G(s) = (1/s)G(l/s). This method works on the same 

basis as the Routh stability criterion which states that if 

a.. > 0 for l < i < n the syst em is stable; since the 
l . 

a-parameters of the reduction are a subset of the unreduced 

system's, system stability will be preserved. 

Shamash (1975) described an equivalent system in which 

the Routh criterion is used to select the denominator 

(.as for Hutton and Friedland the expansion is abouts= O) 

and the numerator is then chosen to match the first p time 
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moments. The degree of the numerator can be chosen to be 

independent of the denominator whereas in the method of 

Hutton et al it is constrained to be one less than the 

degree of the denominator. 

Pal (1979) has suggested a variation in the selection of 

the denominator. In his method the Routh expansion is made 

around s = 00 and then the first terms are discarded leaving 

a . for (n- p-1) < i < n, resulting in a low frequency 
l. 

approximation . This is easi l y implemented since the 

denominator is formed from two adjacent rows of the Routh 

scheme. 

Shamash (1980) has indicated that the Routh methods 

above give poor results and suggested that truncation of the 

denominator would give results of comparable accuracy though it 

does not guarantee stabi lity. Hence the alternative methods 

are generally superior to the Routh method. 

7.4 . 4 Conclusions on system Reduction 

In concluding this section it is important to note that 

there is a significant body of theory which has not been covered 

here but is covered in the texts by Wall (1958), Gantmacher 

(1959), and others. 

In applying the Pade approximation methods to reducing the 

augmented state mode l the problem of instability is not an 

i mportant one bec ause the full model itself may e xhibit 

instability. Hence, reduction instability would be an 

indication that; either the digital system was marginal, 

or the approximation method was inaccurate, in either case a 

more accurate analysis would be called for, possibly leading to 
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a redesign of the digital system. For this reason the most 

suitable reduction methods would be those of Chen or Chuang. 

Both of these make maximum use of the freedom available in 

choosing the reduced model. Only the Chen method has been 

tried. 

The next section will give some results from the use 

of this reduction method and compare these with results 

from the lower order (1,1) approximant used in Chapter 4. 

7 .5 APPLICATION TO Q-C MODELLING 

This section will cover the application of the results 

in previous sections in three stages. First the procedure 

will be described, this will then be applied to a second degree 

system. The section will then finish with a discussion of the 

results obtained. 

7. 5. 1 Procedure for Computi-ng High Order Q-C Models 

(.i) The choice of the order of the Pade approximant to the 

pure time delay: This determines the accuracy of 

the augmented state model, however any simplification 

of the augmented state model will tend to reduce the 

final accuracy. In fact the highest order Pade 

approximant worth. using is one of the same order as 

the reduced model is to be. The use of higher order 

approximants will not change the reduced model. 

(_ii} Computation of the augmented state model: two 

approaches are possible depending on whether the 

starting equation is in the discrete z-domain or the 

continuous s-domain -
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- discrete z-domain: the Pade approximant Ppq can be 

substituted for the delay operator z 
-1 

~ in continuous s-domain: a Pade model <Ipq say) of 

the digital integrator can be formed and this, in 

turn; either substituted into the transfer function 

as in section 2.2.2, or used to form the Augmented 

State Variable Matrices as in section 7.3 from which 

a transfer function can be derived. 

(iii) Choice of Q-C model order: The denominator would be 

chosen to be the same as the continuous system (n) and 

the numerator would then be nor n-1 (this restriction 

which is imposed by the Chen reduction method, does not 

apply if the direct method in (7.30) is used). The 

larger numerator is to be preferred since it will match 

more time moments but has the disadvantage of allowing 

finite gain at infinite frequency; consequently it 

must be used with caution. 

(_iv} Form a reduced transfer function using the method of 

Chen, Chuang, or the direct Pade method in (7 . 30). 

(_v) Fi nally, the numerator is adjusted to agree more closely 

in form with the continuous transfer function. For 

instance, extra zeros may be replaced with a lumped 

t i me delay or advance in accordance with equation (7 . 26). 

In p r actise time dealys are approximately mul!.tiples 

of T/2 (for the FFD case) and a substitution o f such a 

value, which is close to the lumped delay is 

satisfactory in most cases. 
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7.5.2 Example 

The example is a discrete system which uses FFD integration 

to model the continuous system 

(7.39) 

The transfer function x1 (s)/u(s) will be examined 

x 1 Cs) 
= u (s) 

WO 2 
(7.40) 

Using a (2,1) approximant leads to the If 1 integrator approxi

'mation which, substituted into (7.40) gives: 

x1 Cs) 
G(s) u(s) = 

36w 0 2 (1-Ts/3) 2 /T 2 

(7.41) 

+ s(72wos/T 2 -24wo 2 /T)+36w 0 2 /T 

At this stage it is necessary to deal with a numerical 

example so that the reduction can be applied. The case 

chosen is s = .25, Wo = 1. O, and T = .4. Reducing this by 

Chen's method gives: 

R(s) = .o6g5~s 2 -.4212~s+l.0383 
s 2 + . 09785s+l.0383 (7.42) 

The s 2 over s 2 nature of the result means that it will 

~e unrealistic at high frequencies in the frequency domain, 

and near t = o+ in the time domain; in addition the numerat·or 
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parameters in the reduced system do not have a one for one 

correspondence with the continuous system (7.40). 

In order to overcome these problems the superfluous 

zeros are replaced by a lumped time delay. In this example, 

where all the zeros are superfluous the following alternatives 

give simple results: 

(i) Choose a lumped time delay which best approximates 

the superfluous zeros, e.g. 

R(s) 1. 0383 
= s 2 +.09785s+l.0383 exp(-. 4 0S?Gs) (7.43) 

where the time delay has been computed from 

-.42129/1.0383 = -.40576 

(ii) Choose the time delay on a more pragmatic basis. 

For example, in the FFD integration case, the q-c 

representation of the FFD integrator suggests a 

T/2 delay for each integrator hence leading to: 

R (s) 
1. 0383 

= s 2 +.09785s+l.Q383 exp(-. 4 s) 

From (7.42), (7.43) and (7.44) it is seen thats and w0 

have been perturbed: 

s = .25 

Wo = 1. 0 + w, +Ow,= 1.01897} 

• s + os = .04801 

(7.44) 

(7.45) 
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7.5.3 Discussion of Example 

Fig. 7.1 shows the difference between the impulse 

response of the digital system and its various continous 

models. Part (d) shows that in all cases the model breaks 

down as T increases; at T > .5 the digital system is unstable 

so even small errors will accumulate giving excessive nRMS 

figures. Despite this it is clear that the (2,1) q-c models 

are superior to the (1,1) q - c model even in the unstable region 

and the improvement of the (2,2) q-c model is insignificant. 

It was previously noted that the (1,1) q-c was limited to 

!>..Tl < .15, however the (2,1) q-c is accurate for !>..Tl < . 4 . 

The effect of this improved accurate range can be seen in 

part (a) which compares trajectories for T = .7. Parts 

(c,d) show the relative merits of the various numerator 

approximations used in (2,1) q-c. The similarity of all 

three is evidence that they are based on correct assumptions, 

the case with R(t) = o; t = 0 is best for small >..T (the 

small superiority cannot be seen on this graph due to the 

scaling} which is expected since it is closest to the Pad~ 

approximation. As T increases higher order effects dominate 

and the nRMS order changes in an unpredictable way. The 

two cases with lumped time delays are similar: since this 

is so the practice of choosing a time delay which is a 

multiple of T/2 is justified and has the advantage of 

simplicity. 

7. 6 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

If (.1,1) Pade is used it is not necessary to compute 

the augmented state model or apply Chen_' s reduction method. 

However, if higher order methods are used these complications 
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continuous representation. (cont.) 
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will intrude. In fact, due to the complexity of these 

manipulations it is not practical to derive results in an 

algebraic form, thus all work must be numerical. This 

leads to a loss of insight into the problem since distortions 

can only be associated with the polynomial coefficients or the 

· poles and zeros which are not necessarily the system parameters. 

It would be most useful to have perturbation equations for each 

of the system parameters so that the effect of T can be seen on 

each of the critical parameters, this is only feasible at 

present for the (1,1) q-c. The alternative of computing 

distortion for a range of T values and then plotting them 

is still possible though not quite as satisfactory . 

In addition, the reduction method has only been applied to 

single input single output (SISO) transfer functions. An 

extention to a matrix form of the direct Pads method is 

possible though it has not been done. Chen (1974) proposed 

a matrix form of his reduction method which is limited to 

systems with equal numbers of inputs and outputs. 

Nevertheless, the hi-order method described here gives 

a significant increase in both accuracy and range of 

validity i.e. IATI < .4 as opposed to 1::X.TI < .15. It 

can also be applied to integrators of arbitrary complexity 

to give an indication of the errors to be expected (as in 

equations (7.12} and (7 .13 } where it is applied to a 

Trapezoidal integrator}. 

In the general case of a pole/zero system, extra~ting a 

lumped delay from the reduced system is more difficult than 

for an all pole system like the example. In these cases it 

is necessary to separate the perturbed zeros from the 
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time delay. which may be quite difficult. Two possible 

methods are to inspect the numerator zeros of the reduced system 

or to compute the expected delay from the discrete system 

z-transform. 
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APPENDIX A 

TABULAR METHODS FOR CONTINUED FRACTION EXPANSION 

AND I NVERSION 

Tabular methods are based on expressing the desired 

result (expansion or inversion) in a recursive form; 

once this is done the table follows easily, 

Let F . (s) be a polynomial i n 
l. 

f . . be the coeff i cient 
l. , J 

and h. be the i t h expansion 
l. 

of sj in F . (s) s l 
coeffic ien: . 

(A . l ) 

Consider first the expansion of the rational polynomial 

F1 (sl/F0 ts) around s = a; we want the following: 

F :1, ( s) 
¥0. Cs) 

Cl ear l y 

Fi Cs ) 

F . l ( s) J. - . 

= 

= 

1 
ti f F o {s) = 0 0 

F 1 (s) f i 0 

= 
hi. + 

1 
Fi+ l (s) 

hi+ s F i (s) 

1 
+ SF~(s) 

F 1 ( s) 

1 (A. 2) s 

(F1(s)) 
F 2 ( s) etc . 

(A . 3) 
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F. 1 (s) Fi+l(s) J.- h . + => F . ( s) = s F. ( s) J. 
J. J. 

=> F. 1 (s) = h.F . (s) + sFi+l(s) (A. 4) J_- J. J. 

=> Fi+l(s) 
1 h.F . (s)) (A. 5) = -(F. l (s) -s J.- J. J. 

Thus a table can be formed: 

so s:t. 52 

Fo f O O fo 1 fo 2 
h:1. 

F 1 f i 0 f:1.:1. f :1.2 
h2 

F2 f20 f2:1. f22 (A. 6) 

where f.+l . = fi-1,j+l h. f. ·+l 
J. ' J J. J. ' J 

and h. = 
fi-1,0 

J. f. 0 
J. ' 

The inversion of this form is given by (A.4) with the 

initial condition that: 

Fn+l(s) 

F ( s) 
n 

= 0 } 

= a 

where a· is a constant; usually 1. 

(A. 7) 

The table formed is similar to (A.6) with F at the 
n 

top and F0 at the bottom: i.e. 



F n-1 

F n-2 

0 

1 

f n-1,2 

f n-2,0 
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Sl 

0 

0 

0 

f n-2,1 

2. s ••• 

0 

0 

0 

0 

where f . 1 . 
J.- 'J 

= h. f. . + f. +l . l; j > 1 
l. J.,J l. ,J-

fi-1,1 = h. f. 1 ; j = 1 
l. l. ' 

h n 

h 
n-1 

h n-2 

(A. 8) 

Expanding around s = 00 works in a similar fashion; the 

main difference is that h . is the quotient of the highest order 
l. 

coefficients. 

Assuming the degree of F0 (s) and F1 (s) is n: 

F O ( s) f -1F2(s) O,n + F1 (s) = -f- s 
Fl ( s) l,n 

-1 
ho + s = F 3 ( s) -1 

hl + s F 2 ( s) etc. (A. 9) 

(note that if the degree of F0 is n-1 then h 0 = 0). Clearly, 

F i - l Cs) -1 F. 1 (s) 
h . 1 + J.+ 

F . ( s) = s · F. ( s) J.-l. - . l. 

Fi-l(s) h. 1F. (s) -1 (A. 10) =:> = + s Fi+l(s) J.- l. 

=:. Fi+l(s) = s(F. 1 (s) - h. 1F. (s)) (A.11) J.- ].- l. 
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In tabular form the expansion is: 

FO 

Fl 

F2 

where 

and 

n n-1 s s 

f O,n fo,n-1 

f l,n 
f 
l,n-1 

f 2,n f 2,n-1 

h. = fl /f. 1 
1. ,n 1.+ ,n 

f, 1 I= f, 1 0 1 -
1.+ ,J ].- ,J-

n-2 
s 

f 
O,n-2 

f l,n-2 
f . . ' 
2,n- 2 

h. lf .. 1 ]. - J.,J -

ho 

hl 

h2 (-A.12) 

The inversion with n expansion coefficients is given 

by (A.10) with the initial conditions: 

where a is a constant, usually 1, and hence leading to 

n s s n-1 s n-2 

F n 0 0 0 

F n-1 1 0 0 

F n-2 f n-2,n 0 0 

F n-3 f n-3,n f n-3,n-l 0 

where f . 1 . 
].- , J 

fi-1,1 

= j > 1 h . lf .. + f . +l . l; ].- . J.,J ]. ,J-
= h . 1 f. l; j = 1 ].- J , 

h 
n - 1 

h n-2 

h n-3 

(A. 13) 

(A.14) 
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APPENDIX B 

ROUTH STABILITY CRITERION 

A polynomial P(s} = F(s 2 ) + sG(s 2 ) is Hurwitz (i.e. has 

all its roots in the negative half plane) if and only if F(u) 

and G (.u) form a positive pair. 

A positive pair of polynomiais R(u) and Q(u) of degree 

m and m respectively (or m and m-1) has roots r 1 ,r2 , ... rm 

and q 1 ,q2 , ... qm-l' (q(m)) that are real, distinct, negative 

and alternate thus: 

or 

ql < rl < q2 < 

rl < ql < r2 < 
(B .1) 

q ,., < r < 
m-1 m 

and their highest coefficients have the same sign Gantmacher 

(1959, p. 227). 

A stieltjes expansion of G(u)/F(u) will have all non

negative coefficients i.e. 

G(_u)_ - 1 
ho + s 

F (u) = -1 

hl + s 
-1 (B .. 2) 

h2 + s 
-1 s 

h2m 

where ho > 0 and h. > 0' l. 

ho = 0 if the degree of G (u) = m- 1. 

If G(u)/F(u) is expanded around u = 0 instead of u = 00 

this is equivalent to expanding the reciprocate G(l/u)/F(l/u) 
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(or (1/u)G(l/u)/F(l/u) if the degree G(u) = (m-1)) around 

1/u = ro This transformation will replace each pole and zero 

with its reciprocal but will not change its sign therefore 

the test will still be effective in determining stability. 

Truncating and inverting G(u)/F(u) can be used to form 

high frequency approximants to P(s); using the reciprocate will 

give a low frequency approximant 

The Routh Scheme involves applying the CFE tabular method 

in Appendix A to derive the coefficients for the Stieltjes 

CFE so that stability can be determined by inspection. 
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APPENDIX C 

THE DERIVATION OF OPTIMUM PARAMETER PERTURBATIONS 

It is necessary to have a base line against which 

the efficacy of the q-c representations can be gauged. 

In most of the examples so far nRMS graphs have been used 

to show a comparative advantage for the q-c approach. In 

addition t~ this it is desirable to know how perfectly 

parameter perturbations can be used to model the effects 

of discretisation, and thus how good the q-c approach is in 

more absolute terms. 

Finding the optimum parameter perturbations requires curve 

fitting. An _impulse response trajectory can be generated by 

the discrete system and compared with sampled continuous 

trajectories until one is found which minimises an error 

term. The method is similar to that used for designing 

optimal discrete filters (see section 2.2.3 and Fig. 2.10). 

In practice a square error term was used: 

n 
= 1 I { H ( VT ) - C ( VT , 0 ( Ct . ) ) } 2 

n v=l J. 
( C. 1) 

where H(vT) are the discrete trajectory, 

C(vT,o(ai)) are the sampled continuous trajectory, 

o(a . ) are the perturbations, 
]. 

and n is the number of samples. 

This term was minimised by using a modified steepest 

descent algorithm. 
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Only one case has been considered for illustrative 

purposes: the SISO transfer function 

x(s) = 
Wo2 

( C. 2) 
52 + 21',;wo s + Wo2 

The dimensionless perturbations (81',;) and (ow 0 /w 0 ) have 

been found for various combinations of the dimensionless 

variables (1',;} and (w 0T). These results are graphed in 

Figs. C.l, C.2, C.3 and C.4, along with results from the 

use of (1,1) and (2,1) based q-c representation. 

The graphs show that the (2,1) q-c representation is very 

close to optimal in a least squares sense. This justifies the 

use of hi-order q-c methods. The only major discrepancies 

occur in Fig. C.4 for I',;> 1, woT =.5 for which cases the 

discrete system is unstable and the curve fitting algorithm 

is unreliable. 

Thus an independent and absolute check of the effectiveness 

of q-c representation has been carried out for an example and 

shown that q-c analysis can provide near optimal results. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CON"rRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

To complete this dissertation it is now only necessary 

to summarise the contributions and point out some directions 

for future work. 

8.2 CONTRIBUTIONS 

8.2.1 Quasi-continuous techniques 

The main theses of this work have been: that using 

Pad~ approximants for the delay operator in discrete 

systems gives useful information on the effects of 

discretisation; and, that the effects of discretisation 

are most usefully presented in terms of parameter distortion. 

The implications of these ideas have been developed 

throughout and applied to various situations. 

Starting in chapter 3 the effectiveness of some 

discrete algorithms for approximating integration and 

differentiation was considered. 

In chapter 4 it was noted that approximants of order 

greater than (1,1) introduced parasitic states and so the 

work in chapters 4 and 6 was limited to (1,1) Pad~ based 

approximants. Within this limit parameter perturbations 

were developed for s-domain SISO transfer functions 

implemented using simultaneous FFD. The quasi-continuous 

technique was applied directly to the s-domain rational 

function and resulted in simple equations for distortion 
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(4.11). These distortions were then used to compute 

compensations (4.25) which showed the utility of parameter 

perturbations. A similar approach was used for 

sequential FFD, although in this case the Pade approximant 

was applied to a z-domain transfer function, resulting in simila1 

perturbation (4.31) and compensation (4.32) equations. 

The extension to MIMO state variable formulations 

was also carried out for a number of cases of which the 

most useful are the simultaneous FFD (4.51) and sequential 

FFD ( 4. 81) . In all cases matrix perturbations were found, 

and used to compute compensation terms. 

In the appendix to Chapter 4 the quasi-continuous 

approach was applied to a simple mixed control system. 

This showed that it could easily be used in mixed systems 

with satisfactory results. 

In general, the results from chapter 4 are simple and 

easily applied, yet give useful information. In addition, 

they demonstrate how the quasi-continuous approach can be 

extended to other types of discrete systems. However 

two problems arise: first, the MIMO work only leads to 

matrix perturbations and not to parameter perturbations; 

and second, the (1,1) Pade approximant is a severe 

limit on accuracy. These problems were addressed in 

chapters 6 and 7 respectively. 

In chapter 6 the MIMO results were extended to handle 

parameter constraints on the system structure. The basic 

results defined the differentials of the A and B matrices 
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(equations 6.7 and 6.38) in terms of the matrix perturbations 

from the simple MIMO analysis. Perturbation of the A 

matrix parameters was seen to be straight forward in most 

instances. But significant increases in complexity 

occurred in the B matrix. The complexity made compensation, 

along these lines, .difficult except in special cases 

with both e-i structure and e-i discretisation (e.g. 6.49). 

In other cases pragmatic simplifications of the compensated 

B matrix had to be made. 

Overall, both representation and compensation results 

were adequate though slightl y inferior to the simple MIMO 

results. Of course, if system structure is critical these 

difficulties are acceptable. 

Chapter 7 addresses the problem of using hi-order 

Pade approximants to find high accuracy perturbations. 

In effect, hi-order approximants add parasitic states 

to the model as is shown in (7. 1 7) for the (2 , 1) 

approximant and in (7.22) for a general (p,q) case. 

The augmented state model thus derived is too unwieldly 

to give any useful insight without extensive simulation 

work . Consequently, a Pade based system reduction 

technique was applied to a SISO form of the augmented 

state model. By this method the hi-order model was 

reduced to a torm comparable to the original cont i nuous 

system hence allowing parameter perturbations to be f ound. 

The example showed the reduced hi-order model to be 

more accurate, and valid over a wider range than the 

low-order model . In addition Appendix C to chapter 7 
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compared; the parameter perturbations from the reduced 

hi-order model, with those from optimal curve fitting, 

and showed them to be near optimal. 

8.2.2 Constrained System Perturbation 

In chapter 5 the problems associated with matrix 

perturbation were studied. Both the eigenvalue perturbation 

problem and the parameter augmentation problem were covered 

by surveying a few of the current methods and extending 

them to the constrained matrix case. As a consequence of 

this work the class of "eigenvector-invariant" matrices 

whose eigenvector directions are constant under parameter 

perturbation was noted. 

8.3 FUTURE WORK 

There are several areas which merit further work: 

(i) Extend the hi-order reduced method to MIMO state 

variable forms and systematise the computation of 

the numerator for general pole/zero systems. This 

difficulty was alluded to in section 7.5 but not 

dealt with .. 

(_ii) Develop a technique for using hi-order models for 

compensation. Clearly the linear assumption used 

in chapters 4 and 6 is not applicable and so a more 

appropriate method must be found. 

(iii) Consider the use of quasi-continuous technique in 

mixed systems. The Appendix to chapter 4 dealt with a 

simple control system using (1,1) Pade. It was noted 

then that higher order methods led to complexity and 

so were not used. In practice, the most common and 
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interesting applications involve a mixture of 

analogue and digital components so it is necessary 

to address this problem in greater depth. 

(iv) Application to large scale systems. The question 

of whether the approximations in quasi-continuous 

analysis will still give useful results in the 

context of a large digital or mixed system could 

be considered. 
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